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Repossessing the Past
- authorial tradition and scribal innovation

in Śivadāsa's Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā

पप्रारभ्यतत न खलु वविघ्नभयतन ननीच चच

पप्रारभ्य वविघ्नवविवहितप्रा वविरमवन्ति मधप्राच

वविघ्न चच सहिस्रग गवणित चरवपि हिन्यमप्रानप्राच

पप्रारब्धम गत्तमग गणिप्रा न पिवरत्यजवन्ति

For fear of obstacles, the inferior do not begin (an undertaking) at all;

having begun, the mediocre, presented with obstacles, leave off;

being hindered by obstacles, even if multiplied by a thousand,

those of superior virtue do not abandon an undertaking.

- Indian proverb

Jacob Schmidt-Madsen

Spring 2014
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Preface

Before beginning work on the present thesis, I was careful in reminding myself that it was 

going to be just another paper. I did not want to get bogged down by unrealistic ambitions 

or an inflated sense of importance. Still, I could not escape the feeling that even if the thesis

were indeed going to be just another paper, it were also, irrevocably, going to be the last. 

Whatever might follow would do so outside the secure environment of a formal academic 

training programme. Now, if ever, was the time to ask what lies at the end of the road to 

Indology. In the course of my education I had slowly but surely been led toward the 

primary literary sources of Sanskritic culture, but now, as I was ready to step off the road 

and lose myself in them, I suddenly felt unsure as to what actually constituted them.

My initial research question was concerned with the frame story of the popular 

Indian story collection known as the Vetālapañcaviṃśati, or the twenty-five tales of the 

corpse-possessing spirit, but the lack of critical editions soon made me narrow it down to 

the version attributed to Śivadāsa which had indeed been critically edited by Heinrich Uhle

in 1881. As I went over the many variant readings in Uhle's critical apparatus, a little voice 

made itself heard in the back of my head, telling me that I was only scratching the surface 

of what I was trying to get to the bottom of. Not only did the variations seem to point in the

direction of other known versions of the story collection; they also seemed to point to a 

tradition of textual transmission rooted in a manuscript culture which rendered suspect the 

very idea of a critical edition based on the concept of originality. To what extent, indeed, 

could we say that different scribes were simply copying the same text?

The shock came full force when I began collecting scans of the manuscripts used by 

Uhle, and started comparing them with the variant readings given by him. The 

idiosyncracies of the individual manuscripts far exceeded even the impression of a greater 

variety that had led me to acquire them in the first place. It immediately became clear to me

that any attempt at approaching them as just so many corruptions of a single original text 

would be a failure to appreciate and understand the circumstances under which they had 
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been produced, circulated, and used. The critical edition which I had until now believed, or

at least wanted to believe, was a perfectly acceptable substitute for the manuscripts it 

represented, was in fact nothing but a highly elaborate conjecture insisting upon a textual 

uniformity which had clearly never existed.

The thesis presented in the following pages is the result of my attempt to come to 

terms with the need for a radical revision of our understanding of the primary textual 

sources of not only Śivadāsa's Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā, but of Indian story literature as a 

whole, and perhaps of many other genres of literature as well. What began as the study of a

particular text has evolved - or, one might say, devolved - into a more general study of what

it at all means to be a text in a manuscript culture, existing, as it did, at the interface 

between orality and literacy. What, then, lies at the end of my road to Indology is a 

profound wish to go beyond the preservation of the variant readings of our primary 

sources, hidden away, if at all, in footnotes at the bottom of pages, or in critical apparatuses 

at the back of books, and to enter into a deeper understanding of the very reason why they 

should be preserved, not simply as registers of scribal errors and facile emendations, but as 

testimonies to the life that story literature led before it was stabilized to death by best 

readings and print media.

- Jacob Schmidt-Madsen

Copenhagen, July 2013
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Abbreviations

BK - Bṛhatkathā by Guṇādhya

BKM - Bṛhatkathāmañjarī by Kṣemendra

BMP - Bhaviṣyamahāpurāṇa

JVP - Jambhaladatta's version of VP

KSS - Kathāsaritsāgara by Somadeva

KVP - Kṣemendra's version of VP in BKM

SD - The Siṃhāsanadvātriṃśakā cycle of tales

ŚVP - Śivadāsa's version of VP

ŚVPU - The critical edition of ŚVP in Uhle 1966[1881]

SVP - Somadeva's version of VP in KSS

VP - The Vetālapañcaviṃśati cycle of tales

VVP - Vallabha or Vallabhadāsa's sub-version of ŚVP
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Introduction

When Heinrich Uhle published his critical edition of Śivadāsa's Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā in 

1881, he confessed to having struggled with a problem that had been at the root of textual 

criticism since Karl Lachmann had initiated the great philological quest for the ur-text 

earlier in the century: how to choose between different readings of the same word, 

sentence, or passage? Uhle, despairing at the wealth of variants in the eleven manuscripts 

of the popular story collection at his disposal, decided that since no single, original text 

could be convincingly recovered from them, a critical edition must be based on the eclectic 

reading of a more or less internally consistent group of manuscripts. In accordance with the

prevailing view of his day - that the more aesthetically pleasing text was also the more 

original - Uhle chose a group of four manuscripts which he termed the recensio ornatior as 

his "leitender Faden durch das Wirrsal der unendlichen Varianten" (Uhle 1966[1881]: 

xxviii). He further narrowed down the selection to the two manuscripts which he believed 

to have the most in common, but then freely admitted to interpolating readings from other 

manuscripts as well whenever he found them to be "better" on grounds that he did not state;

neither did he feel the need to explain his emendations of what he considered "der 

offenbarsten und unbedeutendsten Schreibfehler" (ibid. xxix). The result was something 

rather more akin to the work of a medieval Indian scribe than to the Lachmannian ideal of a

critical edition, and later earned Uhle the rebuke from Johannes Hertel that "[e]ine kritische

Ausgabe ist kein Lesebuch für Kinder"1 (Hertel 1924: 137). Still, in arguing that each 

manuscript could almost be considered a version unto itself, Uhle seems to have recognized

what many of his contemporaries had not: that the actual multiplicity of manuscripts does 

not always translate very well into the supposed unity of a critical edition. Thus, the 

purpose of the present thesis is not simply to challenge the validity of Uhle's methodology, 

but also, and more importantly, to question the ultimate applicability of traditional text 

1 Hertel's sarcasm was further accentuated by the fact that Uhle had since published a Griechische 
Schulgrammatik (Leipzig, 1883) reprinted several times.
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critical approaches to the genre of Indian story literature.

The version of the Vetālapañcaviṃśati (VP) attributed to Śivadāsa (ŚVP) is neither 

the earliest nor the most refined version of the tales to have come down to us, but it is 

probably the one which brings us closest to the original moment in time when they were 

first committed to writing. Presented in a simple form of Sanskrit with a strong 

undercurrent of Old Gujarati, mixing narrative prose with descriptive and proverbial verse,

and retaining obvious traces of oral composition, ŚVP forms a little studied link between 

the traditions of orality and literacy which converged in Indian manuscript culture. As 

Sheldon Pollock reminds us in the introduction to his ambitiously edited survey of Indian 

literary cultures (Pollock 2003), the transition from oral to manuscript culture was 

transformative in ways that the transition from manuscript to print culture was not, and 

without a proper understanding of those ways and what they entailed, it is difficult to say 

just how much we actually understand of the textual material which forms the basis of our 

philological enterprise. He therefore calls for a "recuperation of historical reading 

practices" as a "theoretical necessity of scholarship" (ibid. 14). Though such a 

"recuperation" has been underway in European philology at least since the studies in oral 

composition by Milman Parry in the 1930s2, and perhaps most forcefully manifested in the 

New Philology movement of the 1980s and 1990s3, attention to the historical reality of 

manuscript culture is still lacking among Indologists. Nowhere is this lack of attention felt 

more strongly than in the field of textual criticism where one might be forgiven for 

thinking that a thorough understanding of manuscript culture ought to be a natural 

prerequisite for the production of critical editions. Without it, we run the risk of severing 

the ties to the very past that we are trying to preserve. Uhle recognized the problem, but 

was unable to solve it, and so, it appears, are we. Almost a century and a half after the 

publication of his markedly uncritical critical edition, it remains the sine qua non in any 

study of VP.4

2 See Lord 1960.
3 See Nichols 1990 for a brief but essential introduction to the New Philology movement.
4 A. K. Warder, for example, in the most exhaustive description and analysis of the tales to date, makes 

unreserved use of Uhle's edition, and wrongly infers from it the influence of Kṣemendra on Śivadāsa, and 
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The present thesis takes up the case of VP, and especially of ŚVP, and argues the 

need for a revised text critical approach to the genre of Indian story literature. It does not 

attempt to define story literature as such, but uses the term in the sense of a literature which

draws upon the floating reservoir of popular tales - whether oral, literary, or, perhaps more 

likely, both - and reproduces them for one or more of a wide range of purposes contingent 

on narrative and storytelling. While all the four main versions of VP are attributed to 

named authors, the intention of the study is to go beyond the identification of a particular 

version with a particular author, and examine variations of content, style, and purpose 

which can be seen to exist even within the apparent confines of a single version. This can 

only be achieved by going back to the manuscripts themselves, and by considering not only

the manuscripts but also the emerging literary culture within which they came to exist. 

Thus, a proposed revision to text critical practices within the genre of Indian story 

literature, and to the theoretical framework informing them, must be based on a closer 

study of the oral-literary divide between tale and text which is all to easily bridged by the 

purely lexical approaches of traditional textual criticism.

The first part of the thesis briefly outlines the history of textual criticism in the West

with special emphasis on the key concepts of originality and variation. It then turns to what

could almost be called the lack of a similar history in the field of Indology: while notions 

of originality and variation have been consistently challenged by scholars of Western 

philology throughout the 20th century, no such challenge appears to have been made with 

any lasting effect by scholars of Indian philology who continue to publish manuscript-based

editions with little or no regard to recent advances in textual criticism. The genre of Indian 

story literature holds particular interest in this regard as no serious attempt has been made 

to improve upon the practices of scholars such as Johannes Hertel and Franklin Edgerton 

who pioneered textual criticism within the genre in the early 20th century (e.g. Hertel 1914 

the latter's identification of the protagonist king with Vikramasena rather than Vikramāditya (Warder 
1992: 124). Chandra Rajan, too, in her translation of ŚVP for Penguin Classics, bases her work solely on 
Uhle (Rajan 1995: colophon). She further muddles the picture by claiming to have used Uhle's 1914 
publication of the then earliest known manuscript of ŚVP, while even a cursory glance at her translation 
reveals it to be based mostly, if not wholly, on Uhle's 1881 critical edition of later manuscripts.
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and Edgerton 1926). The central argument of the first part of the thesis is that a text critical

approach reflective of the genre's position at the interface between orality and literacy can 

only be achieved if complemented by theories of oral composition and performance as 

formulated in the related field of folkloristics. The formulation and exemplification of such 

an approach with regard to the framing narrative of ŚVP is the concern of the remaining 

three parts of the thesis.

The second part introduces the four main authorial traditions in which VP has been 

transmitted, namely those attributed to Kṣemendra (early 11th cent. Kashmir), Somadeva 

(late 11th cent. Kashmir), Śivadāsa (c. 14th cent. Gujarat), and Jambhaladatta (c. 16th cent. 

Nepal and Bengal). It examines statements of oral and literary origins found within the 

traditions themselves, and discusses the impact of overall compositional strategies on the 

various representations of the story material. It should be noted that I deliberately use the 

term ”authorial tradition” instead of the more common term ”version”, or even 

”recension”, to indicate a particular line, or ”rhizome”, of textual transmission which 

shares a relationship of spirit rather than letter. However, as a reminder that even the spirit 

of an authorial tradition can be broken, leaving the textual critic at an almost complete loss 

for words, the example of Uhle's ms. f (Uhle 1966[1881]: 69-92) may be cited. It presents 

an anonymous rendering in prose of the authorial tradition of Kṣemendra (KVP) which in 

doing away with the metre also does away with the stylistic virtuosity which seems to have 

been the single most important feature of Kṣemendra's composition. It is instances such as 

this which cry out for a better understanding and appreciation of the manuscript culture 

through which works of Indian story literature were transmitted for centuries, or even 

millenia.

The third part engages more specifically with ŚVP in an attempt to draw out some of

the incongruities which Uhle failed to reconcile in his critical edition, and to establish a 

contextual basis for working with the manuscripts. Linguistic idiosyncracies seem to situate

the earliest surviving manuscripts in medieval Gujarat where the regional language of Old 

Gujarati gained increasing influence on the transregional language of Sanskrit. 
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Furthermore, the twin purposes of entertainment and education exhibited by the authorial 

tradition as a whole, and the fact that the colophon of at least one manuscript (ms. hu1) 

indicates a Jain scribe, suggest a connection with the didactic narrative literature of the 

Śvetāmbara branch of Jainism. Finally, obvious traces of orality in the authorial tradition 

itself raises questions of compositional and performative practices, underlining the fact that

ŚVP cannot be isolated as a purely literary event separated from its oral context.

The fourth and final part revisits the manuscripts used by Uhle for his 1881 critical 

edition (mss. ABCDEabcdeg), together with the transliteration of a single manuscript 

published by him in 1914 (ms. Hu1), and a further manuscript (ms. h) which may or may 

not have been known to him, and, even if it were, may have been intentionally ignored 

because of its despairingly composite nature. The alternative text critical approach taken to 

the manuscripts, recontextualised as literary expressions of a predominantly oral tradition, 

seeks stability on the levels of narrative structure and compositional strategy rather than on

the level of concrete textual expression. The results are exemplified by an analysis of the 

framing narrative which demonstrates how the contested representational space between 

the authorial tradition of ŚVP and the innovations of the scribes who transmitted it was 

continually renegotiated and redefined within individual manuscripts. While discussed at 

length in the thesis itself, the full results of the analysis are presented in a series of 

appendices at the end of the book. With an eye to future implementation, the thesis 

concludes with an example of how the suggested text critical approach might be realized in 

a digital format, such as the one provided by the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)5 which has 

recently been adopted by the ongoing Search and Retrieval of Indic Texts (SARIT)6 

project. 

The overall conclusion of the study is that the manuscripts considered belong to the 

individual scribes as much as they belong to the original author, whoever he might have 

been, and that any attempt at separating the two will invariably do injustice to them both. 

This is not to say that manuscripts were not being faithfully copied, as may indeed have 

5 See http://www.tei-c.org.
6 See http://sarit.indology.info/.
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been the case with the unfinished ms. E which bears a strong resemblance to ms. C, but to 

point out that this certainly was not always the case. What survives through centuries of 

transmission is not just some archetypal text in a more or less advanced state of corruption 

or perfection, but an idea of story manifested over and over again at different times and 

places for different aims and purposes. The varying contours of such an idea may not be 

easy to grasp from the often decontextualised manuscripts bequeathed to us by history. 

Still, a critical edition which does not at least attempt to understand what Pollock has 

described as the "logic of variation" (Pollock 2003: 11) will only manage to preserve the 

outer trappings of the text: letters, words, and sentences.
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Part I: Text Critical Approaches to Indian Story Literature

Textual criticism is what happens whenever someone sits down to work with a text. It is 

traditionally divided into lower and higher criticism, where lower criticism refers to the 

editing of texts, while higher criticism refers to the evaluation of contexts. If the former 

may seem pointless without the latter, the latter certainly becomes so without the former. 

Manuscripts are the single most important source of lower criticism, and the question of 

how to go about them should be among the first to register at the outset of any serious text 

critical study. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, and even when it is, it rarely 

amounts to more than a few caveats or a purely theoretical discussion before the study 

lapses back into the methodology of a century or more ago. Indology appears to be 

especially prone to such relapses when compared with other fields of textual criticism as 

the abundance of single-manuscript editions and otherwise whimsically edited texts bear 

ample witness to. According to Pollock, the main reason for this state of affairs is the 

overwhelming number of manuscripts and their difficulty of access both physically and 

paleographically (Pollock 2003: 111, fn. 1567). Other possible reasons of more immediate 

relevance to the present study might include the theoretical and methodological challenges 

involved in editing manuscripts which show little or no uniformity of approach to the text 

that they are supposed to be copying, and, in extension of that, our poor understanding of 

Indian manuscript culture which simply does not allow for viable alternatives to received 

notions of textual criticism.

Serious questions need to be asked about what we are actually doing - or what we 

think we are actually doing - when we sit down to work with a text. The best way to begin 

an answer, I believe, is to take a look at the answers that have been given historically, and 

then see if they still match the questions that we are asking today. This should be done one 

genre of literature at a time to avoid the one-size-fits-all solution which textual criticism 

7 In the same footnote, Pollock lists the surprisingly few number of critical editions of Sanskrit literary texts
(less than ten) to have appeared in the 20th century.
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has too often proved to be. In accordance with the textual material considered, the present 

thesis will limit its discussion to the genre of Indian story literature. The purpose is not 

simply to substitute one set of editorial principles for another, but to enter into a debate of 

what constitutes Indian manuscript culture, what the roles of author, scribe, reader, and 

listener might have been, and why we should at all edit rather than just faithfully reproduce

manuscripts. Only thus can we arrive at a theoretical and methodological understanding 

informed by something more than our own etic view of the past.

At variance with originality

The first thing to be understood about the history of textual criticism is that it begins long 

before the philological movement of the 19th century with which it is often equated. In his 

book on text critical approaches to Middle English literature, Tim William Machan traces 

the roots of modern textual criticism back to the Renaissance where he finds its theoretical 

framework to be based on humanist notions of originality, historicity, and authorship 

(Machan 1994: 14). He argues that while the methodological practices have changed over 

the centuries, the underlying theoretical assumptions have not (ibid. 19).8 The idealist and 

lexical conception of an original and uncorrupted text written by an individual author is 

still alive and well in today's textual criticism, and most attempts at confronting the 

problematics of such a conception have been practical rather than theoretical in nature. 

This, I believe, is an important point to keep in mind as we now proceed to survey some of 

the more significant methodological advances in modern textual criticism.

The most consistently influential approach to textual criticism since the Renaissance

is undoubtedly the genealogical method developed by the philologist Karl Lachmann 

(1793-1851) in a series of studies of German medieval literature in the first half of the 19th

century.9 The method laid down a strict set of rules for the creation of a stemma codicum, or

8 Examples held up by Machan include the contributions of such leading figures of modern textual criticism
as Karl Lachmann (1793-1851), Joseph Bédier (1864-1938), and W. W. Gregg (1875-1959), all of which 
will be treated of below.

9 For the historical overview that follows, I draw mainly on Trachsler 2006. All comments and conclusions 
beyond the mere facts are of course my own.
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a genealogical tree, in which the relationship between various manuscripts of the same text 

would become apparent. Based on the assumption that the copying of a text produced 

errors, and that errors were sustained and multiplied over time, manuscripts were grouped 

according to the errors shared between them. The logic that followed was that the closer 

one came to the root of the genealogical tree, the fewer the errors displayed by the 

manuscripts, and therefore the more original the text reproduced by them. However, the 

true original, hundreds or even thousands of years old, could not be expected to be found in

any single manuscript, and should therefore be recreated in hypothetical form by choosing 

between readings from different manuscripts, and sometimes emending where none was 

found to be convincing. The end goal of it all was a critical edition which gave the 

hypothesized original text together with a full overview of the variant readings noted in the

manuscripts. Obviously, this was no mean task, nor one guaranteed to arrive at the truth that

it sought. On the contrary, as often remarked by those critical of the method, it tended, and 

still tends, to create its own truth - the truth of a single and originally authored ur-text - at 

the expense of all the evidence laid out before it. Manuscripts, it seems to say, are nothing 

more than the corruptions of a pristine and unsullied past.

The genealogical method has of course been much adjusted since the days of 

Lachmann, but the general idea of grouping together manuscripts and establishing 

interrelationships with an eye to originality is still very much with us. One of the fiercest 

opponents of the method, especially with regard to the eclectic recreation of hypothetical 

originals, was Joseph Bédier (1864-1938) who in the early twentieth century became a 

strong advocate of the method of copy-text (a term coined by Ronald B. McKerrow in 

1904). Rather than creating a stemma codicum to help decide between best readings in 

different manuscripts, Bédier argued that only a single best manuscript should be chosen, 

and then reproduced as faithfully as possible. The obvious advantage was that no 

hypothetical original had to be postulated, though that did not mean that none was thought 

to exist; the use of a copy-text was simply an acceptance of the limitations imposed by the 

textual material upon the editor in discovering it. If this sounds a little defeatist compared 
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with the grand vision of Lachmann, it was exactly what made it so popular. In taking a step

back from the originality of the ur-text, textual criticism had taken a step closer towards the

originality of the individual manuscript itself.

Still, though Trachsler does not mention it (see fn. 9), had it not been for a highly 

influential article by W. W. Greg published in 1950, it is uncertain how the ultimately 

insular approach of Bédier would have fared today. What Greg did in "The Rationale of 

Copy-Text" was to reconnect the single best manuscript of Bédier with the remaining 

manuscripts hung from Lachmann's genealogical tree, and strengthen the readings of both. 

He did so by introducing a useful distinction between two kinds of textual variation which 

he termed "substantives" and "accidentals": substantives were the variations which 

concerned the underlying authorial intention of the text, while accidentals were the 

variations which concerned the formal presentation of it (Greg 1950: 21). The copy-text, 

Greg argued, should always be considered the leading manuscript with regard to the 

accidentals as they were directly expressive of the style of writing that the editor had 

chosen to privilege. The substantives, however, should be considered in the light of other 

manuscripts as well since original authorial intention might have survived in the guise of 

other accidentals (ibid. 22). This rather more nuanced approach to copy-text, whatever we 

might ultimately think of its continued insistence upon an underlying originality, clearly 

shows that an increased sensitivity to the realities of manuscript culture - in this case the 

relationship between authorial intention and scribal representation - can and will impact 

positively on practices of textual criticism.

It was not until the 1970s and 1980s that the idea of the ur-text - the one, true 

original which the stemma codicum had sought to reconstruct, and the copy-text to 

approximate - was finally challenged. The concepts of mouvance and oralité introduced by 

French literary theory claimed that medieval texts exist in a state of flux, constantly 

adjusting and readjusting themselves, and that no original can ever be fixed. Furthermore, 

they insisted that the gradual shift from orality to literacy evidenced by manuscript culture 

did not only prevent the discovery of a first text, not to mention a first telling, but even the 
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existence of one, since oral transmission was considered to be fundamentally unstable and 

non-linear.10 It was not long, however, before the idea of the original was reinstated, but this

time at the level of the individual manuscript itself. In the essay which introduced the 

concept of variance, Bernard Cerquiglini famously stated that "medieval writing does not 

produce variants; it is variance" (Cerquiglini 1999[1989]: 78). Originality, according to 

Cerquiglini, was not some long-forgotten truth buried deep in the past, but a quality present

in each and every manuscript that we might choose to study. Under no circumstances did 

the empirical basis of our observations about a text need to be hypothesized; all we needed 

to know was right there in front of us in the individual manuscript itself.

The New Philology movement of the 1980s and 1990s picked up on recent 

theoretical advances, such as the concepts of mouvance, oralité, and variance mentioned 

above, and turned them into a combined program for a "return to the medieval origins of 

philology" (Nichols 1990: 1). This entailed a broader view of the manuscript as material 

object and contested representational space, including extra-textual elements such as 

illumination, highlighting, marginalia, etc. (ibid. 7-8). Only by revisiting manuscripts at the

level of those who created and used them would we be able to fully understand the living 

culture of which the manuscripts had once been a part. Slowly but surely the discussion 

was turning away from one of textuality towards one of representation. Cerquiglini had 

already expressed his hopes that advances in computer science would enable us to design 

more elaborate and less hierarchized representations of variant manuscript readings 

(Cerquiglini 1999[1989]: 79-82), and editors now began experimenting with novel schemes

of transcription to further close the gap between manuscript and print.11 Today, digitized 

critical editions which, for example, allow the reader to easily shift between manuscript 

10 The apparently stable oral transmission of the Vedas may be unique in this regard. However, in his classic 
study on orality and literacy, Walter J. Ong poses the uncomfortable question of just what it is that was so 
meticulously passed down through the generations. Was it indeed the oral compositions of a pre-literate 
society, or was it rather the stabilized text of early manuscripts (Ong 1982: 65)?

11 An interesting example in this regard is John Dagenais' work on the medieval Spanish text Libro de buen 
amor. Besides reversing the focus of his study from the little known author to the richly documented 
reader, he introduces a transcriptional practice which seeks, on the one hand, to accurately represent the 
manuscript text in print, while, on the other hand, to reflect the text as it was read rather than written 
(Dagenais 1994: xx-xxii). 
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and transcription have become increasingly available, though the lack of any sustained 

effort makes the ultimate success of such representational practices difficult to evaluate.12 

The potential, however, is undisputed, and at present only limited by imagination and 

funding.

To conlude this brief overview of the history of textual criticism in the West, let me 

return to Trachsler who reminds us that for all the excitement that new theoretical and 

representational approaches might generate, at the end of the day we still have to "compare,

group, and organize" manuscripts in order to understand them (Trachsler 2006: 18). There 

is no ideal way of doing textual criticism, and before we try to formulate yet another one, 

we would do well to carefully consider the specific texts with which we are working, and 

just what it is that we are trying to learn from them. This will undoubtedly vary from genre 

to genre, and even from text to text, but so, then, must our way of approaching them 

theoretically as well as methodologically.

The logic of variation

If we are ready to accept that the beginnings of textual criticism in the West predate the 

advent of classical philology in the 19th century, we must also be ready to accept that 

textual criticism might have been practiced in India before the field of Indology emerged as

an academic discipline in the same century. It is in fact quite possible that many of the texts

with which we are working were not only altered by scribal error and emendation, as most 

critical editions seem to suggest, but consciously edited by learned Indians who sometimes 

had access to large numbers of manuscripts collected from all over the subcontinent. 

Though little is known about the underlying principles of editing, except for what can be 

gleaned from the resulting manuscripts themselves, Pollock quotes Vallabhadeva, a 10th 

century Kashmirian commentator on kāvya (i.e. literary texts), to the effect that he would 

choose between readings on grounds of antiquity and aestheticism (Pollock 2003: 112). 

12 In the field of Indology, searchable e-texts have been around for a number of years. Most scholars would 
probably agree that they have made life as an Indologist decidedly easier, though it should be kept in mind
that most of the time they merely reproduce existing printed editions which themselves are prone to all the
potential criticisms of outdated theoretical assumptions and methodologies.
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When approaching an Indic text, or rather a manuscript of a text, we should therefore not 

only keep in mind that it might already have been edited, but also that the editing might 

have been based on principles not easily reconcilable with our own. This, if nothing else, to

guard against any false notions that we should necessarily be the first conscientious 

redactors of any given text.

In approaching the texts of Indian story literature with which the present thesis is 

concerned, let us first turn to the early Indian poetician Bhāmaha (c. 7th cent.) who 

categorized the five main forms of kāvya as drama (nātya), epic (sargabandha, mahākāvya),

lyric (anibaddha, khaṇḍakāvya), biography (ākhyāyikā), and story or novel (kathā) (Warder

1972: 122). The last form, that of kathā, is further defined as a fiction invented by the 

author. It is usually written in prose, though verse is often found when the language is not 

Sanskrit or Paiśācī, but rather one of the two other allowed literary languages, i.e. Prakrit or

Apabhramśa (ibid. 187). The model work of kathā was always the now lost Bṛhatkathā 

(BK)13 - supposed to have been a romance written in Paiśācī prose by Guṇāḍhya around the 

beginning of the Common Era (ibid. 191) - and it was only later poeticians, such as Bhoja 

(11th cent.) and Hemacandra (12th cent.), who further subdivided kathā and, in so doing, 

came to include genres which had not until then been accorded the status of kāvya. Of these

sub-genres, the ones most appropriate for what I have chosen to term Indian story literature

are perhaps the genres of khaṇḍakathā (i.e. part-story or episode) and kathānaka (i.e. little 

story), both of which can roughly be equated with the folktale. According to the poeticians, 

stories in these genres are mostly written in Prakrit prose, though the language may vary 

and verses be inserted throughout (ibid. 194). Oftentimes, the stories are grouped together 

and emboxed within a more or less elaborate framing narrative. A case in point - though 

not written, or at least not transmitted, in Prakrit - is VP, which in some manuscripts of 

ŚVP include story colophons referring to individual tales as kathānaka.

Scholarly interest in kathānaka began in the field of comparative folkloristics as 

13 It has been argued that BK may have existed more as a concept than as an actual text (e.g. Pollock 2006: 
92). I will not enter into that debate here, though I will have more to say about BK in the second part of 
the thesis.
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pioneered by especially Theodor Benfey (1809-81) who sought to trace the supposed 

migration of folk narrative from Asia to Europe. Benfey published the first German 

translation of Pañcatantra in 185914, but it was Johannes Hertel (1872-1955) who took it 

upon himself to elevate the famous collection of beast fables, and the whole of Indian story 

literature with it, to the status of a genre deserving of textual criticism. In the preface to his 

treatise on the history and diffusion of Pañcatantra in its various ”recensions”15 (Hertel 

1914: v-xiv), Hertel called for an increased attention to the publication of critical editions 

of works of Indian story literature, and envisioned a bright future when Indologists would 

have as ready access to critical editions as their fellow philologists specializing in 

languages and literatures closer to home. Dissatisfied with the then present state of critical 

scholarship, he encouraged philologists from both inside and outside the field of Indology 

to revisit texts at the level of manuscripts in order to produce critical editions which 

adhered strictly to the scientific criteria laid down by the Lachmannian tradition of textual 

criticism. Hertel outlined how the conscientious editor must carefully group manuscripts 

into separate recensions, reconstruct the individual archetypes of each recension, compare 

the archetypes in order to establish the relationship between them, and then, ultimately, 

reconstruct the ur-text underlying them all. The purpose was to arrive at "älterer und 

echterer Texte" (Hertel 1914: x) which Hertel believed would make possible a detailed 

literary history of the works of Indian story literature and their various recensions in 

Sanskrit as well as the vernaculars.

Hertel's vision never materialized, and neither did the discussion which might have 

corrected it. The advances in textual criticism outlined in the previous section were mostly,

14 See the introduction to the work in question for more details on Benfey's approach to the field of 
comparative literature.

15 I use the word “recension” (De. Rezension) to invoke the term used by Hertel. A recension can be loosely 
defined as an independent version of a text different from other versions on a more substantive level of 
content and idiom than allowed for by simple textual variation. Recensions are usually defined according 
to regionality, but can also be defined according to authorship, language, religious orientation, 
representational form, etc. As recension - or, rather, recensio - is a technical term associated with the 
stemma codicum of traditional textual criticism, and as it evokes the image of a well-defined and carefully 
redacted line of textual transmission, I have chosen to use the more general term "version" throughout the 
present thesis. Only when referring to the four main versions of VP, all of which are attributed to 
individually named authors, will I use the more specific term "authorial tradition" (see Introduction).
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if not wholly, related to the medieval literatures of Europe, and never made much impact 

on the literatures of South Asia. For all that they have contributed, the few truly methodical

attempts at critical editions of major works of Indian literary texts, such as the 

Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyaṇa, are still based on ideas of genealogy and originality 

which have been questioned and elaborated upon in other fields of textual criticism for a 

century or more.16 As stated by Pollock:

"Little systematic knowledge is available about the lives of literary texts in Sanskrit,

especially post-epic texts, since the critical editing of works in which the logic of 

variation itself has been taken as an object of study has scarcely begun." (Pollock 

2003: 11)

The consequences for the primary sources of Indian literary texts are nothing short of 

alarming. Indologists must either accept that the printed editions available to them suffer 

from the inadequacies of an outdated form of textual criticism, or attempt to reclaim the 

original manuscripts with all the difficulties that such an approach entails. Either way, the 

realm of higher criticism seem almost further away than it did a century ago when Hertel 

proposed his grand vision for easy accessibility of critically edited primary sources in the 

21st century. From time to other, stop-gap measures have been taken to raise awareness 

about textual criticism among especially Indian publishers, and though a consciously stated

methodology is certainly better than none, the same old ideas of genealogy tend to be the 

end rather than the beginning of the discussion (e.g. Katre 1954[1941]; Murthy 1996). Two 

recent anthologies on Buddhist and South Indian manuscript culture are among the few 

exceptions to this rule (Berkwitz 2009; Rath 2012).

Returning more specifically to the genre of Indian story literature, past attempts 

have indeed been made at confronting the challenges posed by the often authorless and 

16 This may be less of a problem in some genres of literatures than others. Klaus Ludwig Janert, for example,
in his survey of the transmission history of Sanskrit literature, notes how Max Müller was surprised to 
find that the manuscripts of the Ṛgveda showed almost no variation, while the manuscripts of the 
commentaries showed almost nothing but variation (Janert 1995[1955]: 3-4). However, also see fn. 10.
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non-standardized literary representations of kathānaka. One such attempt is Franklin 

Edgerton's critical edition of Vikramacarita, also known as Siṃhāsanadvātriṃśakā (SD), or

the thirty-two (tales) of the lion throne (Edgerton 1926). Having isolated the four main 

versions of the story collection according to the criteria laid down by Hertel (see above), 

Edgerton proceeds to present them side by side one story at a time. The synchronic 

representation of the stories certainly allows for easier comparison and gives a more 

immediate impression of the general differences involved than a diachronic representation 

would have done. Though the underlying problem of how the individual versions are 

arrived at is not addressed by Edgerton's approach, and though a similar approach on the 

level of manuscripts would have proven impracticable, it still points towards a much 

needed and less hierachical representation of story literature. The possibilities of 

alternative forms of representation of manuscript material are currently being explored by 

modern technology such as the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) format which allows for easy

access to - and comparison of - virtually unlimited amounts of manuscript data.17 However, 

ever greater amounts of data do not automatically ensure the proper evaluation of it, and 

that is exactly what lies at the root of the problem in understanding the "logic of variation" 

as expressed in Indian story literature. To arrive at such an understanding, we may have, at 

least for a while, to turn our backs on textual criticism itself, and face the reality of the 

manuscript culture which first promoted the literary aspirations of an ultimately oral 

tradition.

Orality in literacy

Perhaps the only field of study to have fully accepted the idea of variance as a basic 

premise of narrative is the field of folkloristics. While not concerned with textual criticism 

as such, folkloristics engages with fundamental questions of authorship, composition, and 

transmission which are especially relevant to the genre of Indian story literature. A key 

characteristic of the genre, too often overlooked by commentators, is exactly its origins in 

17 The potential of TEI in presenting digitized critical editions of works of Indian story literature is discussed
in the fourth and final part of the thesis.
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an oral tradition of storytelling which does not concern itself with originality of 

composition or stability of transmission, and perhaps not even with variance in the sense of

deviation from a shared narrative core. Storytellers and their audience first and foremost 

distinguish between narratives, and only secondarily between performances, and therefore 

might easily consider different tellings of the same story to be essentially identical.18 Oral 

composition, as famously argued by Parry and Lord, is formulaic in nature (Lord 1960: 4). 

It is an improvisational technique which only finds expression within a restricted 

performative space primarily defined by existing narrative themes and formulas. The story 

is fixed in content and structure, but the presentation varies from storyteller to storyteller, 

and, more importantly, from telling to telling. The same might be said with regard to the 

manuscripts of ŚVP consulted by me. While the choice of words and level of detail change 

from manuscript to manuscript, and even dramatically so, the underlying narrative 

structure does not.

The recognition that stability in storytelling is structural rather than performative 

formed the basis of an entire school of folkloristics which concerned itself with the 

breaking down of stories into flexible narrative units for purposes of analysis and 

comparison.19 The overall idea was that stories can be reduced to a limited number of 

narrative building blocks, much like the verbal roots of a language, which can then be 

combined into an almost unlimited number of narrative structures variously expressed by 

different storytellers in different cultural environments (Dorson 1972: 34-6). What 

transpires is the unique ability of folktales to adapt themselves to their surroundings, and 

survive in various guises at almost any time and place imaginable. The structuralist 

approach to folktales is what allows us to recognize an underlying pattern of identity in 

even markedly different versions of the same story. Only by identifying the narrative units 

18 A Yugoslav singer of tales, interviewed by Milman Parry in the 1930s, claimed that he would be able to 
sing the same song "word for word and line for line" even after twenty years. When Alfred B. Lord 
happened to record him doing just that seventeen years later, the story was indeed the same, but the 
wording had changed (Lord 1960: 27-8).

19 Stith Thompson, who expanded upon the tale types of the Finnish folklorist Antti Aarne to create an index 
of recurrent motifs in folktales, also compiled an index for Indic oral tales (Thompson 1958) which was 
later supplemented by Heda Jason (Jason 1989).
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shared between versions can we begin to understand the variations they exhibit. This is not 

to say that an original story can be reconstructed in anything but the abstract, but that 

meaningful stability should be sought on the level of narrative rather than on the level of 

narration. Though current approaches to folk narrative tend to concern themselves with the 

performative contexts of individual tellings20, it is important to stress that such approaches 

rest firmly on the shoulders of the structuralist framework laid down by earlier generations 

of researchers; a situation which might not unreasonably be compared to the relationship 

between lower and higher textual criticism outlined above.

It is obvious that theories of oral composition and performance cannot be 

unproblematically applied to processes of literary composition and transmission, but it 

must be recognized that the emergence of a manuscript culture does not present a clean 

break with oral tradition.21 The relationship between oral and written is a complex of 

mutual influences which allows for transmission histories that change back and forth 

between the two modes of expression (Blackburn 1986: 4-5). We should therefore expect to

find traces of oral tradition in manuscripts of Indian story literature, not only on the level of

narrative structure and content, but also on the level of composition and transmission.22 

The most obvious such trace is perhaps the lack of original works of Indian story literature.

To argue that a story must necessarily have been written down for the first time does not 

amount to much more than arguing that the same story must necessarily have been told for 

the first time. Individual manuscripts exhibit much the same traits as individual tellings do, 

albeit within a more restricted textual space. While helpful in establishing overall patterns 

of distribution, the grouping of manuscripts into separate versions - or authorial traditions, 

for that matter - is ultimately only a false, if necessary, admission that variation exists 

between manuscripts. The real challenge is to accept the fact that variation is indeed a basic

20 A particularly rich example is Lauri Honko's study of the Siri epic in southern Karnataka, in which he 
discusses at length the compositional and performative strategies of the singer, while at the same time 
grappling with the difficult question of what happens when the oral becomes textualised (Honko 1998).

21 A. K. Ramanujan made a similar point in his essay "Three Hundred Rāmāyaṇas" in which he challenged 
the supposed originality of Vālmīki's Rāmāyaṇa, and called for the restoration of the variant to a position 
of authority to which it is rarely admitted (Ramanujan 1991).

22 See part three of the thesis for examples of orality in ŚVP.
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premise of Indian story literature as much as it is of the oral tradition from which it 

originates. The logical conclusion, therefore, is that literary compositions adapt to their 

surroundings in much the same way that oral compositions do. Instead of decontextualising

manuscripts by hypothesizing archetypes and ur-texts, we should recontextualise them in 

their proper historical and cultural circumstances. Only by identifying the respective limits 

of the authorial tradition which underlies a group of manuscripts, and the scribal additions, 

innovations, and idiosyncracies which characterize the manuscripts individually, can we 

begin to understand the "logic of variation" inherent in Indian story literature. The first step

towards such an understanding is the recognition that the logic of variation is not simply a 

logic of scribal error and emendation, but also a logic of function and intent, whether 

situated with the author of a particular version, or with the scribe of a particular 

manuscript. As argued in the second part of the thesis, popular tales such as VP were often 

adapted from oral to literary media for distinct purposes which far exceed our present 

concerns of preservation and categorization. Such is the inconvenient yet fascinating reality

of the manuscript culture of Indian story literature which we must now turn to face.
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Part II: The Vetālapañcaviṃśati in Sanskrit Literature

The Vetālapañcaviṃśati, or the twenty-five (tales) of the vetāla23, is one of the most popular

and enduring story collections of India. The framing narrative tells the story of a legendary 

king - either Vikramāditya or a later incarnation of him24 - who is tricked into assisting an 

ascetic at a Tantric ritual in a cremation ground. The king is tasked with the fetching of a 

corpse hung from a nearby tree, but soon discovers it to be possessed by the title's 

eponymous vetāla. As the king carries the corpse back to the ascetic, the vetāla tells a series

of riddling stories to while away the time. Each story ends in a different riddle which the 

king must solve if at all capable; the vetāla even warns him that should he happen to know 

the solution to a riddle yet fail to provide it, he will suffer immediate death. However, each 

time the king provides a correct solution, the vetāla returns the corpse to the tree, 

challenging the king to come and fetch it once again. Thus, a cycle of emboxed tales is 

formed within the framing narrative as the king struggles to uphold his promise to the 

ascetic while at the same time meeting the constant challenges of the vetāla. The emboxed 

tales are mostly stories of wonder and love involving members of the upper three varṇas 

(i.e. Brahmins, kings, and merchants), and as such wholly disconnected from the central 

action of the framing narrative. The riddles at the end of the stories often concern questions

of class and social justice, and can thus be seen as supportive of the hierarchical structure 

of Brahmanical society. The vetāla's storytelling only comes to an end when at last the king 

fails to provide the correct solution to a riddle. Rather than admitting defeat vocally or 

providing a wrong solution, the king walks on in silence with the corpse still hung on his 

back. The vetāla expresses its satisfaction with his bravery and persistence, and rewards 

23 The uncertain etymology of vetāla and its association with the beliefs of folklore indicate that the word 
may have been introduced into Sanskrit from an indigenous language. According to William Crooke, 
vetāla seems to have traditionally denoted "the spirit of some living person dissatisfied with his lodgings 
on earth, which leaves his own body and occupies a corpse in preference" (Crooke 1978[1896]: 244). 
Indian literature usually associates vetālas with Tantric ritual. This is confirmed by Tantric texts 
themselves which portray vetālas as essentially amoral beings summoned into corpses for purposes of 
either good or evil (see Walter 2004).

24 See the fourth part of the thesis.
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him by revealing that the ascetic is in fact plotting to sacrifice him when he returns with the

corpse. Carefully guided by the vetāla, the king manages to outwit the ascetic and offer him

up for sacrifice instead. The gods descend to shower praise upon the king, predicting that 

he will become the ruler of the earth. When offered a final boon by the gods, his only 

humble wish is that the story of his adventures - that is, the vetālapañciviṃśati itself - will 

become widely known. The framing narrative concludes with his victorious return to the 

capital.

The story collection, as briefly summarised above, is known from four main 

authorial traditions attributed to Kṣemendra (KVP), Somadeva (SVP), Śivadāsa (ŚVP), and 

Jambhaladatta (JVP). While any or all of the traditions may have been influenced by - or 

even directly based upon - non-Sanskrit sources, they were all written in Sanskrit. Only 

later do we begin to find translations and adaptations into the vernaculars (see Oesterley 

1873), with heavily distorted, yet clearly recognizable, variants appearing as far afield as 

Tibet (see Macdonald 1967) and Mongolia (see Jülg 1866 and 1973[1868]). The first 

English version to appear was an 1834 translation from the Hindi version of 1805, itself a 

translation from the dialectal Braj Bhāṣā version of the early 18th century (Penzer 1926: 

225-6). All three versions of this extremely popular branch of translations, which has itself 

inspired numerous other adaptations, derive from ŚVP which can therefore be regarded as 

the most influential of the authorial traditions associated with VP. The story collection 

appears initially to have gained prominence in the West as a teaching aid for students of 

Hindi and Sanskrit. This transpires from Christian Lassen's inclusion of the introductory 

part of the framing narrative and the first five stories of the collection in his Sanskrit reader

Anthologia Sanscritica published in 1838, and from W. B. Barker's full bilingual 

Hindi-English version published in 1855. However, a wider readership was not found until 

1870 when Richard Burton published his highly idiosyncratic adaptation of the Hindi 

version which catered more directly to the romantic notions of a Western audience. The 

popular interest generated by Burton's adaptation coincided more or less with scholarly 

interest in the story collection which was at its height around the turn of the 20th century 
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when leading Indologists such as Johannes Hertel (1872-1955) and Franklin Edgerton 

(1885-1963), spurred on by the pioneering work of especially Theodor Benfey 

(1809-1881), promoted research into Indian story literature.25 Since then the story 

collection has been largely ignored in the West by scholars and casual readers alike.26 In its 

country of origin, however, it appears to be as popular as always. A mini-series entitled 

Vikram aur Betaal was produced by Sagar Films for the national Indian broadcasting 

company Doordarshan in 198827, and a quick search on the internet reveals a multitude of 

modern adaptations into other media such as theatre, comic books, and mobile apps.

Oral beginnings

In all probability, the individual stories which make up VP are derived from the oral 

tradition of the folktale. Some can be traced back to earlier literary sources, while others 

appear in writing for the first time in VP.28 The presentation of the stories within a framing 

narrative is a well-known Indian literary device which has its beginnings in the Yajurveda 

Saṃhitās and the Brāhmaṇas, and appears fully developed at the time of the Mahābhārata 

(Witzel 1987: 380). In the case of VP, the framing narrative may have been a story in its 

own right before other stories came to be emboxed within it. Beyond the intricacies of its 

plot, which seem to warrant a telling of its own, a variant of the framing narrative appears 

as a stand-alone story in Somadeva's Kathāsaritsāgara (KSS 7.4.47-72) and in the 

Siṃhāsanadvātriṃśakā (SD) (story section IIIa in Edgerton 1926, vol. I: 14-15).29 Based on 

the evidence of the Tibetan and Mongolian versions of VP, which have fewer and different 

stories emboxed within their own variants of the framing narrative, Benfey believed that 

25 See the first part of the thesis.
26 Notable exceptions include Emeneau 1967[1934], Ruben 1944, Riccardi 1971, Warder 1992, and Rajan 

1995.
27 See http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0390792. The popularity of the show prompted Sagar Films to do a 

remake entitled Kahaniya Vikram Aur Betaal Ki in 2009 (see http://sagartv.com/).
28 Attempts at tracing individual stories both inside and outside the literatures of India are found in Oesterley

1873, Penzer 1926: 225-94 and 1927: 199-270, and Warder 1992: 129-47.
29 Furthemore, story section 31 of SD presents VP in summary with just a single (Southern and Metrical 

Recensions) or none (Brief Recension) of the vetāla's stories fleshed out (Edgerton 1926, vol. I: 236-42). 
The Jain Recension does not include story section 31, but gives a similar summary version with no stories 
fleshed out in story section IIIa appearing as story section VI (ibid. 15-16).
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the story collection was originally Buddhist, and that the authorial traditions of India 

represented a later assimilation to a more Brahmanical view of society (Benfey 

1975[1892]: 23-4). The argument was picked up by A. K. Warder who proposed a lost 

Sanskrit original of VP supposedly brought to Tibet and translated along with other 

Buddhist texts during the time of Atīśa in the early 11th century (Warder 1992: 102-3). 

This, however, would make the Buddhist original, supposedly reflected in the Tibetan and 

Mongolian versions, more or less contemporary with the clearly Brahmanical and 

apparently much more developed KVP and SVP, and thus cannot be accepted without 

further proof of influence from Tibetan to Indian sources.

Whatever the origins of VP and its constituent tales, we know for certain that its 

protagonist did not originate with the story collection, but only became associated with it 

because he was already the hero of a greater story cycle. According to Warder, the legend of

Vikramāditya grew out of its historical association with the Gupta king Candragupta II (4th

cent.) who was credited with defeating the invading Śakas in north-western India (Warder 

1992: 54-55). The earliest historical-literary reference to the association is found in 

Viśākhadatta's drama Devīcandragupta (c. 6th cent.) which has unfortunately only survived 

in quotations and references by later authors. In the drama, which has been partly 

reconstructed by Venkataraman Raghavan (1966[1952]), Candragupta becomes king and 

earns the twin titles of sāhasāṅka (i.e. marked by daring) and vikramāditya (i.e. sun of 

valor) after he enters the enemy camp in the guise of a woman and assassinates the Śaka 

king. Interestingly, one of the strategies considered by Candragupta before deciding on his 

female disguise is the performance of a vetālasādhana (i.e. a ritual to propitiate a vetāla) 

(ibid. 6-7). The association of Vikramāditya with vetālas was to become a common feature 

of the Vikramāditya story cycle of which VP is only one example among many. The legend 

of Vikramāditya himself first appears fully formed as an interpolation in Kṣemendra's 

Bṛhatkathāmañjarī (BKM 10) and Somadeva's Kathāsaritsāgara (KSS 18) which also 

include their own respective versions of VP. In BKM and KSS, Vikramāditya appears as an 
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incarnation of one of Śiva's attendants30 (gaṇa) sent to earth with the explicit purpose of 

ridding it of the barbarians (mleccha) with which the Śakas had then come to be identified 

(Warder 1992: 59). Warder speculates that the emergence of the Vikramāditya legend may 

have been a result of the collapse of the Gupta dynasty in the 8th century which left the 

people of a fragmented empire longing for the past stability of a strong but just leader (ibid.

57). Whatever the merits of Warder's suggestion, it is certain that the Vikramāditya of 

BKM and KSS, including his role as the protagonist of KVP and SVP, had long since been 

separated from the historical person of Candragupta II, and become the legendary hero of 

an eponymous story cycle which expanded by incorporating stories formerly associated 

with other legendary characters.

Vikramāditya's most immediate predecessor was Sātavāhana, also known as 

Śālivāhana, who himself represented the consolidation of an entire dynasty into a single 

person. Many of the stories associated with Sātavāhana later came to be associated with 

Vikramāditya which resulted in the geographical displacement of Sātavāhana's capital 

Pratiṣṭhāna (modern day Paithan near Aurangabad, Maharashtra) to Vikramāditya's more 

northernly situated capital Ujjayinī (modern day Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh). Both capitals 

lay along the southern road (dakṣiṇāpatha) which connected the western parts of northern 

and southern India (Kulke 1998: 66). The importance of the transition of the 

mythico-geographical locus of the Vikramāditya story cycle will become apparent later 

when we turn to the manuscripts of ŚVP which alternate between locating the central action

of the story collection in Pratiṣṭhāna and Ujjayinī.31 It should also be noted that though the 

legend of Vikramāditya eclipsed the legend of Sātavāhana, it was Sātavāhana who would 

eventually come to be credited with the killing of Vikramāditya in a popular story about the

attempt of the latter to invade the territory of the former (Warder 1992: 64). One may 

30 As noted by Warder, the attendant in question is none other than Mālyavat, of whom Guṇāḍhya - the 
author of BK - is also said to have been an incarnation (Warder 1992: 59). Since BK allegedly forms the 
basis of BKM and KSS, which in turn contain KVP and SVP, this leads to the somewhat dizzying 
suggestion that Guṇāḍhya should have been essentially identical with Vikramāditya, and consequently 
have put himself in the role of the legendary protagonist of VP. This, however, only if one accepts the 
dubious claims of BKM and KSS that KVP and SVP were part of the original BK (see below).

31 See the fourth part of the thesis.
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speculate as to whether the story of the death of Vikramāditya only gained popularity when

he himself had been eclipsed by the historical king Bhoja (11th cent.) whose ascension to 

the lion throne of Vikramāditya, as described in SD, asserted his own legendary status. It is 

at least certain that the framing narrative of SD not only includes a summary of the framing

narrative of VP (see above), but also the story of Vikramāditya's death at the hands of 

Sātavāhana (story section IV in Edgerton 1926, vol. I: 21-25).

Unlike the framing narrative in which they appear, the emboxed tales of VP are not 

related to the larger Vikramāditya cycle of tales. Structurally speaking, their only function 

is to provide a basis for the riddles that tie them into the framing narrative and allow 

Vikramāditya to display his great wisdom and proper sense of judgement. It lies outside the

scope of the present thesis to consider the reasons for the inclusion (and exclusion) of 

individual tales, but we probably would not be wrong in suggesting that one of the reasons 

was their relative popularity with storytellers and storywriters at the time of composition. 

Supporting evidence may be found in the fact that the riddles often appear forced and out 

of place, suggesting that they were not necessarily part of the tales to begin with.

Authorial traditions

VP enters Indian literary history in 11th century Kashmir as an interpolation in BKM and 

KSS. Both works are written in Sanskrit verse allegedly adapted from the Paiśācī prose of 

BK. Though little can be said with any certainty about the exact relationship between VP 

and BK, it seems probable that the literary origins of VP were neither in Sanskrit nor in 

verse. Following the classifications of Indian poeticians, who would easily have fitted VP 

into the overall genre of kathā, which encompasses everything from folktales to novels, we 

should rather expect VP to have originated in Prakrit prose (Warder 1972: 190-97). It is 

unlikely that a collection of simple folktales would have made its first literary appearance 

in Sanskrit which was generally reserved for other and more aesthetically pleasing genres 

of literature. The language of Kṣemendra and Somadeva, who, as far as we know, 

introduced VP into Sanskrit literature, is evidently the language of a cultured elite far 
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removed from the common man. It is important to keep this distinction between the origins

and the first appearances of VP in mind when we now turn our attention to the early 

literary adaptations of the story collection.

When the stories appear together for the first time in KVP, they consist of a framing 

narrative and twenty-four emboxed tales named in order of chronology as ”prathamo 

vetālaḥ”, ”dvitīyo vetālaḥ”, etc.32 A collective title is only found in the slightly later SVP 

which has the protagonist Vikramāditya refer to the story collection as 

Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā, or the twenty-five little (tales) of the vetāla (KSS 12.32.26-7).33 

While KVP, SVP, and ŚVP agree in counting the framing narrative as the twenty-fifth tale 

(even though, for the most part, it is not told by the vetāla)34, the latest of the four authorial 

traditions, namely JVP, is alone in adding a further story to bring the number of actual tales

told by the vetāla up to twenty-five as promised by the title.35 M. B. Emeneau, who edited a 

small group of manuscripts belonging to the Bengali version of JVP in 1934, even 

suggested that JVP might originally have contained an anomalous twenty-seven tales 

(Emeneau 1967[1934]: xv-xvi). Also, a variant of the prologue36 prefixed to the first half of

the framing narrative in some manuscripts of ŚVP (e.g. Uhle's mss. ah) is put into the 

mouth of the vetāla in the second half of the framing narrative in the Bengali version of 

JVP (ibid. xvii).

Judging from the printed editions of KVP (BKM 9.2.19-1221 in Śivadatta 1901: 

287-385) and SVP (KSS 12.8-32 in Durgāprasād 1915[1889]: 405-65), the manuscripts of 

ŚVP consulted by me (see Appendix B: Manuscripts), and Emeneau's edition of JVP 

(Emeneau 1967[1934]), the emboxed tales and the sequence in which they appear have 

32 The third tale contains two further sub-tales which are not independently numbered in KVP nor in any of 
the other authorial traditions.

33 The same title, together with its numerous variations, is also found in the still later ŚVP. However, the 
ka-suffix is usually left out when referring to the story collection in general rather than to any particular 
instantation of it; a practice which has also been adopted in the present thesis.

34 The only parts spoken directly by the vetāla are the revelation that the ascetic is plotting to kill the king 
and the advice on how to outwit him (see Section I in Appendix C: Narrative Structure).

35 Uhle's mss. cg also add a twenty-fifth tale (see Appendix B: Manuscripts).
36 See section C in Appendix C: Narrative Structure. Interestingly, the idea of the prologue has carried over 

into the popular Braj Bhāṣā-Hindi-English branch of translations (see above), the sources of which might 
therefore be traced more easily to a specific manuscript or group of manuscripts.
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remained surprisingly stable since they were first committed to writing. The table given in 

Appendix A: Story Sequence shows that the four authorial traditions agree on the sequence 

of the initial four tales, and that only three tales found in the Bengali version of JVP (nos. 

21-23) are not also found elsewhere.37 As expected, the Kashmirian KVP and SVP, closely 

related in time and space, show the most structural similarities; the only difference between

them is that tale no. 5 in KVP becomes tale no. 8 in SVP. ŚVP follows SVP in moving 

KVP's tale no. 5, but all the way down to tale no. 23, while at the same time reversing the 

sequence of tales nos. 8 & 9. The most divergent of the authorial traditions is the somewhat

later JVP which adds three new tales (nos. 21-23) and leaves out two found in previous 

authorial traditions (nos. 12 & 14 in KVP and SVP; nos. 11 & 13 in ŚVP)38, thus increasing 

the overall number of emboxed tales from twenty-four to twenty-five. Still, apart from 

reversing the sequence of tales nos. 7 & 8 in KVP, and moving tale no. 16 to no. 24, JVP 

upholds the general sequence of the tales, even conforming to KVP on two accounts (nos. 5 

& 6) where SVP and ŚVP diverge. Structural variations such as these, however minor 

compared to the textual variations of individual manuscripts, should remind us once again 

that we are dealing with an evolving corpus of story material which never begins, but only 

ends, in stability.

I will now continue by considering the four main authorial traditions of VP in some 

detail. Accepting that they are all ultimately derived from - and coexistent with - oral 

traditions of storytelling, and that any attempt at tracing their transmission history as a 

purely isolated literary phenomenon would inevitably lead to half-truths, I will focus my 

attention on them not so much as adaptations of each other, but rather as adaptations to 

specific times and places for specific aims and purposes. Three sub-versions of VP, each of

them associated with one of the main authorial traditions, will also be briefly considered to 

37 To this should be added the twenty-fifth tale in Uhle's ms. a of ŚVP, and possibly also the similarly 
numbered tale in ms. g, though the latter only appears after the conclusion of the framing narrative and is 
not told by the vetāla.

38 These are the tales left out in the Bengali version edited by Emeneau. The Nepali version of JVP (see 
below) leaves out a different set of tales (nos. 17 & 18 in KVP and SVP; nos. 16 & 17 in ŚVP), leading 
Emeneau to conclude that an earlier version of JVP might have included all the twenty-four tales from 
KVP, SVP, and ŚVP as well as the three tales only found in JVP (Emeneau 1934: xv-xvi).
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complete the overview of the representations of VP in Sanskrit literature.

Kṣemendra and Somadeva

I treat the authorial traditions of Kṣemendra and Somadeva together as they introduce VP 

into Sanskrit literature under highly similar circumstances. KVP and SVP emerged only a 

few decades apart in 11th century Kashmir as interpolations in separate versions of an 

encyclopedic work of Indian story literature allegedly based on the lost BK. While 

Kṣemendra's BKM (c. 1037 CE) only claims BK as its source by admission of its title, 

Bṛhatkathāmañjarī, or the bouquet of the Bṛhatkathā, Somadeva's KSS (btw. 1062-82 CE) 

directly sets forth the claim in its opening lines:39

praṇamya vācaṃ niḥśeṣapadārthoddyotadīpikām /

bṛhatkathāyāḥ sārasya saṃgrahaṃ racayāmy aham // (KSS 1.1.3 in Durgāprasād 

1915[1889])

Having bowed down to the goddess of speech, the lamp which illuminates the meaning of 

all words, I compose a compilation of the essence of the Bṛhatkathā.

Little is known about BK itself as it has only survived in later adaptations which for the 

most part seem to have treated quite freely of the source material.40 Budhasvāmin's 

Bṛhatkathāślokasaṃgraha (BKŚS, c. 8-9th cent. CE) is generally considered the most 

faithful of the adaptations as it does not diverge as much as the others from the central 

storyline describing the romantic adventures of the hero Naravāhanadatta. Unfortunately, 

BKŚS has only survived in a single fragment which breaks off at a point when 

Naravāhanadatta has yet to marry twenty-one of the twenty-six women which he is 

prophesied to marry (Lacôte 1923[1908]: 11). The greatly inflated BKM and KSS, on the 

39 I follow Feĺix Lacôte in the dating of BKM and KSS (Lacôte 1923[1908]: 109).
40 So far, three adaptations in Sanskrit (Bṛhatkathāślokasaṃgraha, Bṛhatkathāmañjarī, Kathāsaritsāgara) and

one each in Prakrit (Vasudevahiṇḍi) and Tamil (Peruṅkatai) have come to light; two epitomes of the Tamil 
adaptation are also known (see Nelson 1978 and 1980).
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other hand, appear not only to have preserved the story of Naravāhanadatta in full, but also 

to have interpolated numerous other stories and story collections, rendering the above 

citation from KSS somewhat surprising. One such interpolation is VP which only appears 

as a further interpolation in Daṇḍin's already interpolated Daśakumāracarita (c. 7th cent. 

CE). A possible explanation for the many interpolations may be found in the fact that BK 

had long since been considered the genre-defining work of kathā per se by Indian 

poeticians (Warder 1972: 191), and that it was therefore recast by natural extension as an 

encyclopedic, if not even mythical, reservoir of story literature.41 Whatever the truth of the 

matter, the inclusion of VP in BKM and KSS seems to indicate that it was already a popular 

collection of tales when the source, or sources, of the two works were composed probably 

no later than the 10th century.

According to the legend which forms the outermost framing narrative of BKM 

(1.1-3) and KSS (1.1-8), BK was first written down in Paiśācī by Guṇāḍhya.42 While the 

legend first and foremost ascribes an ultimately mythological origin to BK by placing it in 

the mouth of Śiva, it also seems to concern itself with justifying the rendering in Sanskrit 

of a work originally written in a language associated with flesh-eating demons.43

Guṇāḍhya, we are told, only came to write the work in Paiśācī because he had lost a bet 

forcing him to take a vow not to use the "three languages beginning with Sanskrit" (KSS 

1.6.2).44 Furthermore, it was no less a person than Sātavāhana, the eclipsed protagonist of 

the interpolated VP (see above), who is said to have recognized the work as fit to be 

41 I wonder whether the interpolations evidenced by BKM and KSS were somehow prompted by the practice 
of keeping multiple manuscripts of related texts stacked together between the same covers. Tying together
the ends of such manuscripts might have been seen as a legitimate artistic endeavor continuing the popular
Indian tradition of the emboxed tale on the scale of entire texts. Perhaps even the tradition of the emboxed 
tale itself resulted in part from such more or less accidental grouping together of individual stories.

42 The legend is also found in Jayaratha's Haracaritacintāmaṇi (c. 12th cent.) and in a variant version in the 
Nepālamāhātmya published by Lacôte (1923[1908]: 217-28). I follow the fuller version found in KSS here.

43 Paiśācī is derived from piśāca which indicates a class of flesh-eating demons. The 7th century poetician 
Daṇḍin includes Paiśācī among the literary languages alongside Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhraṃśa; 
however, the only known work said to have been written in the language is BK (Pollock 2006: 92-3). The 
authenticity of citations from BK given by grammarians describing Paiśācī cannot be ascertained (Keith 
1973[1928]: 268-9).

44 The three languages, as explained elsewhere in the legend, are Sanskrit, Prakrit, and the regional 
languages (deśabhāṣā) (KSS 1.6.147-8). 
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translated into Sanskrit, and to have composed the framing narrative itself to explain the 

origins of the work in Paiśācī (KSS 1.8.37). While the legend cannot be taken at face value 

as a direct expression of historical reality, it does seem to indicate that BK - whether only 

before or even after the interpolation of VP - was written in a language other than Sanskrit, 

and that a need was felt to justify its translation. Thus, once again, we are reminded of the 

uncertain origins of VP not only in oral but also in literary tradition.

Kṣemendra adds a further and, in view of the above, somewhat confusing claim that 

the story, or rather stories, of BKM are also to be found in the Purāṇas and the Vedas:

evaṃ kila purāṇeṣu sarvāgamavidhāyiṣu /

viśvaśāsanaśālinyāṃ śrutau ca śrūyate kathā // (BKM 1.1.5 in Śivadatta 1901)

Thus, reportedly, the story is heard in the Purāṇas, establishing all that has come down, and 

in what has been heard [i.e. the Vedas], containing all instruction.

While this can easily be disregarded as mere posturing on the part of Kṣemendra45, it 

should be noted that establishing the authority of a work by pointing to its origins in sacred 

texts of hoary antiquity is a common trope in Indian literature, and one which may also 

shed light on the claims of BKM and KSS to be epitomes of BK when, in fact, they seem to 

be just the opposite.46 As argued by Pollock (1985: 512-3), existing works, whether sacred 

or literary, are often described as watered down versions of divine exemplars unknowable 

by man in his current state of corruption.47 Besides establishing an undeniable claim to 

authority - not unlike the one invoked by the idea of the urtext discussed in the first part of 

the thesis - this also ensures that any future addition to the work can be interpreted as a 

45 As we shall see below, VP does in fact appear in the Bhaviṣyamahāpurāṇa which, however, is much later 
than BKM.

46 On a more practical note, indicative of the existence of an already inflated version of BK before the 
composition of BKM and KSS, it should be noted that Kṣemendra in his later Kavikaṇṭhābharaṇa adviced 
young poets to practice their skills by reworking existing poems just as he himself had done in the case of 
BKM (Emeneau 1933:124).

47 The possibility that BK might be just such an exemplar is exactly what has lead some scholars to doubt its 
existence (see fn. 13).
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rediscovery of lost tradition rather than a breaking away from it. Innovation, it seems, can 

only happen in the guise of tradition, making any attempt at separating the two fraught with

conceptual difficulties. The implications for our understanding of the interplay between 

authorial tradition and scribal innovation in manuscripts of Indian story literature are 

obvious, if more than a little daunting. A text which grows in transmission, whether by 

emendation or interpolation, such as, for example, the case of BK in BKM and KSS, is not 

necessarily thought to be moving towards corruption, but rather towards perfection. Not 

only, as Cerquiglini would have it, are the various manuscripts of a text all originals, they 

are all the same original.

Returning to the origins of BK, Somadeva refrains from tracing them beyond the 

legend of Guṇāḍhya himself, and instead focuses his attention on the relationship between 

BK and KSS. Unfortunately, his choice of words is not entirely clear. Over the years, he has 

been variously charged with claiming to have abridged, translated, versified, and/or 

rearranged the original before him (see Lacôte 1923[1908]: 93-9). I will not enter into the 

debate here as it does not seem to have generated any unambigious conclusions. I will, 

however, for all it is worth, give my own immediate understanding of the relevant verses:

yathā mūlaṃ tathaivaitan na manāg apy atikramaḥ /

granthavistarasaṃkṣepamātraṃ bhāṣā ca bhidyate //

aucityānvayarakṣā ca yathāśakti vidhīyate /

kathārasāvighātena kāvyāṃśasya ca yojanā //

vaidagdhyakhyātilobhāya mama naivāyam udyamaḥ /

kiṃtu nānākathājālasmṛtisaukaryasiddhaye // (KSS 1.1.10-12 in Durgāprasād 

1915[1889])

Just like the root [i.e. original], just so (is) this [i.e. KSS]; (there is) no passing over, 

however slight [i.e. nothing has been left out]; and the language is changed [abbreviated? 

versified? translated?] only for the sake of the throwing together [i.e. abridgment] of the 

vastness of the book; and the preservation of the propriety and sequence [i.e. literary 
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conventions] is maintained as far as possible, and (there is) the joining [i.e. addition] of a 

portion of kāvya without destroying the flavor of the kathā. This undertaking of mine (is) 

not for the sake of a desire for cleverness and fame, but for the sake of the accomplishment 

of the facility of remembrance of (this) net of various stories.

One thing which, to my knowledge, has not been previously commented upon in the above 

quote is the juxtaposition of kāvya and kathā in the second half of the second verse. Here I 

have followed J. S. Speyer in taking the much debated pāda ”kāvyāṃśasya ca yojanā” as a 

reference to the poetical qualities infused by Somadeva (Speyer 1908: 23). While other 

translations - including references to the arrangement of KSS in lambakas and taraṅgas (i.e.

sections and sub-sections, respectively) - are certainly possible, the point I want to make 

here, considering the literary accomplishments of Somadeva, is that the juxtaposition of 

kāvya with kathā is hardly fortuitous. It is true that kāvya can be used on its own as a 

general term denoting "literary fiction", but in relation to kathā - which specifically 

indicates prose narrative with or without the added element of verse - it rather takes on the 

sense of "poetry" or "poetical expression".48 It therefore seems likely that Somadeva had 

the distinction between the various qualities of prose and verse in mind when presenting 

KSS which, as indicated by its title, is essentially a work of kathā, though presented in the 

form of a kāvya.49 Whether this means that Somadeva versified his source or not, we cannot

say with any degree of certainty, but it does seem to indicate that he was aware of working 

with story material that had originally been rendered in prose, and which, in all probability, 

still was being rendered so by contemporary storytellers.

Coming now to the style and purpose of the authorial traditions of Kṣemendra and 

48 See Warder's Indian Kāvya Literature for a comprehensive treatment of kāvya in all its various forms and 
facets, especially vols. I-II (Warder 1972, 1974) which deal with literary criticism and the origins and 
formation of kāvya, respectively.

49 As noted by Speyer, referring to a similar observation by Sylvain Lévi, the above quote might also be 
considered a subtle polemics directed by Somadeva against his predecessor Kṣemendra and the latter's 
somewhat overdone and even incoherent BKM (Speyer 1908: 22). This might account for Somedeva's 
invocation of the literary conventions of propriety (aucitya) and sequence (anvaya), his pointing out that 
the flavor or essence (rasa) of the story will be maintained, and his insistence that he has undertaken the 
work for a cause more noble than mere cleverness and fame.
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Somadeva, the interpolation of KVP and SVP in BKM and KSS immediately tells us that 

they should be considered in the context of a larger body of work to which they were made 

to conform. Clearly, the inclusion of VP does not hinge on any underlying purpose 

previously attributed to the story collection, but rather on its entertainment value and 

popularity, together with the encyclopedic sense of completeness summoned by BKM and 

KSS as a whole. While, for example, the hierarchical social structure enforced by several of

the king's answers to the vetāla's riddles might not have been adverse to the views of 

Kṣemendra and Somadeva, it certainly does not seem to have been the main reason for 

including the tales. More telling is the circumstance that KVP and SVP conclude the 

framing narrative with references to Viṣṇu and Śiva, respectively, to emphasize the 

relationship between the legendary king and the main deities invoked by BKM and KSS.50 I 

will have more to say about the didactic value of the tales when discussing ŚVP below as 

well as in the next part of the thesis, but for now let us conclude the present section with a 

brief look at the stylistics of KVP and SVP.

The main difference between the two works concern the organization of story 

material and the length and manner of its presentation. BKM is by far the shorter of the two

works (about one third of KSS), but at the same time the more stylistically elaborate. It 

often condenses the narrative to the point of incoherence, substituting descriptive passages 

of inordinate complexity for the logical progression of plot. A case in point is the greatly 

inflated description of the cremation ground in the introductory part of the framing 

narrative of KVP. While SVP only dedicates three ślokas to the description (KSS 

12.8.42-44), KVP dedicates a full 18½ ślokas (BKM 9.2.40-58ab).51 The implication, as 

noted by Emeneau, seems to be that Kṣemendra rather used the story material to 

demonstrate his poetical skills than to faithfully narrate the tales it contained (Emeneau 

1933: 141). While this has often led to descriptions of Kṣemendra's style as being dry and 

overwrought (e.g. Lacote 1923[1908]: 84)52, it has also been pointed out that BKM should 

50 See the fourth part of the thesis.
51 The passage in question is found interpolated in mss. ABch of ŚVP (see the fourth part of the thesis).
52 The 12th century Kashmirian chronicler Kalhaṇa may have been the first to do so in his Rājataraṅginī 

(Warder 1992: 366).
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be taken as a work of youth preparing the way for the poet's later and more fully developed 

works (e.g. Warder 1992: 495-6). As such, BKM - and, consequently, KVP - may have been 

nothing more than a budding author's attempt at promoting himself as a poet.

Somadeva, on the other hand, is much more fluent and balanced in his writing than 

Kṣemendra, and gives to the diverse story material a sense of stylistic uniformity which 

should perhaps be considered his greatest merit. Though he, too, may be abridging his 

material, he never does so at the expense of narrative flow and coherence. In fact, contrary 

to Kṣemendra, he seems to have rearranged certain parts of his source in an attempt to 

improve upon its overall composition and sequencing (Lacote 1923[1908]: 92). 

Unfortunately, his attempts are not always successful and sometimes lead to strange non 

sequiturs, such as when Naravāhanadatta grieves the loss of one of his many wives before 

she has even been taken from him (ibid. 76). SVP, however, does not seem to suffer from 

any such rearrangements as it is identical in structure to KVP in all respects but one (see 

Appendix A: Story Sequence). Furthermore, due to the condensed yet flowery nature of 

KVP, the fuller and more easily accessible SVP should be considered closer in style to 

whatever common source the two authorial traditions might stem from.

Śivadāsa

The next authorial tradition of VP to appear in Sanskrit literature is ŚVP. The earliest 

known manuscript (ms. Koba5502) is dated saṃvat 1449 (1392 CE), more than three 

centuries after the Kashmirian compositions of KVP and SVP. The scribal colophon of 

another early manuscript (ms. Hu1), dated saṃvat 1544 (1487 CE), indicates that the scribe 

of at least that manuscript belonged to the Tapāgaccha sect of the Śvetāmbara Jain 

community in what was probably the modern day area of Gujarat. Besides appearing in a 

different time and place, ŚVP distinguishes itself from KVP and SVP on several other 

accounts:

Firstly, ŚVP presents itself as an independent collection of tales outside the context 

of BK. The framing narrative about the king and the vetāla becomes the outermost layer of 
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story, carrying the added weight of imparting the first and last impression to the reader or 

listener. Similarly, the often socially conscious riddling structure of the tales - a mere 

curiosity in KVP and SVP - takes on an accentuated meaning in showcasing the ideals of 

Vikramādityan truth and justice.

Secondly, ŚVP is written in narrative prose with an admixture of descriptive and 

proverbial verse reminiscent of a sub-genre of kathā known as nidarśana (i.e. example or 

illustration literature). The most popular work in this genre is probably the Pañcatantra 

(Warder 1972: 194-5) which we may even speculate to have exerted a direct influence on 

the composition of ŚVP.53 It is also interesting to note how several manuscripts of ŚVP 

consulted by me begins by claiming that the story collection was written for the purpose of 

entertainment (mss. ABceh and Hu1), and/or only ends by claiming that it was written for 

the purpose of education (mss. ACb and Hu1).54 A pattern which fits well with the overall 

idea of nidarśana which is to provide education in the guise of entertainment.

Thirdly, as demonstrated by Hertel, the Sanskrit of ŚVP is influenced by a regional 

vernacular known as Old Gujarati (Hertel 1924: 140-6). Following Hertel and others, this 

does not necessarily mean that ŚVP was adapted from Old Gujarati, or that its use of 

Sanskrit is somehow corrupted. Rather, it seems to indicate that it was written in a 

non-standard dialect of Sanskrit often dubbed "Jain Sanskrit" on account of its association 

with the Śvetāmbara Jains of western India (Dundas 1996: 137).55 An observation which is 

supported not only by the Jain scribal colophon of ms. Hu1 mentioned above, but also by 

the association of ŚVP with the narrative literature of the Śvetāmbara Jains.

The three points mentioned here will be explored in more detail in the next part of 

the thesis. For now, suffice it to consider the relation of ŚVP to its predecessors KVP and 

SVP.

53 Though several verses found in ŚVP are also found in the Pañcatantra (Sternbach 1976, p. 11), we should 
be careful not to press this point too far. As discussed in the fourth part of the thesis, especially proverbial 
verses seem to have flowed quite freely between different works.

54 See sections B and M in Appendix C: Narrative Structure.
55 Hertel and Dundas both admit that "Jain Sanskrit" is a misnomer as the distinction should be regional 

rather than sectarian. A more correct term, also used by Hertel, would be "Gujarati Sanskrit" (Hertel 1922:
22; Dundas 1996: 138).
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ŚVP was long believed to have been based on KVP. However, since KVP had only 

been published in part when Uhle's critical edition of ŚVP appeared in 1881, Uhle decided 

to avoid any further speculation on the subject (Uhle 1966[1881]: xiv-xv). When BKM, and

consequently KVP, finally appeared in full in 1901, it seemed to confirm the suspicion of 

an intimate relationship between the two authorial traditions. Several of the verses in KVP 

could be found ad verbatim in ŚVP's description of the cremation ground in the 

introductory part of the framing narrative (ŚVPU 0.18-29) as well as at the very end of the 

work (ibid. 25.2-5). However, the verses included by Uhle in his hypothetical 

reconstruction of the text were only found in a single group of manuscripts, and when he 

later went on to publish the much earlier ms. Hu1 (Uhle 1914), the original inclusion of the 

verses in ŚVP could no longer be supported. Ms. Hu1 predated all other known manuscripts 

of the text by more than two centuries, and as it did not include the verses from KVP, it 

suddenly seemed more likely that they had been interpolated at some later stage in the 

transmission.56 Still, traces of metre found in the prose parts of ms. Hu1 continue to indicate 

that ŚVP was indeed adapted - as well as abridged57 - from a versified source (Hertel 1924: 

139-40). This is further borne out by the author's colophon as it appears in ms. Hu1:

sārāc ca sāram ādāya katheyaṃ ca mayā kṛtā /

anyānasya58 prabodhāya kṣantavyaṃ sarvadā budhaiḥ //

buddhimān atha vā mūrṣo59 vṛddho vāpy atha vā śiśuḥ /

56 This is supported by the recent discovery of the even earlier mss. Koba5502 and OIB25804 (see above) 
which do not include the verses either. See the third part of the thesis for a further discussion of the 
earliest known manuscripts of ŚVP.

57 The abridged nature of ms. Hu1 can not only be inferred from the author's colophon and the often 
summary presentation of the stories, but also more concretely from the fact that several verses are broken 
off mid-line by a sign resembling a capital "U" closed at the top (Uhle 1914: 9). All such verses are 
proverbial in nature - except one which is panegyrical (ibid. verse 17.1) - indicating that whoever was 
supposed to read or recite the manuscript was also supposed to know the verses by heart. In two instances, 
formulaics at the end of a story have been similarly abbreviated, which at least in one of the cases can be 
attributed to the endeavors of the scribe to keep the story from "spilling over" unto the next leaf (ibid. 49, 
n. 7ff.).

58 Uhle suggests the reading "anyonyasya" ("of each other", Uhle 1914: 87), but perhaps we should rather 
follow the later ms. D in reading "ajñānāṃ ca" ("of the ignorant", Uhle 1966[1881]: xxv); the earlier ms. 
OIB25804 mentioned above reads the pāda as “ajñānabodhanārthāya”.

59 Understand "mūrkho" as ṣ and kh are often used interchangeably. The later mss. Ab read pāda a as "prajño 
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ya imāṃ vetti sakalāṃ sa bhavet buddhimān naraḥ //

chandolakṣaṇahīnā ca sarvasaukhyapradāyanī60 /

racitā śivadāsena vaitālīpañcaviṃśakā61 // (ms. Hu1 25.6-8 in Uhle 1914)

And having taken the essence out of the essence [i.e. having abridged], this story was made 

by me; the intelligent should always be patient in the enlightenment [of the ignorant]; and 

whether [wise] or foolish, and whether old or a child, the man who knows this whole (story)

should become intelligent; and without the characteristics of metre, [the 

Vaitālapañcaviṃśakā], bestowing all auspiciousness, was written by Śivadāsa.

A variant of the last verse is given in the author's colophon in ms. g (dated 1702 CE):

katheyaṃ gadyabaṃdhena proktā saukhyapradāyinī /

kavinā śivadāsena vaitālaḥ62 paṃcaviṃśati // (ms. g 25.2)

This story, [the Vaitālapañcaviṃśati], bestowing all auspiciousness, was spoken forth in the 

composition of a gadya [i.e. prose composition] by the poet Śivadāsa.

When referring to an epitomized text as being "without the characteristics of metre", or as 

being "in the composition of a gadya", the underlying message seems to be that the original

source was indeed written with the characteristics of metre, or in the form of something 

other than a gadya. The use of prokta together with gadya in ms. g is also intriguing as both 

roots (√vac, 'to speak'; √gad, 'to tell'), at least etymologically, point to a verbal utterance 

vā yadi mūrkho" ("whether wise or foolish"), thus doing away with the first "buddhimān" (intelligent) 
which only serves to unintentionally weaken the impact of the second "buddhimān" in pāda d; this is also 
the case in mss. Koba5502 and OIB25804.

60 I follow Uhle in reading "sarvasaukhyapradāyinī" (Uhle 1914: 87).
61 Uhle separates the compound into "vaitālī pañcaviṃśakā" (Uhle 1914: 87). The more probable reading is 

"vaitālapañcaviṃśakā" ("the twenty-five (stories) relating to the vetāla") which is also given with some 
variation in mss. CEdeg (see Appendix B: Manuscripts) as well as in mss. Koba5502 and OIB25804. The 
alternate use of vetāla and vaitāla throughout the manuscripts of ŚVP is discussed in the third part of the 
thesis.

62 The more probable reading is to drop the visarga, and compound “vaitāla” with "paṃcaviṃśati". It is also 
possible that the visarga was simply taken as part of the stem or as a frozen case ending in the compound.
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rather than a written composition. Whether this is meant to indicate that Śivadāsa delivered

his work orally before an audience, or that he recited it to a scribe, will probably have to 

remain a matter of speculation. It does, however, tell us that the line between orality and 

literacy is a lot less clear than the survival of manuscripts in isolation from the 

circumstances of their actual composition and usage may sometimes lead us to believe.

To return to the discussion about the metrical source of ŚVP, it is of course possible 

that it was indeed KVP, but in want of concrete textual evidence it is probably safer to 

assume that the two works either had separate sources, a common third source, or that they 

were at least separated by one or more intermediaries. Whatever the truth of the matter, the 

source, or sources, of ŚVP cannot be convincingly established, rendering any further 

speculation about their compositional style, language, and content idle. Still, it might 

reasonably be argued that ŚVP, in presenting the tales in prose interspersed with verse, and 

in a style of Sanskrit infused by a regional vernacular, comes closer than its Kashmirian 

predecessors to the form in which the tales were originally written down. Interestingly, as 

mentioned above, it was also ŚVP, less aesthetically refined yet more immediately 

accessible, that would go on to become the basis of the immensely popular Hindi version of

the tales. Perhaps ŚVP, in being written closer to the oral tradition of the tales as they had 

been passed down from generation to generation, and as they would indeed continue to be, 

had a more universal appeal than the self-conscious literary exercises of especially KVP 

and, to a lesser degree, SVP. Though Kālidāsa is generally revered as the greatest poet in 

the history of Sanskrit literature, it is the tales of the Pañcatantra that continue to be told 

and retold throughout the subcontinent, and beyond.

Jambhaladatta

The fourth and final major authorial tradition of VP is JVP. It is best known in the West 

from M. B. Emeneau's critical edition based on three manuscripts in Bengali script and a 

printed edition63 apparently based on a similar manuscript (Emeneau 1967[1934]: xii-xiv). 

63 Vidyāsāgara, Jībānanda (1873) Vetālapañcaviṃśati. Calcutta.
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According to Emeneau, a manuscript in Nepali script consulted by himself, together with a 

manuscript in the Newari language described by Hans Jørgensen64, indicate alternate, and 

probably earlier, versions of the material found in the Bengali manuscripts (ibid. 

xvi-xviii).65 Judging from the palm leaf part of the Nepali manuscript, Emeneau suggested 

the late 16th century as the terminus ante quem for JVP. He further suggested the 

Kashmirian KVP and SVP as possible sources for the Nepali and Newari versions of JVP 

because of similarities in the use of proper names, but at the same time cautioned that many

narrative details are unique to JVP (ibid. xix).66 As for the person of Jambhaladatta himself,

the author's colophons in the Bengali manuscripts variously refer to him as 

”sāndhiśrījambhaladatta” and ”sāndhivigrahikaśrījambhaladatta”, the former probably 

being an abbreviation of the latter. A sāṃdhivigrahika indicates ”a minister of peace and 

war”, and as Panchanan Bhoi notes in an article on (especially Oriyan) palm leaf scribes, 

the ”sandhivigrahadhikrita” (read: saṃdhivigrahādhikṛta), or the superintendent of (the 

affairs of) peace and war, was responsible for preparing drafts of documents which were 

then written out by clerks or secretaries known as diviras (Bhoi 2005: 75, fn. 16). The 

Bengali manuscripts do not give any details about whose ministry of peace and war 

Jambhaladatta might have served in67, but they do supply a further detail of interest in their 

introductory verses (which do not appear in the earlier Nepali and Newari versions):

64 Jørgensen, Hans (1921) “Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Nevārī” in Zeitschrift der Deutschen 
Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 75, pp. 213-36.

65 Only the Nepali manuscript gives the name of the author as Jambhaladatta in the colophon to its tale no. 
14 (Emeneau 1967[1934]: xiii).

66 The only vernacular translation of BKM, and hence of KVP, known to me is indeed a Nepali prose 
adaptation presented in a bilingual manuscript together with the original Sanskrit verse. Theodore 
Riccardi, who published the Nepali text, tentatively dates the manuscript to the early 19th century. He also 
mentions a number of late or undated Nepali and Newari manuscripts or manuscript fragments of VP, 
three of which appears to be based on ŚVP. A printed Nepali version - entitled Baitāl Pacīsī like the Hindi
version based on ŚVP, but itself apparently based on KVP and SVP - seems to have been well known in 
Nepal in the early 20th century. For further informaiton, see the introduction in Riccardi 1971. (A 
suggestion by F. D. K. Bosch in De Legende van Jīmūtavāhana in de Sanskritlitteratuur (Leiden, 1914) that 
Kṣemendra and Jambhaladatta made use of a common source cannot be seriously considered unless more 
evidence is brought forth to support it (see Emeneau 1967[1934]: xix).)

67 Emeneau has shown how attempts at determining the religious orientation of JVP in general, and of 
Jambhaladatta in particular, as either Buddhist or Jain have only met with ambigious and unconvincing 
results; personally, Emeneau would not go beyond assigning a north Indian origin to the name of 
Jambhaladatta (Emeneau 1967[1934]: ix-x).
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sāndhiśrīvaradevavaktrakamalād68 ākarṇya bhaktyā guror /

vetālasya kathām atīvasurasāṃ pañcādhikāṃ viṃśatim /

śrīmajjambhaladattakena racitāṃ svalpākṣarair yuktakaiś /

citrārthaṃ smaraṇārtham eva sujanāḥ śṛṇvantu kautūhalāt // (JVP 0.4 in Emeneau 

1967[1934])

May the good people, out of curiosity, hear the twenty-five exceedingly well-flavored 

stories of the vetāla, which, having been heard from the lotus-mouth of the illustrious peace 

(and war) minister Varadeva, was composed in a few syllables joined together by the 

illustrious Jambhaladatta, out of devotion to (his) teacher, for the purposes of wonder (and) 

remembrance!

From the above, it appears that Varadeva must either have been Jambhaladatta's superior or

his predecessor in office. Unless we are to understand ”having been heard from the 

lotus-mouth” as an elaborate reference, privileging the oral above the written, to an original

work written by Varadeva, we must also assume that Jambhaladatta composed his work on 

the basis of recitations or tellings. It is, of course, also possible that we should understand 

Varadeva to have dictated the work to Jambhaladatta. This, however, seems less likely 

considering that it was "composed in a few syllables joined together" which rather seems to

indicate an epitome, or perhaps simply the condensed writing down of an oral delivery.

The above quote also hints at the reasons behind the composition of JVP as being 

”wonder” (citra) and ”remembrance” (smaraṇa). While the former is probably just a play on

the double meaning of citra as both ”wonder” and ”riddle”, the latter might indicate that 

VP was something not easily accessible, whether on grounds of distribution or language, in 

Jambhaladatta's own time and place; or even, on a more speculative note, that it was meant 

as a memory aid for oral storytelling. It should, however, be noted that Somadeva, too, 

invoked ”remembrance” (smṛti) as a reason for composing KSS (see above), and that it 

might therefore simply be a literary trope used for justifying the adaptation of existing 

68 This is the reading of Emeneau's mss. HO. His ms. P reads “śrīsāndhīvara°”, while the printed edition also
used by him (see fn. 63) reads “sānti śrīvara°” (Emeneau 1967[1934]: 2).
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story material. Still, the verse in the Bengali manuscripts immediately following the one 

quoted above seems to further blur the line between orality and literacy:

sajjanā yadi yuṣmākam āste śravaṇakautukam /

bhavanto 'pi paṭhantv enāṃ kathām adbhutavarṇitām // (JVP 0.5 in Emeneau 

1967[1934])

Good people, if you are desirous of listening, you shall read this story depicted as 

marvellous69.

Not only does this seem to equate the act of reading with the act of listening, reminding us 

that the idea of silent, and perhaps even private, reading was not always current; it also 

seems to indicate that a manuscript was not always an isolated event or a finished product, 

but a temporary storage of narrative material which - not unlike the memorized repertoire 

of a storyteller - could be subsequently activated and brought to life.

The simple and matter-of-fact style of JVP only adds to the impression that it was 

not necessarily meant to be literature for literature's sake. Unlike the other main authorial 

traditions, it is written almost entirely in prose, excepting a few opening and closing verses 

in the early tales, all of which belong to the formulaic parts of the framing narrative 

surrounding the individual tales.70 An initial attempt at high style in the introductory verses 

(0.1-5; ibid. 2) and the opening lines of the framing narrative (ibid. 4) is quickly 

abandoned, and the rest of the story collection reads like a dull and somewhat repetitive 

plot summary of the tales. Interestingly, as noted by Emeneau, the generally correct 

Sanskrit and the use of several rare verbal forms seem to indicate that the author was 

well-versed in the language and its grammars (ibid. xx); something which may call into 

mind the apparently ministerial background of Jambhaladatta himself. Of the handful of 

69 I understand adbhutavarṇita as a reference to the adbhuta, or marvellous, style of writing associated with 
BK by Daṇḍin (Warder 1974: 128).

70 Contrary to many of the verses found in ŚVP, none of the altogether 19 verses found in JVP are known to 
appear in other texts (Emeneau 1967[1934]: xx). 
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previously unattested words or word forms which appear in JVP, two are denominatives 

derived from Prakrit roots which, beside indicating vernacular influence, may be taken as a

demonstration of the author's knowledge of the rules of word formation in Sanskrit.

The most conspicuous innovation of JVP with regard to story material is the 

addition of three tales unknown from the other authorial traditions, together with an 

autobiographical tale put into the mouth of the vetāla in the concluding half of the framing 

narrative. I have already dealt with the three additional tales above, but a few remarks 

should be made concerning the autobiographical tale of the vetāla which only appears in 

the later Bengali manuscripts edited by Emeneau (1967[1934]: xvii). Unlike the other tales 

told by the vetāla, it is not considered an independent tale as far as the manuscripts go; they

simply integrate it into the framing narrative without indicating where it begins or where it 

ends. The reason for this might be that the content of the tale is directly related to the 

content of the framing narrative, or simply that it would otherwise have to be taken as an 

anomalous twenty-sixth tale. The tale recounts not only the autobiographical story of the 

vetāla itself, but also the events leading up to the beginning of the framing narrative, much 

like the prologue added to two of the ŚVP manuscripts consulted by me (mss. aH). As it 

turns out, the tale is in fact a variant of the prologue found in ms. a which we have already 

seen to reappear in a further variant in the popular Hindi version of VP. While more work 

needs to be done on the relationship between the various versions of the prologue, its 

presence in the concluding rather than the introductory part of the framing narrative in JVP

is interesting from a narrative point of view. By only revealing the true identity of the 

vetāla (as well as of the murderous ascetic) at the very end of the framing narrative, the 

otherwise unimaginative JVP surprisingly achieves a dramatic effect which is not found in 

any of the other authorial traditions.

Other versions

Three sub-versions of VP, written in Sanskrit and derived from the main authorial 

traditions, deserve to be mentioned here. The least studied, and consequently the least 
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understood, yet at the same time the most immediately relevant for the present study, is the 

sub-version attributed to Vallabha or Vallabhadāsa (VVP) mentioned above. As I will be 

discussing it in more detail in the next part of the thesis, suffice it to be said here that it is 

generally considered a variant of ŚVP exhibiting a number of textual, and perhaps even 

structural, variations that have not as yet been fully accounted for.

The second sub-version is a prose summary of KVP known only from a single 

manuscript published by Uhle as an appendix to his critical edition of ŚVP (Uhle 

1966[1881]: 69-92). Though the sub-version varies considerably from ŚVP, Uhle probably 

appended it to his critical edition on suspicion of a more general relationship between ŚVP 

and KVP (see above). The sub-version only includes a single verse in full (tale no. XVII, 

ibid. 87), but retains several half-verses and other traces of metre which already Uhle, 

based on sample passages from the then as yet unpublished BKM, was able to trace back to 

KVP (ibid. ix-x). If nothing else, the sub-version amply demonstrates that prose adaptations

of versified story literature were indeed produced, lending further credence to the 

possibility that ŚVP was based on a metrical source.71

The third and final sub-version to be mentioned here is without doubt the most 

aberrant of the three. It appears in the Pratisarga section of the printed edition of the 

Bhaviṣyamahāpurāṇa (BMP 1.1.7-1.2.35), and consists of only twenty-one stories. The 

usual framing narrative has been replaced with a short biography of the legendary king 

Vikramāditya inserted into a larger world history which mixes Purāṇic and Biblical motifs, 

and continues all the way up to the mid-18th century. According to Walter Ruben, who has 

made the most extensive study of the sub-version to date, it closely resembles the Hindi 

version of the tales which, as we have seen, is itself based on ŚVP (Ruben 1944: 3). To 

complicate matters further, Hertel asserts that the sub-version was only introduced into 

BMP to fill out a lacuna in the single manuscript used for the Bombay edition of 1897 

(Hertel 1922: 13). The 1984-5 edition of BMP consulted by me does not give any 

information about its sources, but retains the sub-version of VP from the previous edition 

71 Also see fn. 66.
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(see Sharma 2003[1984-5]). Thus, in BMP, we may have the curious case of a rendering of 

the tales translated first from Sanskrit into Hindi, and then back into Sanskrit again.

The case of BMP is instructive in several ways. It reminds us how the same set of 

tales can be made to serve different purposes in different contexts, and, consequently, how 

taking stories out of the contexts in which we find them can seriously hinder our 

understanding of them. We have already seen how the main authorial traditions of VP have 

been variously presented either independently or as part of other works for purposes of 

encyclopedic completeness, entertainment, enlightenment, and remembrance, and now also 

as a document for recording Purāṇic world history. Studying any one of these multiple 

versions and variants, or even a single manuscript belonging to them, should cause us to 

ask questions not of ultimate origins, but of immediate circumstances of production. And, 

later, when we do approach the difficult question of transmission history - which is 

probably the closest to the question of ultimate origins that we can ever hope to get with 

regard to Indian story literature - we should be aware that individual tales not only change 

back and forth between contexts, but also between languages and modes of expression, 

making it next to impossible to trace their histories in any detail.
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Part III: Recontextualising Śivadāsa

Of the four main authorial traditions of VP to have come down to us, ŚVP is probably the 

one that most accurately reflects the popular origins of the story collection. The style is 

simple and straightforward with obvious traces of oral composition and performance, and 

the language, though Sanskrit, is marked by vernacular influences. The earliest manuscripts

reach back to the 14th and 15th centuries, and allow us to situate at least one of them in the 

Śvetāmbara Jain community of medieval Gujarat. We cannot say for certain whether this 

was indeed the community in which ŚVP first emerged, but it remains a likely candidate 

considering the correspondences, pointed out below, between ŚVP and the tradition of 

Śvetāmbara Jain narrative literature.

I begin this part of the thesis by asking the pertinent question of what exactly 

constitutes the authorial tradition of ŚVP. As noted in the first part of the thesis, the 

grouping together of manuscripts of Indian story literature into separate versions, even if 

attributed to named authors, is rarely as unambigious as it is made out to be, and can even 

be directly misleading. Even Hertel, who strongly advocated the identification of separate 

recensions, warned that individual manuscripts sometimes confound such attempts at 

identification by mixing formally distinct recensions (Hertel 1914: xii). Similar difficulties 

arise in some manuscripts of ŚVP which freely interpolate verses, and even entire stories, 

from KVP. I then move on to consider Śivadāsa himself, and especially his relation to 

Vallabha, or Vallabhadāsa, to whom a further sub-version of ŚVP is usually attributed.72 

New evidence seems to indicate that the two authors were in fact one and the same, and, 

consequently, that a new understanding of the relationship between ŚVP and its supposed 

sub-version is required. Having established the known circumstances of ŚVP and the author

to which it is attributed, I continue by situating the earliest known manuscripts in the 

context of Gujarati Sanskrit and the Śvetāmbara Jain literary culture of medieval Gujarat. I 

conclude by taking a closer look at one of the manuscripts in an attempt to identify possible

72 See the second part of the thesis.
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traces of oral influence on the literary tradition of ŚVP.

Vallabhaśivadāsa

The authorial tradition of ŚVP is known from a large number of manuscripts which either 

give Śivadāsa's name in the author's colophon or imply the authorial tradition on grounds of

structural and compostitional similarities.73 The distinguishing marks of ŚVP, as noted in 

the second part of the thesis, include matters of style, language, and purpose which clearly 

set it apart from other known versions of VP. With regard to the relationship between the 

individual manuscripts, however, the situation is more muddled, and will be further 

explored in the fourth and final part of the thesis. For now, suffice it to be said that owing to

great variations in textual expression, similarities between manuscripts can most clearly be 

found on the levels of narrative structure and compositional strategy. Proverbial verses 

known from multiple other sources, though most often from the popular collections of 

maxims (subhāṣitasaṃgraha) attributed to Cāṇakya, are found throughout, while the 

extra-traditional influence of narrative verse is limited to the at times extensive 

interpolations from KVP.

No attempt at a critical edition of ŚVP has been made since 1881 when Uhle 

published his highly selective edition based on 11 manuscripts in various stages of 

completion. One of his manuscripts (ms. C) was later identified by Eggeling as belonging 

to a sub-version of ŚVP attributed to Vallabha or Vallabhadāsa (VVP). Eggeling described 

VVP as an abbreviated and less ornamented version of ŚVP, omitting some verses while 

introducing others (Eggeling 1896, vol. II: 1564). No manuscripts of VVP have as yet been 

published, nor has any serious study of the material been undertaken.74 Recently, however, 

three manuscripts of ŚVP which give the full name and title of the author as 

73 Adheesh Sathaye of the University of British Columbia has been collecting manuscripts of ŚVP for a 
number of years, and is currently in possession of close to a hundred such manuscripts. All information 
reproduced here regarding his manuscripts has kindly been supplied by him.

74 Sathaye (see fn. 73) is currently preparing a digitized critical edition of VVP based on a dozen or so 
manuscripts. Further speculation on the relationship between ŚVP and VVP will have to await its 
publication.
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kāyasthavallabhaśivadāsa were discovered by Adheesh Sathaye.75 One of these 

manuscripts, (ms. OIB25804), dated saṃvat 1458 (1401 CE), is the second-oldest 

manuscript of ŚVP/VVP discovered so far.76 The immediate implication seems to be that 

the idea of Śivadāsa and Vallabhadāsa as two separate authors is a mistake based on the 

tendency to abbreviate the full name of Vallabhaśivadāsa to Vallabha, Vallabhadāsa, or 

Śivadāsa. This brings into question the validity of speaking of a separate sub-version 

within the main authorial tradition of ŚVP, but if future studies can convincingly 

differentiate between the two, we may have the curious case of an author who at some 

point became accidentally separated from himself, so to speak, and associated with the 

partial recomposition of a work which his former self was still credited with having 

written. Furthermore, the title of kāyastha, which usually designates a scribe by profession 

or by caste77, should alert us to the possibility that Vallabhaśivadāsa may never have been 

the author of any of the versions attributed to him. He may simply have been a scribe who 

copied an anonymous story collection sometime in the 14th century or earlier, and became 

uplifted by history to the status of author of not only one, but rather two, versions of the 

collection in question.78 At present, none of this can be stated with any certainty, but the 

mere possiblity should remind us of the many pitfalls in defining a version of a text 

according to criteria which may have held little or no meaning for those who wrote, read, 

and listened to it.

Several other works in the literary history of India are attributed to authors named 

75 One manuscript, dated saṃvat 1458 (1401 CE), is currently held in the Oriental Institute, Baroda (acc. no. 
25804), while another manuscript, undated but possibly 17th century, is in the Bhandarkar Oriental 
Institute, Pune (access no. 353). A third manuscript, also in the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, Pune (acc. 
no. 793), dated saṃvat 1735 and śaka 1600 (1678 CE), is listed under "Śivadāsa", though the colophon 
gives the full name as Vallabhaśivadāsa.

76 A manuscript currently held in the Acharya Shri Kailassagarsuri Gyan Mandir at Koba, Gandhinagar (acc. 
no. 5502), is dated saṃvat 1449 (1392 CE), thus predating ms. OIB25804 by nine years. An undated 
manuscript (written in Newari script) currently held at the Asiatic Society, Calcutta (acc. no. G8064), has 
been dated to the 13th cent. by the cataloguer, but this assessment warrants further confirmation (Sathaye, 
pers. comm.).

77 The meaning of the word kāyastha and the historical status of the office, profession, or caste to which it 
refers have been much debated. See V. P. Kane's article on the kāyasthas for an overview of how the word 
has been variously defined in the literature itself (Kane 1939).

78 Bhoi notes, in the context of Oriyan scribes, that kāyasthas are traditionally associated with the copying of 
kāvya (Bhoi 2005:77).
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Śivadāsa which may or may not be connected with the alleged author of ŚVP.79 

Śālivāhanakathā (see Eggeling 1896, vol. II: 1567-70) is a mahākāvya (i.e. a long poem of 

epic content) composed in 18 sargas, or cantos. It tells the already familiar story of the 

legendary king Śālivāhana, more commonly known as Sātavāhana, and his rivalry with the 

equally legendary king Vikramāditya whom he manages to kill after a series of great 

battles. Though the relationship between the two kings is not directly touched upon in the 

authorial traditions of VP in India, it should be noted that one of the variant frame stories of

the Tibetan version of VP casts the young prince Sātavāhana in the role of the protagonist 

instead of king Vikramāditya (Warder 1992: 103-4). The general understanding that the 

legend of Sātavāhana came before the legend of Vikramāditya is what led Warder to 

conclude that the Tibetan version, though supposedly imported from India, was earlier than

the existing Indian versions.80 It should, however, be remembered that Sātavāhana, unlike 

Vikramāditya, was closely associated with the Buddhist philosopher Nāgārjuna, and 

therefore the more obvious choice of protagoinst in a Tibetan Buddhist version whether 

earlier or later than the Indian versions.

Another work attributed to an author named Śivadāsa bears more on the style than 

the content of ŚVP. The story collection Kathārṇava (see Aufrecht 1864: 153-4) consists of 

35 stories written in simple prose interspersed with verse, though without the influence of 

Gujarati found in the earliest manuscripts of ŚVP. The genre is clearly that of a 

kathānaka81, and according to Richard A. Hoyle, who has published the only two stories of 

the collection so far, the story material derives from KSS which, of course, also contains 

SVP (Hoyle 1976). This is further evidenced by the title Kathārṇava (the ocean of stories) 

which seems to mimic the title of Kathāsaritsāgara (the ocean of the rivers of stories). It is 

important to note the existence of popular traditions of Indian story literature such as 

Kathārṇava alongside the more refined tradition of a work like KSS as it brings us closer to 

the oral beginnings of the tales, and reminds us that the more aesthetically pleasing version 

79 See Aufrecht 1891-1903I, p. 649. A more complete overview will only be available when the New 
Catalogus Catalogorum reaches the name of Śivadāsa.

80 See the second part of the thesis.
81 See the first part of the thesis.
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of a story is not necessarily the most widely circulated.

Speculation as to the possible identity between two or more of the several Śivadāsas 

of Indian literature remains idle in want of further evidence. The name was obviously a 

common one, and perhaps just a nom de plume adopted by various authors. We also have to

entertain the possibility that authors would sign their works in the names of other and better

known authors whose works they admired, or whose style they copied. Though the two 

Śivadāsas mentioned above might not be physically similar to the Śivadāsa of ŚVP, they 

might be similar in other and less well understood ways relating to the more fluid ideas of 

authorship in manuscript cultures and literary genres of shared narrative material.

Time and place

With the recent discovery of mss. Koba5502 and OIB25804, dated saṃvat 1449 (1392 CE) 

and 1458 (1401 CE), respectively, the terminus ante quem of ŚVP is pushed back almost a 

century from the previous date of saṃvat 1544 (1487 CE) supplied by ms. Hu1 (Uhle 

1914).82 Though mss. Koba5502 and OIB25804 do not form part of the present study - 

which only focuses on the manuscripts used by Uhle for his 1881 and 1914 publications - a 

preliminary comparison with ms. Hu1 indicates a close relationship between the three, 

including similar author's colophons. Furthermore, the official listing of ms. OIB25804 as 

written in "Gujarati/Sanskrit" should remind us of the influence of Old Gujarati on ms. Hu1 

as demonstrated by Hertel.83 Consequently, the three oldest manuscripts of ŚVP by between

two and three centuries allow us to situate the work, and perhaps even the beginning of the 

authorial tradition itself, somewhere in the approximate area of modern day Gujarat at the 

time of the emerging Gujarati sultanate (1403-1572/3 CE).84 While no further information 

can be gleaned from the scribal colophons of mss. Koba5502 and OIB25804, the former 

82 A further manuscript dated saṃvat 1544 (CE 1487) like ms. Hu1 is currently held in the Oriental Institute, 
Baroda (acc. no. 17176). According to Sathaye, the manuscript appears to belong to VVP though it does 
not mention the name of Vallabha or Vallabhadāsa.

83 Hertel notes a similar observation by Hermann Jacobi regarding the later mss. A (1792 CE) and B (date 
unknown) of ŚVP (Hertel 1924: 143).

84 The Gujarati sultanate was carved out of the greater Delhi sultanate which dated back to the early 13th 
century (Kulke 1998: 167, 172).
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being silent on the circumstances of production and the latter being too poorly reproduced 

to allow for an unambigious reading, the scribal colophon of the somewhat later ms. Hu1 

adds another piece to the puzzle:85

saṃvat 1544 varṣe āso śudi 15 dine maṃgalavāre revatīnakṣatre śrī tapaṃgaccha86 

maṃdana87 bhaṭṭāraka prabhu śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī ratnamaṃdanasūri88 

tacchiṣya paṃ° [paṇḍita] tilakadevagaṇi tacchiṣya śirastilakapaṃ° [°paṇḍita] 

amaratilakagaṇi tacchiṣya amaraṃśrutamunilakhitā89 

vaitālapaṃcaviṃśatikathāpratir īyaṃ paropakārāya (Uhle 1914: 87, note to line 10)

In the year saṃvat 1544 [i.e. 1487 CE], in the light half of Āso [i.e. āśvina, or 

September-October], on the 15th day, on the day of Maṅgala [i.e. Tuesday], in the Revatī 

constellation, this copy90 of the Vaitālapañcaviṃśatikathā was written for the benefit of 

others by [Amaraśrutamuni], disciple of the most learned paṇḍit Amaratilakagaṇi, disciple 

of paṇḍit Tilakadevagaṇi, disciple of the adorning (and) venerable lord śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī 

śrī śrī śrī [Ratnamaṇḍanasūri] of the illustrious [Tapāgaccha].

The names of the scribe and those who went before him, ending in -muni, -gaṇi, and -sūri, 

clearly indicate that the manuscript was copied in a Jain environment. This is further borne 

out by the reference to the Tapāgaccha which is generally considered one of the most 

important and successful gacchas, or mendicant orders, within the Śvetāmbara branch of 

Jainism. The Tapāgaccha was founded by Jagacchandrasūri in 1228 CE (Dundas 1992: 

123), and went on to become a main vehicle for the preservation and copying of texts in 

medieval western India (Cort 2009: 26). As we shall see below, the inclusion of ŚVP in the 

corpus of texts copied by the Śvetāmbara Jains presents us with a valuable key to the 

85 For the full scribal colophon, see Appendix B: Manuscripts.
86 We should probably understand "tapāgaccha".
87 We should probably read “maṇḍana”.
88 We should probably read “ratnamaṇḍanasūri”.
89 We should probably read "amaraśrutamunilikhitā".
90 I rely on Hertel for the translation of prati as a Gujarati noun meaning "manuscript" or "copy" (Hertel 

1924: 154).
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understanding of the compositional strategies of its authorial tradition.

Hertel, who believed that ms. Hu1 must be more or less contemporary with the 

supposed original text of ŚVP, went on to suggest that Śivadāsa's mother tongue was Old 

Gujarati, that he was born of a Śaivite father, and that he later converted to Jainism (Hertel 

1924: 143, 150). The idea that Śivadāsa should have been a Jain was mainly based on a 

supposedly Jain passage in the beginning of tale no. 10 as it appears in ms. Hu1. The tale 

tells the story of a king who was successfully converted to śrāvakadharma91 which Hertel 

associated with Jainism because of the subsequent verses on non-violence and karmic 

doctrine (ibid. 146). Even if we were to accept the association with Jainism, it does not 

amount to much as the story simply continues with the death of the king and the 

reconversion of his son back to Brahmanism (Uhle 1914: 50).92 All in all, as argued by 

Ludwik Sternbach, Hertel's argument as to the Jain origins of ŚVP is based on only a few 

and highly selective examples which are easily countered by the far more numerous 

examples of Brahmanical influence (Sternbach 1976: 8-10). The more reasonable 

conclusion is that ŚVP, or at least the metrical original from which it appears to have been 

adapted93, was a Brahmanical story collection, just like the earlier KVP and SVP, which 

only came to exhibit traces of Jain influence when it began to be transmitted among the 

Jain community. In support of this argument, we should keep in mind John E. Cort's 

observation that Jains often copied and preserved manuscripts of Brahmanical and 

Buddhist origins with little or no ideological emendation of their own (Cort 1995: 85).

Perhaps the single most striking trace of potential Jain influence on ŚVP - present in

all manuscripts consulted by me except one (ms. b) - is the designation of the fraudulent 

ascetic, the antagonist of the framing narrative, as a digambara. While the word in itself 

simply means "sky-clad" (lit. "clad in the directions"), and as such can be used to designate 

any naked ascetic or mendicant, it is most often associated with the followers of the austere

91 Chandra Rajan, in her more recent translation of ŚVP, associates śrāvakadharma with Buddhism (Rajan 
1995: 84).

92 In the later mss. ABa, the conversion of the king to śrāvakadharma leads to the corruption of the kingdom,
which Hertel interprets as the attempt of later Brahmanical editors at denouncing original Jain elements in
the text (Hertel 1924: 147-8).

93 See the second part of the thesis.
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Digambara branch of Jainism which existed in stark opposition to the Śvetāmbara branch 

(Dundas 1992: 104).94 Other designations evidenced by the manuscripts, though always less

prominently than the main designation of digambara, include yogin, kṣapaṇaka, ṛṣi, muni, 

and śrāvaka. The designation of kṣapaṇaka, evidenced by ms. Hu1 among others, may be 

taken in support of a Jain interpretation of digambara as it, too, is often associated with 

naked Jain mendicants. In KVP and SVP, predating the earliest manuscript of ŚVP by more 

than three centuries, the fraudulent ascetic is exclusively referred to as śramaṇa or bhikṣu 

which may, if anything specific, more likely refer to a Buddhist than a Jain ascetic.95 The 

designation of the ascetic as a Digambara Jain could of course just as easily have taken 

place in a Brahmanical as in a Śvetāmbara Jain environment, but, as I will argue below, the 

emergence of ŚVP in medieval Gujarat represents a fundamental shift in the function of VP

towards a combined focus on entertainment and education linking it to the literary culture 

of the Śvetāmbara Jains. While Hertel's argument for the Jain origins of ŚVP is 

unconvincing at best, his general association of the form and function of ŚVP with the 

literary culture of Śvetāmbara Jains in medieval Gujarat is almost certainly correct.

That ŚVP would eventually spread beyond Gujarat and the Śvetāmbara Jains can be 

most clearly seen from the fact that it forms the basis of the later and immensely popular 

Hindi version of VP known as Baitāl Pacīsī. Among the manuscripts of ŚVP consulted by 

me, at least one can be convincingly placed in a Brahmanical context outside of Gujarat. 

The scribal colophon of ms. g, dated saṃvat 1759 (1702 CE) and acquired from the library 

of a Benares Brahmin in 1907 (Gambier-Parry 1922: iii), informs us that the scribe was the 

son of a twice-born (dvija), and that the place of composition was ”deśe gurjjara” (i.e. in the

place (known as) Gurjjara).96 However, the scribal colophon of another manuscript written 

by the same scribe seems to indicate that we should not understand "deśe gurjjara" as a 

94 In his discussion of the Śvetāmbara Jain version of the Pañcatantra, McComas Taylor remarks on how 
one of the stories casts a Digambara in the role of a fraudulent ascetic (Taylor 2011: 3). The casting of 
ascetics in the role of villains is common across a broad spectrum of literature, but it remains to be seen 
whether the specific casting of them as Digambaras is a literary trope especially associated with 
Śvetāmbara Jains.

95 Neither śramaṇa nor bhikṣu is found in any of the manuscripts of ŚVP consulted by me.
96 For the full colophon, see Appendix B: Manuscripts.
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reference to the region of Gujarat, but rather as the name of a village near modern day 

Varanasi.97 The colophon gives the place of composition as "gurjaragrāmam uttame" which 

could either be taken to mean ”the village of Gurjara in (the region of) Uttama”, or perhaps 

simply ”in the best village of Gurjara” (with Gurjara referring either to the name of a 

specific village or to the region in which the village was located). The same colophon 

further specifies the place as "kṣetre vimukte śīvasannidhau"98 (i.e. in the nearness of Śiva 

at the holy place avimukta). The kṣetra, or holy place, of avimukta is famously identified 

with or located within Kāśī (modern day Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh), and associated with 

the avimukteśa form of Śiva indicated in the colophon by "śīvasannidhau". A village named

Gurjar still exists on the outskirts of Varanasi in the vicinity of the airport where it lends its

name to the Gurjar Pat Shala High School.99 Thus, ms. g appears to derive not from a Jain 

environment in Gujarat, but from a Brahmanical environment in Uttar Pradesh.

Gujarati Sanskrit

The earliest known manuscripts of ŚVP appear to have been composed in a non-standard 

regional dialect of Sanskrit influenced by what is referred to by Hertel as Old Gujarati 

(Hertel 1924: 143). The relationship between the regional vernaculars and the transregional

languages of Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhramśa is complex and only partially 

understood.100 In the case of Gurjaradeśa, roughly corresponding to modern day Gujarat, a 

variety of spoken dialects seems to have consolidated into a "more or less unified literary 

language" (Yashaschandra 2003: 576). It is this regional literary language, appropriated by 

a diverse group of people, or rather peoples, which Hertel and others refer to as Old 

97 The manuscript in question is of Pūrṇabhadra's Pañcatantra which is found bound together with ms. g and
a further manuscript of Balāla's Bhojaprabandha. The hand of the scribe as well as as the scribal 
colophons of the three manuscripts indicate that they were all written by the same person. See entry no. 
LXXXIX in Gambier-Parry 1922: 52-3.

98 We should probably read "kṣetre 'vimukte śivasaṃnidhau" as avagrahas are often left out in manuscripts.
99 I am grateful to Ph.D. Anirban Dash, currently at the University of Pune, for helping me locate the modern

day village of Gurjar.
100 In recent years, one of the strongest voices in the debate has been that of Sheldon Pollock who has edited 

an anthology of essays on the regional and transregional literary cultures of India ( Pollock 2003), and 
who has also contributed a major work of his own on the rise and fall of Sanskrit in Indian literary history 
(Pollock 2006).
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Gujarati. The earliest examples of the language are found in the grammatical writings of 

the Jain monk Hemacandra (12th cent.) who treats it as a variety of Apabhramśa called 

Gurjara Apabhramśa (Jhaveri 1978: 2). That he did not confer upon it the status of an 

independent literary language can be seen from his observation, following that of the 

poeticians Bhāmaha and Daṇḍin (7th cent.) before him, that only Sanskrit, Prakrit, and 

Apabhramśa should be counted among the literary languages (Yashaschandra 2003: 567). 

However, whether referred to as Old Gujarati or Gurjara Apabhramśa, or even by the more 

independent and assertive 15th century term Gurjarabhāṣā (i.e. the language of Gurjara) 

(ibid. 580), the literature of the language can indeed be traced back all the way to the time 

of Hemacandra himself.

The earliest specimens of Gujarati literature are two 12th century rāsos, or long 

narrative poems, about a legendary battle that is said to have taken place between the sons 

of king Ṛṣabhadeva after he renounced his kingdom and went on to become the first in the 

line of Jain tīrthaṅkaras, or ford-makers, of which Mahāvīra, the historical founder of 

Jainism, was the twenty-fourth (ibid. 574). The early associaton of Gujarati literature with 

Jainism will be further explored below, but first the relationship between the languages of 

Gujarati and Sanskrit must be considered. An important point made by Sitamshu 

Yashaschandra in his essay on Gujarati literary culture is that the emergence of a new 

regional literary language does not appear to have constituted a break with existing literary 

traditions. At least until the bhakti poets of the 15th century, who often defined their poetry 

in stark opposition to especially Sanskritic culture, Gujarati literature continued to be 

rooted in the conventions of the transregional languages. The result was a literary 

bilingualism which allowed authors to translate existing Sanskrit works into Gujarati101, but

also to compose original works in both languages (ibid. 576-7). A growing mutual 

influence between the languages was probably unavoidable, and, as Yashaschandra 

101 Yashaschandra notes that the Jain monk Māṇikyacandrasūri composed a Gujarati narrative in 1422 CE 
based on a section of KSS (Yashaschandra 2003: 579). This clearly shows that KSS, which we have seen to
contain SVP, was available to Jain authors at the time of the earliest known manuscripts of ŚVP. There is 
no indication that the metrical source of ŚVP should have been KSS, but Māṇikyacandrasūri's composition
lends further credence to the suggestion that ŚVP may have been adopted from a metrical Brahmanical 
source either directly or through an intermediary prose version (see the second part of the thesis).
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explains, Gujarati influence on Sanskrit was to become a necessary means of making 

Sanskrit accessible to a wider Gujarati audience (ibid. 581). This is exemplified in the 

popular story collection Bharaṭakadvātriṃśikā which was written sometime around the 

15th century in a simple form of Sanskrit influenced by Gujarati grammar and lexicon 

(Hertel 1921). The implication seems to be that Sanskrit, or at least the Gujarati variant of 

it, was widely understood among the populace as a medium of entertainment and 

instruction even in the late middle-ages. And it is indeed the same regional variety of 

Sanskrit, intermixed with verses in Prakrit, Apabhramśa, and the vernaculars, which we 

find in especially the earliest manuscripts of ŚVP, locating them somewhere within the 

regionalized literary culture of medieval Gujarat.

Śvetāmbara Jain literary culture

The simple reason that Gujarati Sanskrit is often termed Jain Sanskrit is that Jains were the 

main preservers and composers of literature in Gujarat from the 8th century onwards when,

according to Śvetāmbara tradition, the first jñān bhaṇḍārs (Skt. jñānabhāṇḍāra), or 

storehouses of knowledge, were built. The study of texts, whether through reading or 

recitation, had long been an important part of Jain tradition, but manuscript colophons 

dating back to at least the 13th century indicate that the copying of texts increasingly came 

to be considered an act generative of religious merit, which could even be passed on to 

living as well as deceased members of the scribe's family (Cort 1995: 78). Judging from 

the multiple genres of literature kept in the bhaṇḍārs, juxtaposing art and entertainment 

with science and scripture, and the lack of Jain dogmatism exhibited by many of the works,

it appears that the merits of copying was not in any way confined to religious texts; the act 

of copying itself seems to have been at least as important as what was actually being 

copied. A similar observation can be made with regard to the high esteem in which the 

physical object of the book is held in Jain tradition. John E. Cort draws attention to the 

jñān pañcamī (lit. knowledge fifth) holiday celebrated by Jains on the fifth day after the 

beginning of the New Year. On this day, libraries and traditional bhaṇḍārs become places 
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of pilgrimage where Jains gather to worship the books and manuscripts kept within them 

(ibid. 87).102

Jain Śvetāmbara literature, as evidenced by manuscript catalogues, was composed in

a great variety of languages, including both the regional and the transregional. One of the 

most popular genres across all languages appear to have been the genre of didactic story 

literature to which ŚVP belongs (Hertel 1922: 6). Though the genre was essentially didactic

- as indicated, for example, by the proverbial verses appearing throughout ŚVP - a key 

characteristic was the focus on narrative above and beyond the focus on dogmatism. 

Compared to, for example, the Buddhist Jātaka stories which use narrative as a stepping 

stone for doctrinal sermonizing, the implicit illustration of karmic principles in Jain story 

literature is rarely commented upon by the storywriters (ibid. 7-8). It is, of course, quite 

possible that this is only a question of format, since oral religious instruction may have 

followed narrative as a natural part of any public recitation or telling. Still, the fact remains 

that works of Indian story literature discovered in Jain bhaṇḍārs are surprisingly true - 

though often in a simpler and more accessible form - to the sources from which they were 

adopted. This makes them indispensable for the study of early popular literature, a field 

which has only received little attention from scholars. The influence of Jain story literature,

as propagated by especially the Śvetāmbara Jains, speaks for itself when considering, for 

example, how Jain editions of the Pañcatantra came to form the basis of most later editions

of the popular beast fables inside as well as outside of India. A similar claim might 

reasonably be made in the case of VP which appears to have first reached a wider audience 

with the authorial tradition of ŚVP which, whether ultimately Jainistic or not, shows 

obvious traces of having been transmitted among the Jains.

The main question that remains to be addressed is the question of how medieval 

manuscripts of Jain story literature were used beyond being held in high esteem and copied

for purposes of religious merit. The lack of concrete evidence does not allow for easy 

102 The Shri Digambar Jain Lal Mandir in Delhi is one of the more well-known Jain temples where all kinds 
of texts, ranging from old manuscripts to recently distributed pamphlets, are being worshipped on a daily 
basis. The texts are unevenly stacked in glass cupboards without any additional information about authors,
titles, or contents.
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answers, but hints are provided by references in the literature itself and by comparison with

documented performance practices from later periods. In his study of the lengthy didactic 

narrative Līlāvatīsāra, adopted from Prakrit into Sanskrit by the Jain monk Jinaratnasūri in 

1297 CE, Cort envisages how the work might have been recited over several days from a 

raised dais in front of an audience including members of the laity who did not necessarily 

follow Jain precepts. He speculates that the reciter, or one of his assistants, might have 

provided a running translation into the vernacular for those who did not understand 

Sanskrit, and that he might occasionally have interrupted the recitation with 

extemporaneous sermons on Jain religious concepts (Cort 2009: 28). While oral recitation 

and exposition probably dates back to the Ṛgveda, it is only in the later Brāhmaṇas and 

Upaniṣads that we find direct references to the performance situation itself, involving both 

storytelling and exegesis (Lutgendorf 1991: 121). This is further developed in the epics - 

which, as already mentioned, also refined the idea of the framing narrative - and finds 

concrete expression in Bhāgavatapurāṇa (c. 10th cent.) which details a seven-day sacrifice 

(saptāha yajñā) centered on the recitation of the text for an audience comprised not only of 

the upper three varṇas, but also of women and śudras (ibid. 57-8). The saptāha yajñā was to

become a model of Purāṇic recitation which found resonance in other models of recitation 

as well, such as the one associated with the Rāmcaritmānas of Tulsidas (ibid. 59).

McComas Taylor's study of a contemporary week-long recitation of 

Bhāgavatapurāṇa shows how the text serves as a point of reference and authority for the 

oral performance which mostly consists of retellings and expositions in the performer's 

own words and language (Taylor 2012: 138ff.). An important element noted by Taylor is 

the preparatory silent reading of the entire work (pārāyaṇa) by the performer either in the 

early morning before the day's performance begins, or on stage to the accompaniment of 

music and song (ibid. 139-40). Though we should be careful when inferring performance 

practices of didactic story literature from the much more institutionalized performances of 

sacred literature, the overall relationship between text and performance paints an 

instructive picture of the text as a point of departure and not as an end goal in and of itself. 
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This might explain the summary presentation of much story material in the manuscripts of 

ŚVP which may have been meant to be delivered ex tempore rather than ad verbatim.

Traces of orality in ŚVP

Before returning to the manuscripts of ŚVP consulted by Uhle, and trying my hands at an 

alternative text critical approach to them, let me conclude this part of the thesis by pointing 

out some of the more obvious traces of orality found in ŚVP in general and in the 

transliteration of ms. Hu1 (Uhle 1914) in particular. I will take the sample ”characteristics 

of orally based thought and expression” listed and described by Ong in his study of the 

relationship between orality and literacy (Ong 1982) as my main point of reference.103 It is 

important to note that, similar to the characteristics listed by Ong, the traces of orality 

noted here should only be considered suggestive and in no way exhaustive. While their 

presence in the manuscripts of ŚVP does not necessarily mean that those manuscripts are 

directly reflective of an actual performative situation, it does seem to indicate that the 

influence of orality was very much present in the Indian story literature of their day.

Already the title of the story collection, indicating a series of tales told by a vetāla, 

should remind us that we are dealing with an ultimately oral tradition. Each story except 

the framing narrative is presented as part of a dialogue between the vetāla and the king, 

supposedly narrated by Śivadāsa in a further dialogue with the reader/listener who is 

implicitly challenged to solve the riddles at the end of the stories together with the king. 

The identification of the storyteller with the vetāla - and, by extension, of the listener with 

the protagonist - is what Ong refers to as the ”empathetic and participatory” quality of oral 

tradition which involves an almost symbiotic relationship between the knower and the 

known (ibid. 45-6). Similarly, the riddling structure not only points back to the widespread 

tradition of brahmodya, or verbal question-and-answer contests between members of the 

103 The characteristics listed by Ong are as follows: 1) additive rather than subordinative; 2) aggregative 
rather than analytic; 3) redundant or “copious”; 4) conservative or traditionalist; 5) close to the human 
lifeworld; 6) agonistically toned; 7) empathetic and participatory rather than objectively distanced; 8) 
homeostatic; 9) situational rather than abstract (Ong 1982: 36-57). They will be further described and 
exemplified as I touch upon them in the following.
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priestly class104, but also to the agonistic element which Ong considers to be inherent in oral

tradition. ”By keeping knowledge imbedded in the human lifeworld,” he argues, ”orality 

situates knowledge withing a context of struggle” (ibid. 44). The purpose of the riddle is 

not merely to entertain or to foster creative solutions, but to reinforce existing knowledge 

by presenting it in a dialogic and easily remembered format. The same holds true of the 

proverbs which are one of the key characteristics of ŚVP. They are either voiced by a 

character in a story as a direct response to a specific question, or noted down by the 

author/scribe as a commentary to a specific situation, or a summing up of an entire story.105 

As such, the riddles of VP in general, and the proverbs of ŚVP in particular, can be seen as 

an expression of a predominantly oral system of retaining and actualizing knowledge 

authorized by the Solomonic figure of Vikramāditya himself.

One of the first things to strike a modern reader of ŚVP is probably the direct and 

simple prose in which it is mostly written. The focus is almost exclusively on the concrete 

manifestations of characters, objects, and actions - what Ong calls ”situational” (ibid. 

49-57) and ”close to the human lifeworld” (ibid. 42-3) - with more detailed and layered 

descriptions relegated to narrative verses which can be inserted or removed at will without 

changing the flow of the story. Each sentence represents a discrete narrative unit existing in

an almost causal relationship to previous sentences, driving the story forward sentence by 

sentence at great speed and in a very matter-of-fact way. This is possible because of the 

widespread use of archetypal and stereotyped content which allows the reader/listener to 

understand a given narrative situation with a minimum of expository information. While 

the underlying narrative structure of VP belongs in the realm of the formulaic, which we 

have already seen to form an important part of oral composition106, the paratactical 

organization of language expressing that structure is what Ong would characterize as 

”additive” (ibid. 37-8). A typical example can be found in the introductory part of the 

104 See, for example, “The Brahmodya and Vedic Discourse” by George Thomposon in Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, 1997, Vol. 117, No. 1, pp. 13-37. Here, as elsewhere, do we find decapitation as 
a possible price of losing (ibid. 13). A similar price, whether involving the splitting of the king's head, 
heart, or body, is invoked by the vetāla throughout all the main authorial traditions of VP.

105 See the fourth part of the thesis.
106 See the first part of the thesis.
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framing narrative of ms. Hu1:

evaṃvidhe tatra śmaśāne raudre gatvā śaṃśapāvṛkṣasyo 'pari samāruhya churikayā pāśam 

ācchidya mṛtakaṃ skandhe kṛtvā yāvan mārge samāgacchati (Uhle 1914: 24, l. 17-19)

As soon as he [i.e. the king] has gone to that terrible cremation ground107, climbed to the top 

of the śaṃśapā [i.e. śiṃśapā] tree, cut off the noose with a knife, and taken the corpse on his

shoulder, he arrives at the road.

Here an entire complex of actions is expressed by a simple series of gerunds reminiscent of

the eternal refrain of the storyteller: ”And then ... and then ... and then ... etc.” Another 

example, albeit on a much larger scale, is the phrase ”evaṃ śrutvā gato vetālaḥ” (i.e. having

heard thus, the vetāla left) found at the end of all the emboxed tales in ms. Hu1 except the 

last.108 Here, the repetition of the phrase not only serves to tie the emboxed tales together 

and into the framing narrative, but also to help establish a formulaic pattern which 

communicates the end of one story and the beginning of another.

Repetition is central to oral tradition for a variety of reasons, including questions of 

memorization, narrative structure, and metacommunication. But perhaps the most 

immediate reason is the need for the storyteller to make sure that he does not lose his 

audience to a moment of distraction. A typical means to allow audiences to catch up on a 

story is to have the characters state their actions before they perform them. Several such 

instances of ”redundancy”, as Ong terms it (ibid. 39-41), can be found in the framing 

narrative of ŚVP: First the ascetic explains when and where the king should meet him 

(section f1), then the king makes sure to meet him then and there (section g1);109 first the 

107 Here “evaṃvidhe” (i.e. of such a kind) refers to a previous verse (ms. Hu1, v. 0.11) describing the burning 
ground in all its horror.

108 The exact phrase is found at the end of 17 out of 24 stories. One story (no. 13) abbreviates it to “evaṃ 
śrutvā ga°”, while six stories give the following variations: “iti śrutvā gato vetālaḥ” (no. 17 & 18), “evam 
uktvā gato vetālaḥ” (nos. 4 & 9), “evam ākarṇya gato vetālaḥ” (no. 11), and “etad vacanam ākarṇya gato 
vetālaḥ” (no. 10).

109 For the division of the framing narrative into sections, see the fourth part of the thesis and appendices C: 
Narrative Structure and H: Transliteration (ms. A).
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ascetic instructs the king on how to fetch the corpse (section g2), then the king sets out to 

fetch it (sections g3-8); and first the vetāla advices the king on how to outwit the ascetic 

(section i3), then the king proceeds to outwit him (sections j1-2). Examples of more direct 

addresses to the reader/listener can also be found in the numerous interjections of ”uktaṃ 

ca” (i.e. and it is said), or variations thereof, before proverbial verses. While obviously a 

literary as much as an oral convention, the use of such interjections points not only to the 

the proverbs as spoken utterances, but also to a performative situation in which the 

storyteller interrupts the narrative to remind the audience of its moral implications. Even 

more pronounced is an example from ms. Hu1 in which the narrator is about to anticipate 

the king's arrival at the tree from which the corpse is hung when he suddenly interrupts 

himself by saying: "prathamaṃ śmaśānavarṇanaṃ" (i.e. first the description of the 

cremation ground) (Uhle 1914: 24, l. 14-6). A verse descriptive of the cremation ground 

then follows before the narrative is resumed with the king's fetching of the corpse from the 

tree (see ibid. l. 17-19 quoted above).

The two characteristics of oral tradition yet to be considered here are the 

”conservative” (Ong 1982: 41-2) and the ”homeostatic” (ibid. 46-9). They overlap 

somewhat in that they are both concerned with the relationship between tradition and 

innovation which we have already seen to be a key to understanding the historical 

development of works of Indian story literature.110 Ong argues that the fixed nature of 

knowledge in a primary oral culture only allows for experimentation and innovation on a 

more superficial level than in a literary culture which can open up the mind to speculation 

by writing down what it already knows. Taking storytelling as an example, he notes how 

existing stories are repeated over and over, but how no telling of them is ever completely 

the same (ibid. 41-2). Variation occurs on the level of narrative detail and presentation, not 

on the level of underlying structure. The only truly significant variations are those 

necessary for the adaptation of a story to a different time and place by the changing of 

proper names, cultural mannerisms, religious affiliations, etc. Interestingly, as noted by 

110 See the second part of the thesis.
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Ong, instances such as these, which subordinate the past to the present, are the least likely 

to be considered changes by the storyteller and his audience (ibid. 48); that is, any 

significant variation of a story is more likely to be considered a part of the original story 

than it is to be considered a variation. As we shall see in the next part of the thesis, a 

similar relationship between superficial and significant variations seems to hold true of the 

manuscripts of ŚVP. They, too, share a common narrative structure which only varies in its 

level of detail and textual expression, and only significantly so in its substitutions of proper

names and the like.

In summary of the above, we can conclude that the authorial tradition of VP attributed to 

Śivadāsa - or, rather, Vallabhaśivadāsa - grew out of a distinct Brahmanical tradition, as 

exemplified by KVP and SVP, which was adopted by Śvetāmbara Jains and rendered in a 

more popular and accessible format. The interspersing of proverbial folk knowledge 

clearly points to a didactic element which, at least in the manuscript material used in the 

present study, is never allowed to overshadow the entertainment value of the story 

collection. Whether sermonizing on Jain doctrine accompanied the performance of the text 

can only be speculated upon, but its absence from the manuscripts was probably a key 

factor to their survival and success in the centuries that followed. In the fourth and final 

part of the thesis, I now finally turn my attention to the manuscripts themselves in an 

attempt to understand just how the authorial tradition to which they belong was reproduced 

and transformed by the scribes who wrote them.
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Part IV: Analysis and Discussion

The methodology of traditional textual criticism is basically one of establishing a level of 

stability between manuscripts, or groups of manuscripts, and hypothesizing an original text 

from which they are all ultimately supposed to derive. While the method certainly has its 

merits, it should not be applied too readily without first considering the genre and specific 

circumstances of the work under scrutiny. In the case of ŚVP, any attempt at applying the 

method on the level of the actual text itself is doomed to fail. The idiosyncracies of 

individual manuscripts are far too many to be reduced to a single best reading. Attempting 

to do so would not only be contrary to the textual evidence presented by the manuscripts; it 

would also go against the very idea of Indian story literature. Even if a truly original 

manuscript of ŚVP ever were to be uncovered, it would only be of limited value in 

establishing how the story collection was used and developed by individual scribes in the 

course of its centuries-long existence. As noted in the first part of the thesis, one of the key 

characteristics of Indian story literature is its ability to adapt to its surroundings. This is 

exactly because it lacks the kind of textual stability which traditional text critical 

approaches aim at establishing. If, however, stability, and even textual stability, did not exist

on some level, we would not be able to identify manuscripts as belonging to the same 

version, or authorial tradition, at all. Therefore, the challenge that meets an editor of Indian

story literature is not to establish a level of textual stability between manuscripts, but to go 

beyond textuality and discover the underlying levels at which stability does indeed exist. 

Only thus can we begin to understand the "logic of variation" which both connects and 

separates the individual manuscripts of a text.

In working with manuscripts of ŚVP, the temptation to group them together and 

consider them diachronically rather than synchronically has indeed been great. The 

existence of three manuscripts (mss. Koba5502, OIB25804 and Hu1) which predate all other

known manuscripts of ŚVP with between two and three centuries has in itself cried out for 

best readings and transmission histories, but I have always tried to keep in mind the overall 
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purpose of my endeavor. At the end of the day, the hypothesizing of original versions of 

works of Indian story literature does not amount to much more than satisfying our own 

need for creating order where we already know none to exist. The reality of the oral 

tradition of the folktale and the manuscript culture with which it came to co-exist is a 

reality of constant retellings and rewritings which only grow more confused and 

destabilized the further back we go. As Pollock notes, the oral performance of manuscripts 

is a constant threat to their stability, creating variations that cannot be relegated to the 

categories of scribal error and learned emendation (Pollock 2003: 91). Manuscripts of 

Indian story literature are as much expressions of circumstance as they are of narrative, and

only by isolating the latter can we learn to fully appreciate the former.

The text critical approach taken to the manuscripts of ŚVP in the analysis that 

follows is informed by the research and reflections presented so far. I begin with a brief 

overview of the manuscript material consulted for the purposes of the present thesis, 

knowing only too well that it only constitutes a fragment of the total material available. My

main argument is that the manuscripts are first and foremost united by narrative structure 

and compositional strategy, and only secondarily by concrete textual expression. I continue 

by outlining the common narrative structure that underlies the individual textual 

representations of the manuscripts in order to establish a secure vantage point for further 

analysis. I limit the structural outline as well as the subsequent analysis to the framing 

narrative of ŚVP since it provides the basis for the emboxed tales, and thus allows me to 

examine the overall structure without having to discuss the peculiarities of individual 

stories. The first part of the analysis focuses on a prose passage shared between all the 

manuscripts in varying level of detail, while the second part of the analysis focuses on the 

distribution of verses in individual manuscripts, with special attention paid to passages of 

both narrative/descriptive and proverbial verses. Having identified the relationship between

structural stability and textual variation within the manuscripts, I move on to the final part 

of the analysis in which I consider several instances of significant content variation. This 

includes the substitution of proper names and other key elements which may tell us 
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something about the ideological orientation of the manuscripts and the circumstances of 

their production. I conclude by considering how the interface between authorial tradition 

and scribal innovation highlighted by the suggested text critical approach might be most 

effectively represented in the format of a digitized critical edition; an edition which should 

also aim at alerting us to the oral beginnings of Indian story literature and the value of 

manuscripts as documents of not only literary, but also social, history.

Manuscript overview

Manuscripts of ŚVP abound, and it would have been far beyond the scope of the present 

thesis to attempt to systematically collect and study them all. Instead, I have chosen to 

concentrate on the manuscripts used by Uhle for his critical edition of ŚVP (Uhle 

1966[1881]) which at the same time provides a helpful contrast to my revised text critical 

approach. Of Uhle's eleven manuscripts, I have been able to acquire scans of the ten (mss. 

ACDEabcdeg); for the remaining ms. B, I have had to rely on the variations given in the 

critical apparatus. I therefore present all readings from ms. B in square brackets to remind 

the reader that they may not be fully reliable, and need to be held up against the original 

manuscript which is currently undergoing conservation at the British Library. I also include 

Uhle's transliteration of the much earlier ms. Hu1 (Uhle 1914), together with a manuscript 

(ms. h) which has not been previously considered.111 Eggeling notes that the manuscript 

was apparently not known to Lassen and Gildemeister who were the first to publish tales 

from ŚVP, beginning with Lassen's Sanskrit reader in 1838. It is also possible that the 

manuscript was simply disregarded owing to its numerous idiosyncracies and interpolations

which also may have kept Uhle from including it in his already many-headed critical 

edition of 1881. Whatever the truth of the matter, the manuscript perfectly illustrates how 

Indian story literature tends to expand upon its material by including stories, or parts of 

stories, from related material, demonstrating the virtual impossibility of making hard and 

fast distinctions between different versions of the same story.

111 The manuscript - described as no. 4095 (2688c) in Eggeling 1896, vol. II, pp. 1563-4 - is currently held in
the British Library (acc. no. IO SAN 2688c).
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Of the thus altogether thirteen manuscripts consulted by me, seven manuscripts 

(mss. ABCDbd and Hu1) follow the usual structure of twenty-four tales emboxed within a 

framing narrative which then makes up the twenty-fifth and final tale. Two manuscripts 

(mss. ah) expand upon the framing narrative by adding a prologue which explains the past 

relationship between the king, the ascetic, and the vetāla-possessed corpse, while two other 

manuscripts (mss. cg) each insert their own unique twenty-fifth tale into the collection. 

Curiously, the tale thus added in ms. g is only inserted after the conclusion of the framing 

narrative, which, together with the fact that it concerns Vikramāditya who is also the 

protagonist of the framing narrative, might make us consider it an epilogue rather than a 

separate tale. The two final manuscripts (mss. Ee) are unfinished: ms. E breaks off mid-leaf 

after the second tale, while ms. e breaks off after the first line of the twenty-second tale. 

Ms. a breaks off after the twenty-fourth story, leaving out the concluding part of the 

framing narrative, but the colophon clearly indicates that the work is considered complete. 

Uhle's ms. g, currently held in the Houghton Library (Poleman 2320, MS Indic 1200), only 

begins at the end of the eleventh story, but I have successfully located the first part of the 

manuscript in the Bodleian Library (MS. Max Müller Memorial f. 1). Unfortunately, due to 

budgetary restraints, I have not been able to acquire more than the final two pages of the 

first half of the manuscript which, however, has proven sufficient to confirm the match. A 

more detailed description of the individual manuscripts can be found in Appendix B: 

Manuscripts.

The earliest of the thirteen manuscripts is ms. Hu1 which dates from the late 15th 

century, while the rest of the manuscripts are dated approximately 1700-1850 CE. This 

means that the period from the earliest to the second earliest manuscript more than equals 

the period from the second earliest to the latest manuscript. Though older material may 

have survived into later manuscripts, the early dating of ms. Hu1 naturally privileges it with

regard to the original composition of ŚVP. It should, however, be stressed that my concerns 

are not with originality or genealogy, but with understanding how the same text is 

expressed differently from manuscript to manuscript, and what such an understanding 
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entails. Therefore, in the analysis that follows, no distinction will be made between ms. Hu1 

and the other manuscripts.

Ten manuscripts (mss. ABabcdegh and Hu1) name Śivadāsa as the author, one 

manuscript (ms. C) names Vallabhadāsa as the author, and two manuscripts (mss. DE) do 

not name the author. I have chosen to include ms. C attributed to Vallabhadāsa not only 

because it was used by Uhle, who obviously considered Vallabhadāsa as the name of the 

scribe, but also because the introductory part of the framing narrative presented in the 

manuscript clearly belongs to ŚVP, casting more doubt on the extent to which a separate 

sub-version can be said to exist within ŚVP.112 Though mss. DE remain anonymous, they, 

too, clearly belong to ŚVP, and have been included without hesitation. The titles given by 

the manuscripts usually compound vetāla- or vaitāla- with -pañcaviṃśati or 

-pañcaviṃśatikā, with the full title vetālapañcaviṃśatikā being slightly overrepresented. 

However, the title is subject to change even between the various colophons (author, story, 

scribe) of individual manuscripts, and sometimes further variation is found on additional 

front or back leaves. The most probable explanation for the confusion between vetāla and 

vaitāla, which are often used interchangeably within individual manuscripts, is that vaitāla 

is a Sanskritization of the vernacular form vaitāl or baitāl which appears in, for example, 

the title of the Hindi version Baitāl Pacīsī. This might also explain why the more ornate 

manuscripts (mss. ABach), interpolating several kāvya-style verses from KVP, make 

exclusive use of the truly Sanskritic vetāla. Still, it should be remembered that the blurring 

of the line between vernacular and Sanskrit, most directly evidenced by the influence of 

Old Gujarati on especially the earliest manuscripts of ŚVP, is a tendency which continues 

to some extent throughout the manuscript tradition.113

Based on a close reading of the framing narrative as presented in all thirteen 

manuscripts, I have been able to make a number of general observations which will be 

further elaborated upon below. The most important, I believe, is the observation that the 

stability of the framing narrative can only be fixed on the level of shared narrative structure

112 See the third part of the thesis.
113 See, for example, the list of vernacular verses in Uhle 1966[1881]: 214-21.
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and compositional strategy. While textual variations in individual passages show obvious 

affinities in basic syntax and vocabulary, they elude any attempt at establishing a single, 

original text from which they might have been derived; the impression they confer is rather

one of constant re-expression of a shared narrative core to which the manuscripts all 

faithfully adhere. Individual passages are reworked within an unstated but easily 

recognized frame of improvisation which includes a surprisingly large room for expansion 

and contraction, but only in a few cases are passages added, removed, or sequentially 

rearranged. Similarly, names and titles of persons and places are subject to change between 

manuscripts, but only rarely inserted or left out. The interpolated verses from KVP found in

some manuscripts follow the same overall scheme in that they expand upon - and in some 

cases partly or wholly replace - existing passages and stories rather than introduce new 

narrative content. The proverbial verses, several of which also appear in the collections of 

maxims (subhāṣitasaṃgraha) attributed to Cāṇakya, are topically related to the passages in 

which they occur, though sometimes the grouping together of multiple proverbs results in 

redundancy.

The idiosyncracies of individual manuscripts, which I generally choose to regard as 

examples of stylistic preference rather than faulty transmission, make it difficult to group 

them according to traditional text critical practices. While a shared choice of expression or 

turn of phrase might tell us something about the transmission history of selected passages, 

it is uncertain to what extent that information can help us in understanding the narrative 

voice and purpose of individual manuscripts. True to my observation that the common 

denominator appears to be on the level of narrative structure and compositional strategy 

rather than on the level of textual expression, we should probably be more attentive to 

variations in the former than in the latter when it comes to determining the development of 

the authorial tradition underlying the manuscripts. However, some significant variations do 

indeed occur in the grey area between narrative structure and textual expression. These 

include variations in proper names, geography, divinities, etc. which may have been made 

by individual scribes for ideological purposes. Examples of such variations and their value 
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as a more meaningful parameter for grouping and contextualising manuscripts than mere 

textual similarity will be discussed in the final part of the analysis.

Narrative structure

We have already seen how the main authorial traditions of VP share the same overall 

structure distinguished by style and purpose.114 What remains to be seen is how that 

structure looks when we zoom in on the manuscripts of a single authorial tradition. By way 

of example, I have divided the framing narrative of ŚVP into a number of sections (each 

labelled by a capital letter) and sub-sections (each labelled by the corresponding lower case

letter followed by a number) in an attempt to identify the narrative structure shared by the 

manuscripts mentioned above. Not all sections and sub-sections appear in every 

manuscript, but the narrative structure presents an overall level of stability between the 

manuscripts which allows for further analysis of their individual idiosyncracies. Variations 

in structure have been noted in the tabular overview given in the first part of Appendix C: 

Narrative Structure, while significant variations in content have been noted in the detailed 

outline of individual sections and sub-sections given in the second half of the appendix. 

Opinion may of course vary as to what constitutes a significant variation, but my reasons 

for choosing as I have done should become evident in the analysis which follows. I do not 

propose to have made a fully exhaustive presentation of the manuscript material, but I do 

believe that I have established a firm foundation for further analysis and discussion. To 

further exemplify my approach, I have included a sample transliteration of the framing 

narrative complete with structural divisions (see Appendix H: Sample Transliteration). The 

transliteration is made directly from ms. A which was Uhle's leading manuscript, together 

with ms. a, and therefore gives good ground for comparison with his critical edition.

The most significant variation in the narrative structure outlined in Appendix C is 

the inclusion of a prologue in mss. ah, detailing events leading up to the framing narrative 

proper. Most variations in the early parts of the framing narrative as presented in mss. ah 

114 See the second part of the thesis.
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are the direct and logical consequence of preceeding events in their various prologues. 

Thus, the information in ms. a that the ascetic is in fact only a potter (kulāla) wearing the 

disguise (veṣa) of an ascetic is wholly dependent upon previous events. Similarly, the 

gifting of a copper vessel (tāmrasthalin) instead of a fruit (phala) in ms. h is due to the fact 

that the ascetic has already gifted the king a coconut (nālikera) under similar circumstances

earlier in the prologue. A further investigation of the narrative structure of the prologues 

lies outside the scope of the present thesis, but an important point which needs to be 

stressed is that they expand upon rather than fundamentally alter the framing narrative. As 

we shall see below, the expansion and contraction of individual sections of the narrative 

structure is a feature common to all the manuscripts. The apparent anomaly of the 

prologues might therefore simply be regarded as an extreme, but by no means unusual, 

example of this practice.

Apart from the prologues in mss. ah, the most structural variation is found in the 

concluding part of the framing narrative. This is largely due to the interpolation of verses 

from KVP in mss. ABdh and to the alternative ending supplied by ms. C, but other reasons 

can also be found in the significant content variations described below. However, none of 

the structural variations introduced expand upon the existing narrative structure, but simply

rearranges some of its elements.115 As such, the variations only serve to confirm the 

underlying narrative structure of ŚVP, leaving it for a critical evaluation of variations in 

actual content to establish the truly significant differences between the manuscripts.

Prose analysis: The jewel in the fruit

Section e3 of the narrative structure outlined in Appendix C is central to the action of the 

framing narrative in launching the main plot after the scene has been set and the main 

characters introduced. Its overall purpose is to relate how a fruit gifted by the ascetic to the 

king contains a jewel, and thus prepare the ground for the questioning of the apparent 

115 This may not be true with regard to the concluding part of the framing narrative in ms. C which is not 
considered in the present analysis on suspicion of its association with VVP (see above). It therefore 
remains to be seen whether the variation exhibited by ms. C represents a more general variation associated
with VVP.
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benefactor. The section contains six narrative elements which are shared between all 

manuscripts:

• Element #1: Time (place is inferred from the previous section e1)

• Element #2: Object (a fruit)

• Element #3: Action (splitting open the fruit)

• Element #4: Outcome #1 (a jewel is revealed inside the fruit)

• Element #5: Outcome #2 (the jewel causes wonder)

• Element #6: Outcome #3 (the king questions the ascetic about his motives)

The length of the section varies from 53 akṣaras in ms. d to 131 akṣaras in ms. b. The 

readings of all the manuscripts are listed in order of elaboration in Appendix D: Prose 

Analysis. It is important to note that a higher number of akṣaras does not necessarily 

indicate a higher degree of elaboration, just as a higher degree of elaboration does not 

necessarily indicate a later stage of transmission. The purpose of the present analysis is not 

to establish an evolutionary model of section e3 in terms of transmission history, but to 

demonstrate some of the ways in which individual scribes would elaborate upon an existing

narrative framework without significantly altering it. The three forms of elaboration 

considered below are detailing, synonyms, and rephrasing.

Detailing concerns the elaboration of narrative elements by the addition of details in

both paratactical and hypotactical fashion. The level of detail expressed by individual 

manuscripts in section e3 can be visualized as follows (please note that mss. Bg are not 

included for reasons stated at the end of Appendix D):

• Element #1: Time (place is inferred from the previous section e1)

◦ Once (ms. d)

▪ Once after six months had passed (ms. h)

◦ One day (mss. ACDEabce and Hu1)
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• Element #2: Object (a fruit)

◦ Fruit (mss. ACDEabcde and Hu1)

▪ Coconut (ms. h)

• Element #3: Action (splitting open the fruit)

◦ Fruit dropped by king (mss. Aac)

▪ Fruit taken by monkey (mss. ACDEabce and Hu1)

• Fruit taken by king's monkey (ms. a)

◦ Fruit split open by monkey (mss. ADach)

◦ Fruit partly eaten by monkey (mss. CEbe and Hu1)

• Element #4: Outcome #1 (a jewel is revealed inside the fruit)

◦ Jewel produces light (mss. Aac)

▪ Jewel illuminates the assembly (ms. h)

▪ Jewel illuminates the house (mss. bce)

▪ Jewel illuminates the directions (ms. D)

◦ Jewel seemingly unique on earth (ms. b)

◦ Jewel just one of many (ms. b)116 

• Element #5: Outcome #2 (the jewel causes wonder)

◦ The people are filled with wonder (mss. Cabdeh)

◦ The king is filled with wonder (mss. ADbch and Hu1)

▪ The king's sons are filled with wonder (ms. b)

• Element #6: Outcome #3 (the king questions the ascetic about his motives)

◦ Why did the ascetic bring a jewel? (mss. ACDEabcd and Hu1)

▪ Why was a jewel put inside in a fruit? (ms. eh)

An important point demonstrated by the overview is that the hypotactical addition of 

narrative detail does not necessarily follow a fixed sequence in which one layer of detail is 

required before another layer of detail can be added. This is most obviously exemplified by

116 The elaboration appears to be an unintentional anticipation of the revelation in section e5 that a jewel is 
indeed contained in all the fruits previously presented to the king by the ascetic.
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element #4 where ms. c is alone in supplying the information that the jewel produces light 

before describing how the surroundings are illuminated by it.

The second form of elaboration considered in section e3 is the use of synonyms. 

Three examples of such use are presented below:

• The king's surroundings

◦ āsthāna (place) (mss. CDEbe and Hu1)

◦ sabhā (assembly) (mss. abeh)

◦ bhavana (abode) (ms. e)

◦ dhavalagṛha / dhavalagraha (white/beautiful house, upper story) (mss. cb)

• The jewel's splendor

◦ kānti (beauty, splendor) (mss. Aac)

◦ tejas (glare, glow) (mss. h)

◦ bhā (light, brightness) (mss. D)

◦ prabhāva (power, majesty) (mss. eb)

• The wonder caused by the jewel

◦ vismaya / savismaya / vismita (smiling out, surprised) (mss. abcde and Hu1)

◦ āścarya / sāścarya / sahāścarya (marvel) (mss. ACEceh and Hu1)

◦ camatkṛta (made surprised, astonished) (ms. D)

It should be noted that synonyms are not necessarily used to the exclusion of each other, but

often as a form of stylistic variation within individual manuscripts when the same meaning 

is expressed multiple times. This can, for example, be seen in the case of ms. b which uses 

three different words to express the surroundings of the king, or ms. e which uses two 

different words to express the wonder caused by the jewel.

The third form of elaboration concerns the rephrasing of concrete textual 

expressions. This is the most easily observed elaboration in the manuscripts, and can 

consist in anything from compounding words, or switching them around, to completely 
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reformulating a sentence, or even adding sentences to more fully describe a narrative 

situation. No examples need to be given here beyond the passages quoted in Appendix D. 

However, we should keep in mind the distinction made between the rephrasing of similar 

content and the detailing of existing content. The difference, for example, between 

"bhaṇitaṃ ca rājñā", "tato vakti rājā", and "rājñoktam" (all used to introduce a statement by

the king) is a difference of rephrasing, while the difference between "markaṭena" (monkey)

and "rājamarkaṭena" (king's monkey) is a difference of detailing.

The main conclusion to be drawn from the above is that individual manuscripts 

adhere to a common narrative structure despite differences in textual expression. The 

analysis shows how stable narrative sections can be further subdivided into stable narrative 

elements which can then find variant expression with regard to detailing, synonyms, and 

rephrasing. While the narrative structure and its constituent elements belong to the 

authorial tradition of ŚVP, the concrete expression of that structure and those elements 

rather belong to the individual scribes. Though they write within the confines of an overall 

compositional strategy dictated by the authorial tradition, the seemingly accepted forms of 

elaboration mentioned here allow them a much greater freedom of textual expression than 

has generally been acknowledged.

Verse analysis: Distribution and function

One of the main stylistic features which sets ŚVP apart from the other authorial traditions 

of VP is its mixture of prose and verse. While Appendix C: Narrative structure gives the 

number of verses found in individual manuscripts in the various sections of the framing 

narrative, Appendix E: Distrubution of Verses shows which verses are shared by which 

manuscripts, and also by which other sources outside of ŚVP. I have only noted KVP and 

Cāṇakya's collections of maxims as sources in the appendix since they are the most widely 

represented. Other sources include Bhartṛhari, Pañcatantra, Hitopadeśa, and others. A 

detailed overview of all the sources of individual verses in ŚVP can be found in Sternbach 

1976: 27-120.
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I have divided the verses in Appendix E into three main categories: 

narrative/descriptive, proverbial, and miscellaneous. Narrative/descriptive verses either 

carry the action forward or elaborate upon the description of an already introduced 

narrative element, such as the king (section d2) or the cremation ground (section g4). It is 

important to note that the only verses carrying the action forward are the verses 

interpolated from KVP - such as, for example, the verses concluding the framing narrative 

in mss. Bh - which should lead us to suspect that such use of verse did not form part of the 

original ŚVP. Proverbial verses either reflect upon a narrative element, such as the ascetic's

preference to reveal his intention to the king in private (section e6), or seek to moralize the 

contents of the narrative, such as explaining that the ascetic's death was the result of his 

own evildoing (section j3). Miscellaneous verses include eulogies and information on the 

origins and purposes of the work; they will not be touched upon in the following analysis as

they do not bear directly on the compositional strategies under consideration.

Narrative/descriptive verses

The use of narrative/descriptive verse in ŚVP seems to confirm what we have already 

established in the prose analysis above: that narrative elements remain stable while the 

presentation of them vary in length and detail. If we take the description of the king in 

section d2 of the framing narrative as an example, we find that the manuscripts collectively

present a total of 11½ different verses (one of which is proverbial). Mss. bd are alone in not

including any of the verses, but the omission does not in any way alter the overall narrative 

structure of the framing narrative. Since the king described in section d2 has already been 

introduced in section d1, the description itself can be left out without impeding the flow of 

action. The purpose of the description is to further characterize the king by elaborating 

upon his many virtues, and thus only serves to add detail and flavor to an already 

introduced narrative element. The description of the king in the other manuscripts vary 

from two verses in mss. CEc and Hu1 to nine verses in ms. B. Furthermore, we can see that 

the following two verses are the most widely quoted (variations in individual manuscripts 
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not noted):

kandarpa iva rūpāḍhyo harivaj janavallabhaḥ /

samudra iva maryādī samānaḥ sarvadā satāṃ // (ŚVPU 0.5)

prabhūtakāntitejasvī udyamī ca pratāpavān /

visphuradraśmitejāḍhyo babhūva kulanandanaḥ // (ŚVPU 0.8)

Abounding in beauty like Kandarpa [i.e. the god of love], beloved by the people 

(like) Harivat [i.e. Indra], bordered like the ocean117, always equal to the virtuous, 

brilliant with abundant beauty, persevering, and splendid, abounding in the 

splendour of glittering rays (of light), (he) was the gladdening [i.e. son] of the 

family [i.e. dynasty].

A traditional text critical and wholly legitimate observation might be that the two verses are

the more original since they appear in the most manuscripts in section d2. However, in the 

context of the present analysis of the compositional strategy employed in the section, the 

main point of interest is the way they seem to dictate which other verses can be included in 

the section. The remaining 9½ verses, including the single proverbial verse, all add to the 

virtues of the king without in any way challenging the characterization of him. The only 

verse which might be said to contribute additional information is the final verse of ms. e 

which tells us that the king is the son of Vikramāditya.118 A study of the use of descriptive 

verse in other sections of the framing narrative, too extensive to present here, yields the 

same results.

Proverbial verses

The use of proverbial verses further distinguishes ŚVP from the other authorial traditions 

of VP. The verses appear throughout the story collection, and may be regarded as part of 

117 A further interpretation of pāda c is suggested by Rajan's rather free translation of the text: "like the 
noble ocean never o'erstepping the bounds set by the Law [i.e. dharma]" (Rajan 1995: 13).

118 Ms. D gives a variant of the same verse which, however, only states that the king is the son of another 
king (rājakumāra) without specifying who.
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the didacticism which we have seen to be characteristic of Śvetāmbara Jain narrative 

literature.119 Mss. CE state in the author's introduction (section B) that the story collection is

composed for the benefit (hita) of the people, while mss. ACb and Hu1 state in the author's 

colophon (section M) that whoever knows (√vid) the story collection will become wise 

(buddhimat). The proverbial verses seem to work towards those ends by reflecting on the 

narrative content and extracting moral lessons from it. In Appendix F: Verse Analysis, the 

distribution, transliteration, and translation of the verses on secrecy in section e6 are given 

as an example. The verses are spoken by the ascetic when the king asks him about the 

motives for his lavish gifts of precious jewels. Judging from the prevalence of the second 

and the fifth verse, it appears that those two are the more original of the altogether 5½ 

verses given by the manuscripts, but a quick glance at the remaining verses reveal that any 

one of them, with the possible exception of the final half-verse, would be sufficient to get 

the ascetic's message across that his motives should only be revealed in private (and not in 

the semi-public surroundings of the king's assembly). Verses two and four are variants of 

the same verse, and verses three and five basically convey the same meaning. Still, both 

pairs of verses appear in the same manuscripts. The indication seems to be that individual 

scribes added whichever verses they believed to fit the context, even if those verses were in

fact redundant. A similar case could be made with regard to the narrative/descriptive verses

mentioned above, but whereas none of the descriptive verses in section d2 are known from 

other sources, and might therefore have been composed by the scribes themselves, all of 

the proverbial verses in section e6 are known from other sources (Sternbach 1976: 27ff.). 

Sternbach suggests that the proverbial verses, many of which are found in the collections of

maixms attributed to Cāṇakya, belonged to a "floating mass of oral tradition and wisdom" 

from which they were freely interpolated in literary texts by authors and scribes. He even 

goes as far as suggesting that ŚVP was little more than a framework for presenting 

proverbial verses (ibid. 11-12). Whatever we might choose to think of the latter suggestion,

which seems to underestimate the entertainment value inherent in Śvetāmbara Jain 

119 See part three of the thesis.
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narrative literature, it certainly seems probable that the proverbial verses found in ŚVP 

represent a direct and by no means unique example of the influence of oral tradition on a 

work of Indian story literature.

In conclusion, I would like to draw attention to two proverbial verses which are 

central in extracting moral lessons from the story collection as a whole. The first appears at

the end of the introductory part of the framing narrative when the vetāla is about to begin 

the first of its stories (section g9). Here, a verse common to all the manuscripts read 

(variations in individual manuscripts not noted):

kāvyaśāstravinodena kālo gacchati dhīmatām /

vyasanena tu mūrkhānāṃ nidrayā kalahena vā // (ŚVPU 0.32)

The time of the wise passes with the pleasures of poetry and learning, but (the time)

of the foolish (passes) with moving to and fro, sleep, or strife.

Considering that the verse appears as the final statement of the vetāla before it begins 

telling its stories, we can consider it as a reminder to the audience that what follows, while 

not strictly poetry (kāvya) or learning (śāstra), is indeed a perfectly legit way of passing 

time. Not only will the audience be entertained by the stories, they will also be able to learn

from them as exemplified by the proverbial verses found throughout ŚVP.

The main lesson to be learned from the story collection as a whole is found in the 

second verse referred to here. It appears towards the end of the concluding part of the 

framing narrative right after the king has sacrificed the ascetic by cutting off his head 

(section j3). The verse, common to all manuscripts which include the concluding part of the

framing narrative except ms. g, reads (variations in individual manuscripts not noted):

kṛte pratikṛtaṃ kuryād dhiṃsite pratihiṃsitam /

tatra doṣaṃ na paśyāmi duṣte duṣṭaṃ samācaret // (ŚVPU 25.1)
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When there is acted, one should make counter-action; when there is injured, (one 

should make) counterinjury; I see no fault in that; when there is wrongdoing, one 

should carry out wrongdoing.

In the other main authorial traditions of VP, the king simply kills the ascetic, and then 

moves on to receive the praise and reward of the gods. Here, however, the king's action is 

first explained and justified by making the ascetic responsible for his own death: since he 

was the one plotting to sacrifice the king, it is only just that his own evil plans should be 

visited upon himself. The verse implicitly refers to the doctrine of karma, and thus serves 

as a fitting final reminder to the audience that good breeds good while evil breeds evil.

Significant variations

Having established a working hypothesis of structural and compositional stability between 

the manuscripts of ŚVP, we can now move on to consider the variations that exist between 

them. However, as we have seen, variation is a feature rather than a fault of Indian story 

literature, and in order to do it justice we must learn how to choose between its countless 

manifestations. To this end, it might be worth remembering the distinction of W. W. Greg 

between "substantives" and "accidentals".120 While it would be unfair - and, indeed, 

contrary to the argument developed here - to relegate textual variation as such to the 

somewhat negative category of accidentals, it is clear from the above that textual variation 

should be accepted as integral to manuscripts of Indian story literature. Substantive - or as I

term it here: significant - variation must therefore be found on a level which either departs 

from the common narrative structure or somehow alters its underlying meaning and 

function. As we have already seen variations in the narrative structure of ŚVP to be more 

or less negligent, we should consider variations in content instead. For such a variation to 

be significant, it should either introduce new narrative elements or manipulate existing 

ones into generating a new understanding of the text. The various designations of the 

ascetic as digambara, yogin, etc. is an example of the latter, and will be supplemented below

120 See the first part of the thesis.
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with another example of how variations in the name of the king and the geography of the 

story can help us situate ŚVP in the context of the larger Vikramāditya cycle of tales to 

which it belongs. With regard to the introduction of new narrative elements, I will consider 

a final example of how the introduction and leaving out of various rewards bestowed upon 

the king in the final section of the framing narrative might tell us something about the 

ideological orientation of individual manuscripts.

Example #1: The king and the city

The king of ŚVP is known by several names which can all be considered synonymous with 

the legendary character who in later times came to be most frequently associated with the 

name of Vikramāditya: Vikrama, Vikramārka, Vikramasena, and, of course, Vikramāditya. 

The only name given by all the manuscripts is Vikramasena, which in turn is the only name

given by the earlier KVP.121 At the end of KVP, Vikramasena is revealed to be a 

reincarnation of Vikramāditya (BKM 9.2.1218cd), and so, too, Trivikramasena in SVP (KSS

12.32.33). This causes some confusion in mss. ABh which only interpolate the relevant 

half-verse from KVP after having referred to the king as Vikramāditya. Except for ms. e, 

which distinguishes between Vikramāditya and Vikramasena as father and son in section 

d2, the general sense of the manuscripts is that ŚVP does not distinguish between the 

various names of the king as belonging to different persons or incarnations of persons. This

should be contrasted with Edgerton's Jain version of SD which upholds the distinction of 

ms. e (story section IV in Edgerton 1926).122 The indication seems to be that the king in 

ŚVP positions himself somewhere between the king of the earlier KVP/SVP and the later 

Jain SD. While KVP/SVP physically dissociates the king from Vikramāditya by making the 

former a reincarnation of the latter, the Jain SD physically identifies the king with 

121 The printed edition (Śivadatta 1901) has Trivikramasena (KSS 9.2.19), but according to Emeneau the 
manuscripts on which it is based have Vikramasena (Emeneau 1967[1934]: 5, fn. 2). The emendation may 
have resulted from an attempt by the editors of the printed edition to harmonize BKM with KSS which also
has Trivikramasena, described as the son of Vikramasena (KSS 12.8.22).

122 JVP introduces the king as Vikramakeśarin. This may have resulted from a mixing up of names as 
Vikramakeśarin is the name of the minister who relates VP to prince Mṛgāṅkadatta in KVP and SVP. 
Later, JVP gives the name of the king as Vikramāditya, though it does not indicate any further 
relationships of family or reincarnation.
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Vikramāditya, but at the same physically dissociates him from Vikramasena by making the 

latter the son of the former.

At first glance, the above may seem too confusing to be of value, but the confusion 

is exactly what matters here. ŚVP may be an easily identifiable unit as a particular authorial

tradition of a particular story collection, but it also forms part of a larger cycle of tales 

which is clearly evolving between - and sometimes even within - the individual 

manuscripts. This is further evidenced by the geography of the framing narrative which is 

always set along the southern road (dakṣināpatha), but sometimes in the more southern city

of Pratiṣṭhāna (mss. CDEace and Hu1), and sometimes in the more northern city of Ujjayinī

(mss. ABbdgh123). Now, the city is always Pratiṣṭhāna in KVP/SVP (BKM 9.2.19; KSS 

12.8.21), while it is always Avantī (i.e. Ujjayinī) in the Jain SD (story section II in Edgerton

1926). The logic should therefore be that the manuscripts of ŚVP which read Pratiṣṭhāna 

should also read Vikramasena, while those that read Ujjayinī/Avantī should also read 

Vikramāditya. As we have already seen, the names of the king is generally not 

distinguished in ŚVP, but if we limit our attention to section d1 which opens the story 

collection by introducing the location of the story and the name of the king, another picture

emerges. While the manuscripts that read Pratiṣṭhāna in section d1 also read 

Vikramasena124 in the same section, the manuscripts that read Ujjayinī/Avantī also read 

Vikramāditya125. It would thus seem that the manuscripts initially align themselves with one

of the two traditions, and only later dissolve into apparent contradictions which, however, 

may not have appeared contradictory to the scribes themselves. Only mss. CDEc - and 

perhaps ms. e which calls Vikramasena the son of Vikramāditya - stay the course by 

123 Ms. d reads "avantī nāma nagarī" in section d1 which is synonymous with Ujjayinī. I have not had access
to the first part of ms. g which probably specifies the city in section d1, but I infer Ujjayinī from the 
mention of Avantī in section k3, and from the appended twenty-fifth story which locates Vikramāditya in 
Ujjayinī (see Appendix B: Manuscripts).

124 The only exception is ms. a which appears to give Pratiṣṭhāna as the name of the city and Vikramāditya 
as the name of the king, but as the first page of the manuscript is missing, this cannot be established for 
certain. If, however, our assumption is true, the manuscript must be considered a mix of the two traditions.

125 Ms. h names the king Ujjayana in the introductory verses, but during the prologue that follows one of his 
queens gives birth to Vikramāditya. I have not had access to section d1 of ms. g.
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reading Pratiṣṭhāna and Vikramasena126 throughout. If we factor in that all manuscripts, 

regardless of how they begin, add a further geographic reference to the Godāvarī river 

(section f1), which flows by Pratiṣṭhāna and thus cannot possibly be reconciled with 

Ujjayinī/Avantī, we can conclude that the above group of manuscripts probably remain 

closer to the original naming scheme in ŚVP.127 However, instead of claiming the originality

of this rather late group of manuscripts128 which may simply have been corrected in order 

to make the framing narrative appear more consistent, we should consider the variation 

displayed by them as one of several parameters useful for contextualising the manuscripts 

and mapping out changes in the underlying narrative structure and content of the story 

collection as a whole.

Example #2: The king's reward

The greatest concentration of significant content variations is found in section K where the 

gods descend to praise and reward the king for overcoming the ascetic. The main reason for

this seems to be the interpolation of material from other authorial traditions of VP, but it 

should also be kept in mind that the introduction of specific gods and boons make for easy 

ideological emendation by individual scribes. In the following, I will first consider the 

names of the appearing deities, and then the rewards they (and sometimes the vetāla) 

bestow upon the king. A complete overview of the distribution of deities and rewards 

exhibited by the manuscripts is given in Appendix G: Significant Content Variations.

The most common deities to appear are Indra (mss. Dbcdg) and the gods in general 

(devāḥ) (mss. Dcdg and Hu1).129 Less common deities include Candra (ms. A) and the 

semi-divine Gandharvas (mss. Ac) and Siddhis (ms. b). The word siddhi may simply 

indicate "someone in possession of siddha (i.e. accomplishment)" with reference to the 

Siddhas, or the perfected ones, but considering that they appear just as the king obtains the 

126 Ms. D also uses the abbreviated form Vikrama.
127 The only exception is ms. e which gives Gomatī as the name of the river. Gomatī is a tributary to the 

Ganges, and may thus indicate that the manuscript was written outside of Gujarat. 
128 Mss. CDE date from the 19th century, while mss. ce remain undated (see Appendix B: Manuscripts).
129 Ms. D includes both goddesses and gods (devīdevāḥ).
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eight magic powers (aṣṭasiddhayaḥ), the more probable explanation is that the Siddhis are 

those very powers incarnated. In addition to the deities already mentioned, mss. ABh 

interpolate a half-verse from KVP (BKM 9.2.1217ab) which introduces the Purāṇic trinity 

of Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and Maheśvara (i.e. Śiva). None of the three manuscripts mention Indra 

who in his capacity as "king of the gods" might have been seen as posing an unnecessary 

challenge to the authority of the divine trinity. In KVP, Viṣṇu steps forth as the main deity 

of the three (BKM 9.2.1218), but no such privileging of one god above the others is 

included in any of the three ŚVP manuscripts. Ms. A, which includes the verse in question, 

changes Viṣṇu to Bharga (i.e. Śiva). This may be taken as a reference to SVP, which 

promotes Śiva, or simply as an indication that the scribe was a Śaivite. Hertel has argued 

that the Jain story collection Bharaṭakadvātriṃśikā, or the thirty-two stories of the 

Bharaṭakas, is a satirical work directed against the Bharaṭakas who appear to have been 

members of a particular Śaivite sect in medieval Gujarat (Hertel 1921: 4-7). The scribal 

colophon of ms. A does not give any information about the religious orientation of the 

scribe, but it seems probable that the framing narrative was emended to conform with a 

Śaivite outlook. It is observations such as this which cast doubt on facile attempts at 

grouping texts according to just a single parameter (cf. the ”Jain” version of SD in 

Edgerton 1926).

We now turn to the rewards bestowed upon the king at the conclusion of the framing

narrative. As demonstrated by the overview in Appendix G, the main reward - mentioned in

all manuscripts except ms. a which leaves out the concluding part of the framing narrative 

entirely - is the future propagation of the story collection itself. The reward is granted as 

the result of a boon offered by the gods (section k2), and thereby becomes instrumental in 

establishing the humility of the king whose only wish is that his example should be 

remembered (and followed). However, in mss. Bh, which rely entirely on KVP for the 

concluding part of the framing narrative, the boon is granted spontaneouly by the vetāla 

when the king kills the ascetic and performs a rite of worship (arcāvidhi) (BKM 

9.2.1215-6). This might be explained by the fact that KVP only forms a small part of the 
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much larger BKM, and that the isolated propagation of the story collection would therefore 

be given less importance than the revelation that Vikramāditya is in fact a part (aṃśa) of 

Viṣṇu (BKM 9.2.1218), the presiding deity of BKM. However, mss. Bh leave out the 

revelation in their rendering of KVP, and can therefore be seen as returning some of the 

focus to the propagation of the story collection. Ms. A, which we have already seen to 

include the revelation in a variant form, invoking Śiva rather than Viṣṇu, lets the 

propagation of the story collection be granted by a god (Candra) in agreement with the 

usual practice of ŚVP, and thus manages to balance the two authorial traditions.

Another major reward, only left out in mss. Bh, is the king's acquisition of the eight 

magic powers (aṣṭasiddhayaḥ) which the ascetic was originally trying to acquire for 

himself. The association of Vikramāditya with magic powers is just as central to his legend 

as we have already seen his association with vetālas to be130, and the framing narrative of 

VP serves as the most popular account of how he acquired them, as evidenced by its 

inclusion, in abbreviated form, in the later SD (story sections IIIa and 31 in Edgerton 

1926). Other rewards variously noted in the manuscripts include the king's future rulership 

over the entire earth and the servitude of the vetāla, neither of which needs to be further 

commented upon here.

Two more variations in the rewards bestowed upon the king are of special interest in

determining the external references of the manuscripts. The first variation is the gift of a 

sword (khaḍga) offered by Indra in ms. g, which clearly recalls the similar gift offered by 

Śiva in SVP (KSS 12.32.37). Though ms. g does not follow SVP in proclaiming that the 

sword shall aid the king in conquering the earth, the understanding is implicit in the 

context, and thus serves to confirm the only concrete link between SVP and ŚVP. The 

second variation is found in ms. c after the king has made an offering (argha) of blood from

the ascetic's severed head, and obtained the eight magic powers (section j2). The 

manuscript then reads: "suvarṇamayapuroṣo [']ḍaṃbhayat" (a man made of gold 

accumulated131). Later, when the king is granted a boon in section k2, he adds the following 

130 See the second part of the thesis.
131 By “accumulated” we should probably understand that the corpse of the ascetic was turned into gold (also
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wishes to the usual wish of the propagation of the story collection:

asau hemamayaḥ puruṣaḥs132 tro(ṭ)ito133 [']pi kṣayaṃ na yātu // tava prasādāt pṛthivīm 

anṛṇāṃ kariṣyāmi (ms. c, section k2)

This man made of gold, even when broken [i.e. when gold is cut from him], shall not go to 

destruction. By your grace, I will make the world free from debt.

Similarly, in the variant of the framing narrative given as a separate tale in KSS134, 

Vikramāditya is granted a boon of five indestructible golden men; and, in the summary of 

the framing narrative in the Jain version of SD (story section VI in Edgerton 1926), a boon 

of a single indestructible golden man. However, the use of the golden man to pay off the 

debts of the earth, spiritually as well as materially, does not find mention in KSS and SD, 

and generally appears to be a Buddhist theme resonated by a Tibetan variant of the framing

narrative. In the Tibetan framing narrative, which is a simpler version of the Indian framing

narrative, Klu-sgrub (the Buddhist monk Nāgārjuna) is cast in the role of a truly benevolent

ascetic who asks the young prince Bde-spyod (Vikramāditya's legendary predecessor 

Sātavāhana) to fetch a corpse in order to perform a ritual which will turn it into gold. The 

golden corpse, whose limbs grow back again when cut off, shall be used to spread the 

Buddhist doctrine, and help secure the prosperity of Bde-spyod's kingdom when he himself

becomes king (Warder 1992: 103-4). Whether or not we accept Warder's previously 

mentioned proposition that the Indian VP is simply a case of Brahmanical propaganda 

visited upon the more original Buddhist Tibetan VP (ibid. 124-5), the value of ms. c is 

obvious as a possible link to extra-Indian versions of VP.135 Hopefully, future studies of the 

132 The scribe appears to have first written "purusaḥ" before remembering that the final visarga should be 
changed into s before t. The alternative reading "purusaḥ stro(ṭ)ito" would not make sense.

133 The reading of ṭ is uncertain, but it seems to be the most probable by far, rendering a past participle 
passive from the causative root of √truṭ (to break).

134 See the second part of the thesis.
135 Another possible link is found in section g2 of mss. C(D)E and Hu1 where the ascetic warns the king that 

the vetāla will return the corpse to the tree if he speaks while carrying it. While this could be seen as a 
forewarning of the riddles to come, section h4 of ms. D tells us otherwise by stating that the vetāla returns 
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studies of the numerous manuscripts of ŚVP available will shed more light on the 

relationship between the Indian and Tibetan versions.

Textual criticism and manuscript culture

The analysis presented above demonstrates how the manuscript culture of ŚVP exists in the

contested representational space between authorial tradition and scribal innovation. On the 

one hand, the manuscripts remain faithful to the narrative structure laid down by the 

authorial tradition, while, on the other hand, they depart from any fixed form of expression 

which might originally have been associated with that tradition. The result is an obviously 

related, yet at the same time obviously divergent, group of manuscripts which can be 

regarded neither as copies nor as originals. To fully appreciate this state of affairs, we have 

to remember that manuscript culture not only exists in a contested representational space, 

but also in a transitional stage from orality to literacy which calls for a radical reevaluation 

of the very ideas of originality and innovation. The ultimate oral sources of Indian story 

literature cannot - and probably never could - be determined with any degree of certainty, 

rendering it highly improbable that the idea of originality was ever applied to works of 

Indian story literature on any other level than that of concrete textual expression. Similarly, 

the idea of innovation, wholly dependent on an underlying idea of originality, may have 

been understood more along the lines of "renovation" in the sense of recombining and 

reexpressing existing narrative material. In this connection, it should be noted that the most

"innovative" elements of ŚVP are in the form of interpolations either from KVP (mss. 

ABcdh) or the authorless pool of popular story material (the prologues of mss. ah).

The understanding of manuscript culture as constantly fluctuating between authorial

tradition and scribal innovation opens up at least two pitfalls which we should be careful to 

forewarning of the riddles to come, section h4 of ms. D tells us otherwise by stating that the vetāla returns 
the corpse to the tree not because the king answers the riddle, but because he breaks his silence (mauna). 
This clearly recalls the similar condition of silence imposed upon the king in the Tibetan framing narrative
where the vetāla does not attach riddles to the end of the tales at all, but simply by telling them causes 
such wonder that the king cannot help but speak out, thereby breaking his silence (Warder 1992: 104). 
Examples of the vetāla returning the corpse to the tree simply because the king breaks his silence are also 
found at the end of tales nos. 3 and 5 in JVP.
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avoid when engaging with the question of how best to represent works of Indian story 

literature in critical editions. The first is the pitfall of exhaustive representation as practised

by the traditional critical edition which not only errs in identifying best readings and  

establishing hypothetical originals, but also in failing to distinguish between the potential 

significance of individual variations. Critical apparatuses may pride themselves with 

having recorded every single variation of every single manuscript, but without a proper 

evaluation and representation of those variations, the critical apparatuses themselves 

become little more than repositories for the unsorted mass of scribal idiosyncracy. As 

exemplified in the above analysis of significant content variations, some variations may 

bear on the overall meaning and function of the tales while others may not. This is not to 

say that the editor should do away with variations which may become relevant to other 

scholars at a later point in time, but simply to underline the need for a carefully considered 

representational scheme which takes seriously the independent status of the work and the 

manuscripts in question. The representational scheme should be further supported by 

recontextualising the various versions and individual expressions of the work to every 

extent possible.

The second pitfall to be noted is that of purist representation which is most often 

associated with the New Philology movement.136 By insisting on the originality of 

individual manuscripts, comparison of variant expressions of the same narrative structure 

and content in different manuscripts can become almost impossible, leading to the 

conclusion that each manuscript should be published on its own as if it were an original 

work authored in isolation from other manuscripts. This does not only run counter to our 

general understanding of how new manuscripts were produced from existing manuscripts, 

but also fails to appreciate the mutual relationship between authorial tradition and scribal 

innovation. As has been shown, scribes not only conform to authorial tradition with regard 

to narrative structure and content, but also with regard to overall compositional strategies. 

They may expand or contract passages, detail or simplify content, replace words or phrases 

136 See the first part of the thesis.
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with synonymous expressions, and flavor key elements for ideological or other purposes, 

but only rarely do they make changes on a more fundamental level, except accidentally 

when interpolations from other authorial traditions create ruptures in the text due to the 

lack of proper integration. The question is not whether manuscripts can or should be 

compared, but how and on which levels of the text such comparison should take place.

The argument of the present thesis is only a small step on the way to create an actual

critical edition of a work of Indian story literature, but it is a step which points out a 

direction in which future steps may be taken. I am convinced that critical editions in the 

form of books, often unwieldy and running into multiple volumes, are a thing of the past, 

and that we would therefore do well to consider the advantages of digital media. The most 

immediate such advantage is the ability to store vast amounts of data and to complement 

transliterations with digital scans of manuscripts to facilitate easy and direct access to the 

source material itself. One of the most promising ways of storing manuscript data is 

supplied by the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) which is a digital format developed for the 

specific purpose of creating digitized critical editions.137 The format allows users to mark 

up the components and concepts of transliterated texts (signs, words, phrases, etc.) 

according to the terminology associated with manuscripts (comment, correction, 

emendation, interpolation, etc.), and even to create their own terminology where needed. 

The format is unique in not specifying how or in which software the marked up text will be

displayed, leaving it for individual editors to choose their own software and visual scheme 

of representation. This secures the longevity and flexibility of marked up texts as they can 

be constantly added to and revisualized by emerging software. The Search and Retrieval of 

Indic Texts (SARIT) project is currently making Sanskrit texts available in TEI format, but 

the project is still in its infancy when it comes to the development of representational 

schemes.138 Thus, the technical requirements for a digitized critical edition of ŚVP 

representative of the text critical approach outlined above is clearly in place today. I will 

137 See http://www.tei-c.org.
138 See http://sarit.indology.info. For a sample list of other projects using TEI, see 

http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/.
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therefore allow myself to conclude by imagining how such a critical edition might present 

itself to the reader.

The reader would first be met with an index page listing the framing narrative and 

the emboxed tales. Each title would be expandable into listings of relevant narrative 

sections and sub-sections complete with content descriptions similar to the ones given in 

Appendix C: Narrative Structure. By clicking on a section, a sub-section, or a narrative 

element within a sub-section, the reader would be able to view the relevant passage in 

transliteration from any or all of the manuscripts involved. Individual words and phrases 

would be marked up according to content (e.g. character, object, proper name, proverb, 

etc.), allowing the reader to bring up variant manuscript readings of specific narrative 

elements for easy comparison in list format. Furthermore, a simple switch would toggle the

screen between transliteration and manuscript view as desired. Other features might 

include contextual manuscript data, links to interpolated textual material as it appears in 

other sources, and graphical overviews of everything from verse distribution to the use of 

synonymous expression and the level of detail involved in individual narrative sections. 

Inspiration as to how such features might be singled out and broken down for easy 

representation can be found in the several appendices at the end of the thesis.

The interface would privilege stability over variation by taking the shared narrative 

structure as its point of departure, but at the same time considerably increase accessibility 

to manuscript readings in comparison with a similar approach in book form. Furthermore, 

by refraining from presenting a single best reading, whether taken from a leading 

manuscript or hypothesized from multiple manuscripts, it would put equal emphasis on all 

manuscripts, leaving it up for the reader to hierarchize them according to his or her own 

needs. A second stage of development might indeed introduce a level of interactivity which

would allow the reader to group manuscripts as he or she saw fit by tagging them with a 

single click of the mouse, and then display them accordingly. While it may seem a daunting

task to one unfamiliar with computer programming, the TEI format makes such visual 

representation relatively trivial by linking the interface to the textual components marked 
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up by the editor. Better still, the interface would be easily adjustable to new demands or 

insights as the redefinition of a marked up component would immediately be applied to all 

similarly marked up components. The critical edition as a whole would be conceived of as 

an open source edition, allowing a whole community of scholars to engage with the 

manuscripts simultaneously, correcting errors in transliteration and suggesting added layers

of mark-up. It would even allow for multiple representational schemes, suited to the needs 

of individual scholars, to exist side by side.

I am aware that all this may sound a little too much like Hertel's grand vision of a 

bright future in which critical editions of Indian story literature would be widely available 

to scholars, but the big difference is that the choice of text critical approach would not be 

confined to the personal whims of a single editor. As all data from all manuscripts would 

be present at all times, it would always be possible to go behind the scenes, so to speak, of a

chosen representational scheme, and adjust it as one saw fit. Lower criticism would thus 

become directly integrated with higher criticism, removing the weak link of the chain in 

the form of inadequate critical editions currently connecting the two.
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Conclusion

I began work on the present thesis with an interest in the higher criticism of the 

Vetālapañcaviṃśati cycle of tales, but have only now arrived at a suggestion of lower 

criticism which may eventually make the pursuit of my original interest possible. The long 

detour was prompted by my exasperation at Heinrich Uhle's critical edition of Śivadāsa's 

Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā (Uhle 1966[1881]) which led me to begin questioning the 

applicability of traditional methods of textual criticism to Indian story literature. Having 

collected and considered the manuscripts used by Uhle, I was able to trace the influence of 

oral traditions of storytelling on the literary representations of ŚVP, and suggest a renewed 

and more context-sensitive understanding of the manuscript culture of Indian story 

literature. I exemplified my suggestion by tracing the oral beginnings of the tales of VP and

their eventual adaptation into literary form without losing sight of the fact that the latter 

complemented rather than replaced the former. My survey of the four main authorial 

traditions of the tales attributed to Kṣemendra, Somadeva, Śivadāsa, and Jambhaladatta 

made plausible their origins in more popular forms and languages than metrical Sanskrit, 

and demonstrated the various uses of the tales as examples of how story material came to 

be adapted to different historical and cultural contexts. I continued by focusing my 

attention on the earliest available manuscripts of ŚVP, and discovered how the supposedly 

separate authors Śivadāsa and Vallabha, or Vallabhadāsa, were in fact one and the same 

kāyastha known by the full name of Vallabhaśivadāsa. The manuscripts were further seen 

to be influenced by the regional language of Old Gujarati, and the scribal colophon of one 

of them (ms. Hu1) showed it to have originated within the Śvetāmbara Jain literary culture 

of medieval Gujarat. Key characteristics of this literary culture, exhibited by all the 

manuscripts consulted in the present study, are the use of simple Sanskrit and the 

interpolation of proverbial verses which may have been further expanded upon by Jain 

doctrinal expositions during oral performances.

I continued work with the manuscripts by engaging with the text itself in an attempt 
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to outline a critical approach which better corresponded to the original circumstances of 

production, transmission, and usage than the one suggested by existing critical editions of 

works of Indian story literature, including even the accomplished editions of Johannes 

Hertel and Franklin Edgerton which at the time of their publication far surpassed Uhle's 

meagre attempts at the same. Through careful analysis of the framing narrative, I 

discovered stability between the manuscripts on the level of narrative structure rather than 

on the usual level of textual expression. To demonstrate my findings, I divided the framing 

narrative into sections and sub-sections common to all the manuscripts with only minor 

variations. I proceeded to give sample analyses of prose and verse passages which allowed 

me to infer a second level of stability with regard to the compositional strategies employed 

by individual scribes. The strategies thus identified evidenced that textual variation was not

a question of faulty transmission or facile emendation, but the result of a previously 

unrecognized liberal approach to the expression of fixed narrative content which allowed 

scribes to expand and contract passages by hypotactically adding or removing narrative 

details, rephrasing sentences, and using synonymous words and expressions. On a more 

fundamental level of ideological variation scribes would change important signifiers such 

as proper names, geographic locations, and divine manifestations to situate manuscripts in 

contemporary contexts. Taken together, the narrative structure handed down by authorial 

tradition and the compositional strategies employed by individual scribes paint a more 

nuanced picture of the manuscript culture of Indian story literature than has so far been 

attempted by text critical editions. In an attempt to show how my findings might be realized

in future critical editions, I ended my journey through the lower criticism of Indian story 

literature by suggesting that digitized critical editions created in the format of TEI (Text 

Encoding Initiative) may hold the key to deliver on the promises of the revised approach 

exemplified in the present thesis.

It would be a blatant and self-indulgent disregard of current research in the field of 

Indian story literature to claim that I am the first to consider the problems inherent in 

traditional text critical approaches to the genre. A recent issue of the Journal of the 
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American Academy of Religion devoted to the study of literary characters in South Asian 

religious narratives subscribes to a similar agenda in examining the literary lives of 

characters across a vast field of interrelated texts. In the introductory essay, Brian Black and

Jonathan Geen writes:

"Although we draw upon both philological and historical studies, as well as other 

trajectories in Western scholarship, we have taken more of a synchronic approach, 

accepting an individual text as it now exists and treating it as a unified whole. In 

taking such an approach, we do not naively assume that all the texts with which we 

are dealing were originally composed in the form that we have them now, without 

interpolation, incision, or other modification. Rather, we merely suggest that a 

preoccupation with uncovering textual layers often results in a glossing over of the 

creative and deliberate ways by which early South Asian narratives have been 

composed, compiled, and edited." (Black 2011: 10)

It is my hope that the questions asked and partially answered in the preceeding pages can 

aid in uncovering more exactly the nature of "the creative and deliberate ways by which 

early South Asian narratives have been composed, compiled and edited." My main concern

is not exclusively with the Vetālapañcaviṃśati cycle of tales, but with the present overall 

state of Indian story literature. A literature which holds a unique place in narrative history 

as a little heard tale of untold riches far beyond the single polished gems to which it has 

been reduced by the theoretical and methodological approaches of a long overdue tradition 

of textual criticism.
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Appendix A: Story Sequence

The four main authorial traditions of VP have been presented in order of chronology from left to 
right, taking the story sequence as presented in KVP as the point of departure. This should not be 
taken as an indication that the story sequence in KVP is necessarily more original than that found 
in later authorial traditions; the chart is one of mutual comparison, not one of divergence from a 
supposed original.

The story sequences given are those found in Śivadatta 1901 (KVP), Durgāprasād 1915[1889] 
(SVP), Uhle 1966[1881] and 1914 (ŚVP), and Emeneau 1967[1934] (JVP). Variations in the 
manuscripts of ŚVP consulted in the present study are discussed in the fourth part of the thesis.

For ease of reference, variations from KVP in SVP, ŚVP, and JVP have been highlighted in green.

KVP SVP ŚVP
JVP

(Bengali version)

Frame (intro.) Frame (intro.) Frame (intro.) Frame (intro.)

#1 #1 #1 #1

#2 #2 #2 #2

#3

intro.
#3a
#3b

concl.

#3

intro.
#3a
#3b

concl.

#3

intro.
#3a
#3b

concl.

#3

intro.
#3a
#3b

concl.

#4 #4 #4 #4

#5 #6 #6 #5

#6 #7 #7 #6

#7 #8 #9 #8

#8 #5 #8 #7

#9 #9 #10 #9

#10 #10 #11 #10

#11 #11 #12 #11

#12 #12 #13 #13

#13 #13 #14 #15

#14 #14 #15 #17
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#15 #15 #16 #18

#16 #16 #17 #19

#17 #17 #18 #20

#18 #18 #19 #21

#19 #19 #20 #22

#20 #20 #21 #23

#21 #21 #22 #25

#22 #22 #23 #26

#23 #23 #5 #27

#24 #24 #24
#16

#24

Frame (concl.) Frame (concl.) Frame (concl.) Frame (concl.)
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Appendix B: Manuscripts

Ms. A

Title: Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śivadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1849 (1792 CE)

Medium: Paper

Size: 8 x 3½ inches

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 87

Lines per folio: 9

Akṣaras per line: c. 35

Folio markings: ”ve°paṃ°” with minor variations in upper left corner. ”rāma” and pagination in 

lower right corner.

Catalogued: Eggeling no. 4093 (1765)

Current location: British Library (IO SAN 1765)

Means of acquisition: Scan from British Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

savat 1849 / āśvine māse śu(ddha)pakṣe 4 puṇyatithau taddine saṃpūrṇam cha //

Scribal colophon (translated):

Sa[ṃ]vat 1849. Completed on the fourth auspicious lunar day in the light half of the moon 

in the āśvina month [i.e. September-October]. cha [i.e. end of copy].

Other: Leading manuscript of Lassen 1838; also of Uhle 1966[1881] together with ms. a.
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Ms. B

Title: N/A

Author: Śrīśivadāsa

Date: N/A (used in Lassen 1838)

Medium: Paper

Size: 9½ x 4¼ inches

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 42

Lines per folio: 13-16

Akṣaras per line: N/A

Folio markings: N/A

Catalogued: Eggeling no. 4094 (1668a)

Current location: British Library (IO SAN 1668a)

Means of acquisition: Not acquired. Currently undergoing conservation. Readings inferred from 

the critical apparatus of Uhle 1966[1881].

Scribal colophon: N/A

Other: The introductory part of the framing narrative apparently counted as tale no. 1. Tale nos. 24

and 25 (i.e. nos. 23 and 24 proper), including the concluding part of the framing narrative, entirely 

in verse interpolated from Kṣemendra with minor omissions (see Uhle 1966[1881]: 64-6). 

Followed by 32 folios containing the drama Kumāravijaya. All manuscript data supplied by 

Eggeling 1896 and Uhle 1966[1881].
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Ms. C

Title: Vaitālapañcaviṃśati

Author: Vallabhadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1865 (1808 CE)

Medium: Paper

Size: 6¾ x 5¼ inches

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 96

Lines per folio: 8-10

Akṣaras per line: c. 20

Folio markings: ”vai°paṃcavīśī°” with minor variations in upper left corner. Ff. 1-49 has ”śiva°”

and pagination in lower right corner. Ff. 50-96 has pagination in upper left corner.

Catalogued: Eggeling no. 4096 (2239)

Current location: British Library (IO SAN 2239)

Means of acquisition: Scan from British Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

saṃvat 1865 varṣe śrāvaṇaś(u)dī 9 maṃdavāsare // śrīr as(t)u śubhaṃ bhavatu //

Scribal colophon (translated):

On the 9th day of Maṃda [i.e. Saturday in Marathi] in the light half of śrāvaṇa [i.e. July-August] in 

the year saṃvat 1865. May there be good fortune! May there be auspiciousness!

Other: Hand changes beginning f. 50 recto. Though attributed to Vallabhadāsa, the introductory 

part of the framing narrative, and possibly more, seems more or less consistent with ŚVP. It is 

tempting to suggest that the change of hand might also indicate a change of version from ŚVP to 

VVP, but more work needs to be done on VVP before any further conclusions can be drawn.
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Ms. D

Title: Śrīvetālapañcaviṃśati

Author: Not given

Date: 19th cent. according to catalogue (Bendall 1902: 15)

Medium: Paper (European manufacture)

Size: 8 x 6 inches

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 39

Lines per folio: 20-22

Akṣaras per line: c. 20

Folio markings: Pagination in upper left corner

Catalogued: Bendall no. 280 (Add. 21477a)

Current location: British Library (IO SAN 21477a)

Means of acquisition: Scan from British Library

Scribal colophon: None

Other: Each tale is followed by a descriptive title. Written in European book form. Bendall 

suggests that the manuscript was copied from a South Indian script on account of the common 

confusion between ṛ and ru (Bendall 1902: 115-6). Obviously, more evidence is needed to warrant 

such a conclusion. Bound together with the differently sized ms. E (see below).
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Ms. E

Title: Vaitālapañcaviṃśati

Author: N/A

Date: 19th cent. according to catalogue (Bendall 1902: 15)

Medium: Paper

Size: 12 x 4½ inches

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 9

Lines per folio: 9-11

Akṣaras per line: c. 35

Folio markings: Pagination in lower right corner

Catalogued: Bendall no. 280 (Add. 21477b)

Current location: British Library (IO SAN 21477b)

Means of acquisition: Scan from British Library

Scribal colophon: N/A

Other: Incomplete. Contains the introductory part of the framing narrative and the first two tales. 

Breaks off mid-leaf, indicating that it was never finished. Bound together with the differently sized

ms. D (see above).
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Ms. a

Title: Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śivadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1771 (1714 CE)

Medium: Paper

Size: N/A

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 91

Lines per folio: 8

Akṣaras per line: c. 30

Folio markings: ”ve°paṃ°” in upper left corner. ”rāma” and pagination in lower right corner. Red

borders left and right of text .

Catalogued: Poleman no. 2315. Described in Uhle 1966[1881] (p. xxvi).

Current location: Houghton Library (MS Indic 1192)

Means of acquisition: Scan from Harvard College Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

iṃdudīpariṣisasi1 asita asvani rasa sukravāra /

sadanasiṃhake hita liṣyo bhagatarā pavahivāra // 12

yādṛśaṃ pustakaṃ dṛṣṭvā tādṛśaṃ liṣitaṃ mayā /

yadi śuddham aśuddhaṃ vā mama doṣo na dīyatām // 1

jalarakṣaṃ tailarakṣaṃ rakṣaṃ dahati hutāsataḥ /

mūrṣahaste na dātavyaṃ evaṃ vadati pustakaṃ // 23

[followed by 9 x “cha” (i.e. end of copy) and 7 x “rāma” intermixed]

1 dīpa should probably be taken as a vernacular form of dvīpa.
2 The vernacular influence on spelling and grammar in the first verse reveals that it was composed by the scribe 

himself. Though the following verses were not composed by the scribe, the confusion of ṣ and kh introduced in the 
first verse continues. This may indicate that the verses were either written from memory, or that the return to 
vernacular writing in the first verse carried somewhat over into them.

3 Uhle everywhere emends rakṣaṃ to rakṣyaṃ, and suggests cāpi for dahati (Uhle 1966[1881]: xxvi).
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Scribal colophon (translated): I follow Uhle in the translation of the first verse which he notes as 

being written in bhāṣā (Uhle 1966[1881]: xxvi):

Written by Bhagatar4 for the benefit of Sadanasiṃha5 on the day of Śukra [i.e. Friday] in the dark 

half of the āśvina month [i.e. September-October] (in the year) moon-[island]-sage-moon [i.e. 

saṃvat 1-7-7-1 = 1714 CE] [pavahivāra?] // 1 // Having seen which book, such (book) was written 

by me; if (it is) auspicious or inauspicious, the fault shall not be given as mine // 1 // It [i.e. the 

book] shall be protected from water, protected from oil, [and protected from fire]; it shall not be 

given in the hands of fools; thus says the book // 2 // [End-of-copy marks probably indicate that this 

is the ninth copy of the manuscript]

Other: First folio missing. Contains a prologue to the framing narrative which appear in a variant 

form in the Hindi version of VP. Ends after tale no. 24 with a colophon indicating that the work is 

finished. The omission of the concluding part of the framing narrative, normally counted as tale 

no. 25, might be due to the enumeration of the prologue as a separate tale. However, no such 

interpretation is supported by manuscript colophons. Leading manuscript of Uhle 1966[1881] 

together with ms. A.

4 Uhle emends to Bahadur (Uhle 1966[1881]: xxvi).
5 Uhle emends to Madanasiṃha (Uhle 1966[1881]: xxvi).
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Ms. b

Title: Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Mahākaviśivadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1750 (1694 CE)

Medium: Paper

Size: N/A

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 50

Lines per folio: 19-20

Akṣaras per line: c. 20

Folio markings: ”vetā°” in upper left corner. Pagination in upper left and lower right corners. Red

borders on all sides.

Catalogued: Poleman no. 2316. Described in Uhle 1966[1881] (p. xxvi).

Current location: Houghton Library (MS Indic 1193)

Means of acquisition: Scan from Harvard College Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

saṃ° 1750 varṣe māgha va di 11 gurau / pustakaliṣitaṃ samāptaṃ śubhaṃ śrīr astu śubhaṃ //

Scribal colophon (translated):

The written book is completed on Thursday on the 11th day of māgha [i.e. January-February] in the

year saṃ[vat] 1750 [i.e. 1694]. May there be auspiciousness (and) good fortune!

Other: Written in European book form. Ff. 1-42 contain the Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā. Ff. 43 recto to 

49 recto contain a short excerpt from the Śiṃhāsanadvātriṃśikā titled Śrīvikramaprabandha (Uhle 

1881: xxvi).
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Ms. c

Title: Śrīvetālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śivadāsa

Date: None (used in Uhle 1966[1881])

Medium: Paper

Size: N/A

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 63

Lines per folio: 10

Akṣaras per line: c. 35

Folio markings: ”ve°paṃ°” in upper left corner. ”kṛṣṇaḥ” in lower right corner. Pagination in 

both upper left and lower right corners.

Catalogued: Poleman no. 2317. Described in Uhle 1966[1881] (p. xxvi).

Current location: Houghton Library (MS Indic 1194)

Means of acquisition: Scan from Harvard College Library

Scribal colophon: None

Other: Adds a tale no. 25 not attested in other manuscripts between tale no. 24 and the concluding 

part of the framing narrative.
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Ms. d

Title: Vaitālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śivadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1900 (1843 CE) (written in another hand)

Medium: Paper

Size: N/A

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 30

Lines per folio: 10

Akṣaras per line: c. 60

Folio markings: ”rāma°” in lower right corner. Pagination in both upper left and lower right 

corners. Borders left and right of text.

Catalogued: Poleman no. 2318. Described in Uhle 1966[1881] (p. xxvi).

Current location: Houghton Library (MS Indic 1195)

Means of acquisition: Scan from Harvard College Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

saṃ° 1900

Scribal colophon (translated):

Saṃ[vat] 1900 [i.e. 1843]

Other: None
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Ms. e

Title: Vaitālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śivadāsa

Date: None (used in Uhle 1966[1881])

Medium: Paper

Size: N/A

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 38

Lines per folio: 11

Akṣaras per line: c. 40

Folio markings: ”vetā° paṃ°” in upper left corner. ”rāma°” and pagination in lower right corner. 

Borders left and right of text.

Catalogued: Poleman no. 2319. Described in Uhle 1966[1881] (p. xxvii).

Current location: Houghton Library (MS Indic 1196)

Means of acquisition: Scan from Harvard College Library

Scribal colophon: None

Other: Incomplete. Concludes with the first line of tale no. 22 in the tenth line of the last folio 

recto, indicating that the manuscript was never completed. The last folio verso reads 

"vetālapaṃcaviśi samāptā" (Vetālapañcaviśi is completed) in another hand.
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Ms. g

Title: Vinodavaitālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śivadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1759 (1702 CE)

Medium: Paper

Size: N/A

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 42 (numbered 182-223)

Lines per folio: 10

Akṣaras per line: c. 35

Folio markings: ”vaitāla°” in upper left corner. Pagination in both upper left and lower right 

corners. Red borders left and right of text.

Catalogued: Poleman no. 2320. Described in Uhle 1966[1881] (p. xxvii).

Current location: Houghton Library (MS Indic 1200)

Means of acquisition: Scan from Harvard College Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

eśīvarṇayor madhye6 śivarāmadvijottamaḥ /

tatsūnuḥ śukadevena lekhye vikramavādayo // 1 // cha /

grahavāṇamuniścaṃdre 1759 vikramasya gatābdayaḥ7 /

śrāvaṇe kṛṣṇapaṃcamyāṃ deśe gurjjara likhyate // 2 //

kapolakalpitaślokadvayam āha // cha // / [six unrelated verses follow]

Scribal colophon (translated):

The discourses of Vikrama in writing by Śukadeva, son of him, the best among twice-borns, 

Śivarāma, [madhye eśīvarṇayor?] // 1 // [end of copy] / It was written in planet-arrow-sage-moon 

6 A variant of the verse in the scribal colophon of another text copied by the same scribe reads the equally 
confounding "aiśīvarṇayor madhye" (Gambier-Parry 1922: 53). Anirban Dash, currently at the University of Pune, 
has cautiously suggested "ai" as referring to both Śiva and the number three, and "śī" as referring to both Viṣṇu 
and the number 6, rendering the double meaning of "among the varṇas of Śiva and Viṣṇu" and "among the 36 
varṇas", the latter with reference to the traditional enumeration of 36 Brahmanical varṇas (pers. comm.).

7 I suspect that abdayaḥḥ may be the nominative plural of an unattested nominal stem abdi meaning “year”.
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[i.e. 9-5-7-1], 1759 [years passed by] of (the era of) Vikrama [i.e. 1702 CE], on the fifth day of the 

dark half (of the moon) in śrāvaṇa [i.e. July-August], in the place of Gurjjara8 [i.e. a village in the 

vicinity of modern day Varanasi] // The two ślokas composed [like two cheeks?] are stated // [end of 

copy] //

Other: Incomplete. Ff. 182-204 contain ŚVP beginning near the end of tale no. 11. Ff. 205-7v 

continue with an additional tale about Vikramāditya not attested in other manuscripts. The 

colophon at the end of the tale reads:

iti śrīśivadāsaviracitāyāṃ mārge vaitālavikramasaṃvāde vikramādityasya aṣṭamahāsiddhiprāptir 

nāma (/) tathā ca parakāyāpraveśavidyāprāptir9 nāma vinodavaitālapaṃcaviṃśatikā samāptāḥ10

Titled "The obtaining of the knowlege of entering into the body of another" and called 

"Vikramāditya's obtaining of the eight great magic powers" in "The conversation between Vikrama 

and the vaitāla on the road" written by Śrīśivadāsa; the Vinodavaitālapañcaviṃśatikā is complete.

The scribal colophon only follows after the colophon of the additional tale, indicating that the 

scribe considered the tale to be a part of the story collection. Ff. 208v-20v contain the 

Mādhavānalākhyānam attributed to Ānanda.

The first half of the manuscript, until now considered lost, is in fact no. LXXXIX(2) in 

Gambier-Parry 1922 (p. 52-3) currently held in the Bodleian Library (shelfmark "MS. Max Müller

memorial f. 1"). It forms part of a larger compendium consisting of three texts (Pañcatantra, 

Vinodavaitālapañcaviṃśatikā, Bhojaprabandha) written by the same scribe as attested by the 

scribal colophons at the end of each text. Due to budgetary limitations, I have only been able to 

acquire scans of the final two folios of the Vinodavaitālapañcaviṃśatikā which conclude just 

before the end of tale no. 11. The last leaf verso ends ”tadā maṃtriṇā tasyāḥ sauṃdaryaṃ dṛṣṭvā”, 

while the first leaf of ms. g begins ”cintitaṃ / ato rājā devyāsakto bhaviṣyati”, rendering possible 

the following translation of the completed sentence:

8 For further information on the location of Gurjjara, see the third part of the thesis.
9 Read "parakāya°".
10 Read "samāptā".
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Then, having seen her beauty, the minister thought: ”Henceforth the king will become addicted to 

this woman”.

The match between the two halves of the manuscript is further confirmed by the striking similarity

of the hand in which they are written, and by the fact that the last leaf of ”MS. Max Müller 

memorial f. 1” is numbered ”181” (not ”186” as suggested by the refoliation in Gambier-Parry), 

while the first leaf of ms. g is numbered ”182”.
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Ms. h

Title: Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śrīśivadāsa

Date: None. The compendium of which it forms part is stamped "Mackenzie Collection 3. Dec 

1833" on the opening page.

Medium: Paper

Size: 9½ x 5¾ inches

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 83 (pp. 54-136 of the compendium)

Lines per folio: 11

Akṣaras per line: c. 30

Folio markings: ”ve°” in upper left corner. ”rāma°” in lower right corner. Pagination in both 

upper left and lower right corners. Borders on all sides of the text.

Catalogued: Eggeling no. 4095 (2688c)

Current location: British Library (IO SAN 2688c)

Means of acquisition: Scan from British Library

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

śubhaṃ bhavatu //   // śrīkṛṣṇāya namaḥ // śrī

Scribal colophon (translated):

May there be auspiciousness! Salutation to illustrious Kṛṣṇa! Śrī!

Other: Contains a prologue to the framing narrative different from the one found in ms. a. Forms 

part of a larger compendium consisting of four texts (Padmapurāṇa, Rāmāyaṇa, 

Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā, Bhojaprabandha). Has not been used in any other study of VP known to me.
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Ms. Hu1

Title: Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā

Author: Śrīśivadāsa

Date: Saṃvat 1544 (1487 CE)

Medium: Paper

Size: 26 x 11 centimetres

Script: Devanāgarī

Folios: 11

Lines per folio: c. 24

Akṣaras per line: N/A

Folio markings:  Centre of each folio decorated with four akṣaras in rhombic formation

Catalogued: Described in Uhle 1914 (p. 4)

Current location: Unknown. Reportedly gifted to Uhle by Eugen Hultzsch (ibid. 3). Also see 

Hultzsch 1886 (p. 15, entries nos. 114-5).

Means of acquisition: Not acquired. Readings based on the transliteration in Uhle 1914.

Scribal colophon (transliterated):

saṃvat 1544 varṣe āso śudi 15 dine maṃgalavāre revatīnakṣatre śrī tapaṃgaccha11 

maṃdana12 bhaṭṭāraka prabhu śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī ratnamaṃdanasūri13 tacchiṣya 

paṃ° [paṇḍita] tilakadevagaṇi tacchiṣya śirastilakapaṃ° [°paṇḍita] amaratilakagaṇi 

tacchiṣya amaraṃśrutamunilakhitā14 vaitālapaṃcaviṃśatikathāpratir īyaṃ paropakārāya

yādṛṣaṃ pustake dṛṣṭaṃ tādṛśaṃ lakhitaṃ15 mayā /

yadi śuddham aśuddhaṃ vā mama doṣo na dīyate // 1

śubhaṃ bhavatu lekhakapāṭhakayoḥ // graṃthāgraṃ 1250 aṃkato 'pi. bā16 śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī

11 We should probably understand "tapāgaccha".
12 We should probably read “maṇḍana”.
13 We should probably read “ratnamaṇḍanasūri”.
14 We should probably read "amaraśrutamunilikhitā".
15 Read "likhitaṃ".
16 Probably a mistransliteration of "cha /" (see Hertel 1924: 152).
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Scribal colophon (translated):

In the year saṃvat 1544 [i.e. 1487 CE], in the light half of Āso [i.e. āśvina, or September-October], 

on the 15th day, on the day of Maṅgala [i.e. Tuesday], in the Revatī constellation, this copy17 of the 

Vaitālapañcaviṃśatikathā was written for the benefit of others by [Amaraśrutamuni], disciple of the

most learned paṇḍit Amaratilakagaṇi, disciple of paṇḍit Tilakadevagaṇi, disciple of the adorning 

(and) venerable lord śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī [Ratnamaṇḍanasūri] of the illustrious 

[Tapāgaccha].

Which like was seen in the book, such like was written by me /

if auspicious or inauspicious, the fault is not given by me [i.e. it is not my fault] // 1 //

May there be auspiciousness for the writer and the reader (or: reciter)! And the number (of lines is)

1250 [i.e. 521] from the beginning of the book. [end of copy.] śrī śrī śrī śrī śrī!

Other: The manuscript is described and transliterated in Uhle 1914; footnotes relating to a further 

ms. Hu2 (current location unknown, described in ibid. 3) are also given.

17 I rely on Hertel for the translation of prati as a Gujarati noun meaning "manuscript" or "copy" (Hertel 1924: 154).
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Appendix C: Narrative Structure

Legend

• + = prose in section
• # = no. of verses in section
• - = section not included in manuscript
• [] = section reconstructed from the critical apparatus in Uhle 1966[1881]
• Kṣ = interpolated from Kṣemendra's version of VP (KVP)
• Alt. = alternative section not covered by the present study
• N/A = relevant folios missing from manuscript

Framing narrative (introductory part)

Narrative Sections A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

A Eulogy ½ [½] ½ 1 ½ N/A 1 ½ 1 ½ N/A ½ ½

B Author's introduction 2½ [3½] ½ 1 ½ N/A - 1½ - 1½ N/A 1½ 1½

C Prologue - [-] - - - + - - - - N/A +1 -

D Setting the scene

d1 The city and the king + [+] + + + N/A + + + + N/A 1 +

d2 Description of the king 6½ [9] 2 4 2 2 + 2 - 6½ N/A (2½)1 2

E The ascetic's gift

e1 The ascetic arrives + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A (+)1 +

1 The prologue begins after section d1, and includes sections d2, e1-3, e5, the first verse of section e6, and a variant of section f1. A variant of section e1, 
followed by section f1 and the final two verses of section e6, begin the framing narrative proper.
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E The ascetic's gift, cont. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

e2 Time passes + [+] + + + + + + - + N/A (+)1 +

e3 The jewel in the fruit + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A (+)1 +

e4 On gifts 1 [1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 N/A - 1

e5 The jewels in the storehouse + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A (+)1 +

e6 On secrecy 4 [4] 2 - 2 4½ 2 3 2 3 N/A (3)1 2

F The ascetic's request

f1 The request + [+] + + + +2 + + +3 + N/A (+)1 +

f2 On magic powers 1½4 [½4] 1 1 1 1½4 24 1½4 1½4 1 N/A 14 1

f3 On ritual assistants - [-] 2 1½ 2 - - 25 - 1 N/A - 2

f4 The king's acceptance + [+] + + + + +6 + + + N/A + +

G The king's quest

g1 The assignation + [+] + - + + + + + + N/A + +

g2 The ascetic's command + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A + +

g3 The journey out + [+] - + - + + + + + N/A + +

g4 Description of
the cremation ground ½/Kṣ [1/Kṣ] - 1 - 1/Kṣ 1 1/Kṣ 1 1 N/A 1/Kṣ 1

g5 The corpse in the tree + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A + +

g6 Description of the corpse - [-] 1½ 1 1½ 1 1 1 1 1 N/A 1 1

g7 The possessed corpse - [-] + + + + + + + + N/A + +

2 The ascetic's desire for privacy in section f1 is expressed after the third verse in section e6.
3 The ascetic's desire for privacy in section f1 is expressed after the first verse in section e6.
4 The verses in section f2 are inserted into the prose of section f1.
5 The verses in section f3 are inserted into the prose of section f1 immediately after section f2 (see fn. 4).
6 The king's agreement to become the ascetic's assistant in section f4 is given immediately before as well as after the final part of section f1 (see fn. 4).
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G The king's quest, cont. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

g8 The journey back + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A + +

g9 On the pursuits of the wise 2 [2] 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 6 N/A 2 17

End of tale no. 1

Narrative Sections A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

H The vetāla's stories

h1 The riddle + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A + +

h2 The warning + [+] + + + + + + + + N/A + +

h3 The answer + [+] +/1 +/2 +/1 + + +/1 + +/48 N/A + +/1

h4 The cycle continues + [+] + + + + + + + + + + +

Framing narrative (concluding part)

Narrative Sections A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

I The vetāla's advice

i1 The unsolved riddle + [Kṣ] alt. + N/A + + +9 + N/A + Kṣ +

i2 The vetāla's praise + [Kṣ] alt. 1 N/A - 1 + + N/A + Kṣ +/1

i3 The ascetic's plot + [Kṣ] alt. + N/A - + + + N/A + Kṣ +

7 The verse (śloka) in section g9 is abbreviated after 11 akṣaras.
8 The second and fourth verses in section h3 are in Prakrit.
9 The section includes an additional twenty-fifth story inserted between sections i1 and i2.
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I The vetāla's advice, cont. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

i4 The vetāla departs + [Kṣ] alt. - N/A - + + + N/A +10 Kṣ +

J The ascetic's death

j1 The ritual + [Kṣ] alt. + N/A - + + + N/A +11 Kṣ +

j2 The sacrifice + [Kṣ] alt. + N/A - + + + N/A + Kṣ +

j3 On the consequences of
actions 1 [1] alt. 212 N/A - 1 113 1 N/A - 1 1

K The king's reward

k1 The gods' praise +/Kṣ14 [Kṣ] alt. + N/A - + + +/Kṣ15 N/A + Kṣ +

k2 The king's boon +/Kṣ [Kṣ] alt. + N/A - + +/2 + N/A + Kṣ +

k3 The return Kṣ [-] alt. + N/A - + - Kṣ N/A + 1 +

L Concluding proverbs - [-] 1 - N/A - 116 - - N/A - - 417

M Author's colophon +/1 [+] +/3 +/1 N/A + +/1 + + N/A +/218 + +/3

10 The concluding colophon of the twenty-fourth tale is only inserted after section i4.
11 The twenty-fifth tale (i.e. the concluding part of the framing narrative) begins here with a verse in praise of Mādhavan (i.e. Kṛṣṇa).
12 The two verses in section j3 are inserted between sections k3 and k4.
13 The verse in section j3 is inserted into the prose of section j2.
14 The interpolation from KVP is inserted after the prose part of section k2.
15 The interpolation from KVP is inserted between sections k2 and k3.
16 Section L is inserted between sections k2 and k3.
17 Section L is inserted into section k3.
18 The manuscript continues with a further story about Vikramāditya followed by a further author's colophon stating that the work is completed.
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Description of narrative structure

The following overview of the narrative structure given in 
tabular form above details the content of individual sections, 
and notes all significant content variations between individual 
manuscripts.

A) Eulogy
Respect is paid to one or more deities1.

B) Author's introduction
The purpose2 of the work, the difficulties in creating it3, and the variegated 
content found within it4 are presented.

C) Prologue
A prologue to the framing narrative, detailing events leading up to it, is 
given in variant versions in mss. ah.

D) Setting the scene

d1) The city and the king
The scene is set in a southern (dakṣiṇāpatha) city5 ruled by a king6.

1 Gaṇeśa in mss. ABCEceh and Hu1; Sarasvatī in ms. b; Nārāyaṇa and 
Sarasvatī in ms. D; not stated in ms. d; N/A in ms. ag.

2 Entertainment (vinoda) in mss. ABceh and Hu1; benefit (hita) in mss. 
CE; not stated in mss. Dbd; N/A in ms. ag.

3 Only included in mss. ABDceh and Hu1; N/A in ms. ag.
4 Only included in mss. AB; N/A in ms. ag.
5 Pratiṣṭhāna in mss. CEce and Hu1 (the corrupt Praṣṭhāpana given in ms. 

D); Ujjayinī in mss. ABbh (the variant Avantī given in ms. d). Ms. a has 
Pratiṣṭhāna in section e1; ms. g has Avantī in section k3.

6 Vikramasena in mss. CDEce and Hu1; Vikramāditya in mss. ABbd; 
Ujjayana in ms. h (revealed to be the father of Vikramāditya in section 
C); N/A in mss. ag. Other names given in later sections also include 
Vikrama (mss. Dabh) and Vikramārka (mss. gh).

d2) Description of the king
The virtues of the king are described.

E) The ascetic's gift

e1) The ascetic arrives
An ascetic7 arrives at the king's assembly, and offers him a fruit8.

e2) Time passes
The ascetic returns to the king with a new fruit every day.9

e3) The jewel in the fruit
One day a fruit is accidentally split open and revealed to contain a 
jewel. The surprised king asks the ascetic why he has gifted him a 
jewel.

e4) On gifts
The ascetic discourses on the importance of gifts.

7 Variously named Kṣāntiśīla (mss. E and Hu1), Kṣāntiśila (ms. C), 
Kṣāntiśāla (ms. e), Kṣyātiśīla (ms. a), Khyātiśīla (ms. b), Kāntiśīla (ms. 
c), Śāntiśīla (mss. AB), and Satiśila (ms. D); named Kṣāntiśīla in later 
sections by ms. h; not named in ms. d; N/A in ms. g. Variously titled 
sky-clad (digambara, mss. ABCDEacdegh and Hu1), yogi (yogin, mss. 
ABbcdh), abstinent (kṣapaṇaka, mss. cdegh and Hu1), seer (ṛṣi, mss. 
CE), sage (muni, ms. d), and listener (śrāvaka, ms. D) throughout the 
framing narrative.

8 Further specified as a coconut (nālikera) in mss. ah. 
9 Specified as a period of 12 years in mss. BCEbce and Hu1 (only given in

section e5 in mss. BCEc and Hu1), and as a period of first 6 months, then
60 months, in ms. h; length of period not included in mss. ADadh; N/A 
in ms. g. Ms. Hu1 further calculates the total number of fruits as 4320 
(30 days x 12 months x 12 years) which equals the number of years in 
the present Kali Yuga.
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e5) The jewels in the storehouse
The king has his storehouse keeper search the storehouse10 where 
the fruits are kept, and discovers it to be full of jewels. Again, he 
asks the ascetic to reveal his motive for bringing him gifts.

e6) On secrecy
The ascetic discourses on the need for secrecy in private matters.

F) The ascetic's request

f1) The request
The ascetic asks for a private meeting with the king11, reveals his 
plan to perform a ritual12 for the attainment of the eight magic 
powers (aṣṭasiddhayaḥ), and requests the king to become his ritual 
assistant (uttarasādhaka)13. The ritual is to take place in a 
cremation ground (śmaśāna)14 by a river15 on the fourteenth day of 
the dark half of the moon16.

f2) On magic powers
The ascetic discourses on the eight magic powers.

f3) On ritual assistants
The ascetic discourses on the qualities required in a ritual assistant.

10 The storehouse and the storehouse-keeper not included in ms. b.
11 Not included in ms. D; N/A in ms. g.
12 Performance of an incantation (mantrasādhana) in mss. ABabcd and 

Hu1 (the variation mantrārādhana given in ms. D); a non-terrible (i.e. 
euphemistic for Śiva or Śiva-worshiper) incantation (aghoramantra) in 
CEe; corpse-magic (mṛtakavidyā) in ms. h; N/A in ms. g.

13 Only mentioned in the verses of section f3 in mss. De; not included in 
ms. a; N/A in ms. g.

14 Forest (vana) substituted for cremation ground in ms. D; N/A in ms. g.
15 Golā (i.e. Godāvarī) in mss. Bbcd and Hu1; Godā (i.e. Godāvarī) in mss. 

Aah; Gomatī (i.e. a tributary to the Ganges in modern day Uttar 
Pradesh) in ms. e; not specified in mss. CE; N/A in ms. g.

16 Not included in ms. Dh; N/A in ms. g.

f4) The king's acceptance
The king accepts the ascetic's request to become his ritual assistant.
The ascetic leaves to prepare the ritual.17

G) The king's quest

g1) The assignation
The king goes to meet the ascetic in the cremation ground on the 
night of the appointed day.

g2) The ascetic's command
The ascetic commands the king to fetch a corpse hanging from a 
tree18 in another nearby cremation ground.

g3) The journey out
The king sets out to fetch the corpse.

g4) Description of the cremation ground
The horrors of the cremation ground are described.

g5) The corpse in the tree
The king climbs the tree, and cuts the rope from which the corpse 
hangs suspended.

g6) Description of the corpse
The horrible state of the corpse is described.

g7) The possessed corpse
The corpse immediately returns to the tree19. Once again the king 
must fetch down the corpse.

17 The king leaves together with the ascetic in ms. Dd; N/A in ms. g.
18 A śiṃśapā (i.e. Aśoka tree) in ms. a (the same spelled śiṃśipā in ms. 

ABEbcdeh, śaṃśapā in ms. Hu1, śaṃśapī in ms. C, and śuṃśupā in ms. 
D); N/A in ms. g.

19 The branches appear beset by thousands of spirit beings (bhūta) and 
vetālas in ms. Hu1; N/A in ms. g.
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g8) The journey back
As the king begins his journey back to the ascetic, the vetāla 
possessing the corpse addresses him.

g9) On the pursuits of the wise
The vetāla discourses on the pursuits of the wise.

H) The vetāla's stories

h1) The riddle
The vetāla tells the first emboxed story, ending in a riddle which 
the king is asked to solve.

h2) The warning
The vetāla warns the king that should he know the answer to the 
riddle yet fail to provide it, he will suffer immediate death20.

h3) The answer
The king gives the correct answer to the riddle, and the vetāla 
immediately returns the corpse to the tree in the cremation 
ground.21

h4) The cycle continues
The king returns to the tree, and fetches down the corpse once 
again. The vetāla tells the second tale, ending in a second riddle, 
and so on for a total of twenty-four22 tales.

20 "Having burst open (your) heart, you will die" (hṛdayaṃ sphuṭitvā 
mariṣyasi) in mss. ABabceh (a corrupt variant hṛyaṃ vidāryya mariṣyasi 
given in ms. d); "you will go to fivefoldness [i.e. the five elements]" 
(pañcatvaṃ yāsyasi) in mss. CE; "having burst open (your) heart, you 
will go to fivefoldness" (hṛdayaṃ sphuṭitvā pañcatvaṃ yāsyasi) in ms. 
Hu1; "you will attain to the killing of cows and Brahmins" 
(gobrāhmaṇahatyāṃ prāpsyasi) in ms. D; N/A in ms. g.

21 In ms. D, the vetāla returns because the king breaks his silence (mauna).
22 Twenty-five tales in ms. c; twenty-one tales in ms. e (incomplete); two 

tales in ms. E (incomplete).

I) The vetāla's advice

i1) The unsolved riddle
At the end of the twenty-fourth story, the king is unable to solve the
riddle, and walks on in silence.23

i2) The vetāla's praise
The vetāla expresses its satisfaction with the king, and offers him 
its advice.24

i3) The ascetic's plot
The vetāla reveals to the king that the ascetic is plotting to sacrifice 
him when he returns with the corpse. The vetāla advices the king 
on how to outwit the ascetic, and offer him up for sacrifice instead.

i4) The vetāla departs
Having advised the king, the vetāla leaves the corpse.

J) The ascetic's death

j1) The ritual
The king returns with the corpse, and the ascetic performs his 
ritual.

j2) The sacrifice
The king outwits the ascetic, cuts off his head, performs a blood 
sacrifice25, and obtains the eight magic powers26 for himself.

23 The king goes on to solve the riddle of the twenty-fifth tale in ms. c (see
fn. 22); the framing narrative then continues with section i2 as usual.

24 The king is also offered a boon in mss. Ad, but chooses to remain silent, 
thereby increasing the vetāla's praise; the king asks for the fulfilment of 
a wish which is never specified in ms. c; N/A in mss. CEae.

25 Not included in mss. Dbh; N/A in mss CEae.
26 The king only obtains the eight magic powers in section k3 of mss. 

Dbdg; he does not obtain them in mss. Bh which interpolate from KVP; 
N/A in mss. CEae.
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j3) On the consequences of actions
The morale of the framing narrative is summed up in a proverb on 
karmic doctrine which makes the ascetic karmically responsible for
his own death.

K) The king's reward

k1) The gods' praise
The gods come to praise and reward the king27, and predict his 
future conquest of the earth28.

k2) The king's boon
The gods offer a boon to the king who chooses that the stories of 
VP shall become famous throughout the world.29

k3) The return
The gods return to heaven, and the king returns to his city.

L) Concluding proverbs
The author concludes the work with various proverbs.

M) Author's colophon
The origins30 and virtues31 of the story collection are set forth.

27 See Appendix G: Significant Content Variations for an overview of 
which deities appear, and which rewards are offered in which 
manuscripts.

28 The prediction is not included in ms. D; neither in mss. Bh which 
interpolate from KVP; N/A in mss. CEae.

29 In ms. c, the king also asks for an indestructible golden man 
(suvarṇamayapuruṣa), and that the earth shall become free from debt 
(anṛṇā); N/A in mss. CEae.

30 An epitome (sāra) in mss. CD and Hu1; specifically not written in verse 
(chandolakṣaṇahīna) in ms. Hu1; not included in mss. ABbcdgh; N/A in 
mss. Eae.

31 Anyone who knows (√vid) the work will become wise (buddhimat) in 
mss. Cb and Hu1 (the variant vṛddhimattara in ms. A); not included in 
mss. BDcdgh; N/A in mss. Eae.
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Appendix D: Prose Analysis (section e3)

Transliterations Translations

Ms. d: ekadā tatphalaṃ (lokotvā?)1 vidāryya2 dṛṣṭam 
aṃtar mahad ratnaṃ dṛṣṭvā ca lokāḥ savismayāḥ 
saṃjātāḥ / bhaṇitaṃ ca rājṇā // bho digaṃvara3 
mahāratnaṃ tvayā kimartham ānītaṃ /

Ms. C: ekasmin divase rājahastāt markaṭarkaṭakena4 
phalaṃ gṛhītvā bhakṣayitum āradhbaṃ5 tanmadhyād 
ratnam ekaṃ āsthānabhūmau patitaṃ / kim etad 
āścaryaṃ rājñoktaṃ / bho digaṃbara mahāratnaṃ tvayā
kimartham ānītaṃ /

Ms. E: ekasmin divase rājahastāt markaṭakena phalaṃ 
gṛhītvā bhakṣitum ārabdhaṃ // tanmadhyād ratnam 
ekaṃ āsthānabhūmau patitam // kim etad āścaryaṃ 
rājñoktaṃ // bho digaṃbara mahāratnaṃ tvayā 
kimartham ānītaṃ //

Ms. Hu1 (Uhle 1914, p. 23): ekasmin dine rājño hastān 
markaṭena phalaṃ gṛhitvā bhakṣayitum ārabdhaṃ. 
tasya phalasya madhyād ratnam ekam āsthānabhūmau 
patitaṃ. rājño manasi vismayo jātaḥ: kim etad 
āścaryaṃ? rājño 'ktam: "bho digambara! mahāratnaṃ 
tvayā kimartham ānītaṃ?"

Ms. A: ekasmin divase rājño hastāt patitaṃ phalaṃ 
markaṭena vidāritaṃ ... tanmadhyād ratnam ekaṃ 
bhūmau niḥpatitaṃ6 ... tasyā7 kāṃtyā mahān uddyoto 
jātaḥ ... tadā rājā sāścaryo babhūva ... rājñoktaṃ // bho 
digaṃbara mahad ratna8 kena kāraṇenānītaṃ ...

Ms. a: ekāsmin dine rājño hastā9 phalaṃ prabhraśya 
sabhāyāṃ patitaṃ tat phalaṃ patitaṃ tatraiva 
rājamarkaṭena vidāritam // taṃnmadhyād10 ratnam 
ekaṃ sabhāyāṃ patitaṃ // tasya kāṃtyā mahān uddyoto 
jātaḥ sarve 'pi lokāḥ savismaṃyā11 jātāḥ tato rājñāṃ 
bhaṇitaṃ bho digaṃbara mahāratnaṃ tvayā kimarthaṃ 
me dattaṃ //

Ms. c: ekasmin dine rājño hastāt phalaṃ patitaṃ 
markkaṭena12 vidāritaṃ // tanmadhyād ratnam ekaṃ 
bhūmau patitaṃ // tasya kāṃtyā mahān udyotaḥ13 // yat 
kāṃtyā dhavalagṛhaṃ dhavalākṛtaṃ // etad āścaryaṃ 
dṛṣṭvā rājā savismayaḥ saṃjātaḥ // rājñoktaṃ // bho 
digaṃdhabara14 idaṃ ratnaṃ tvayā kimartham ānītaṃ //

Ms. d: Once, his [i.e. the ascetic's] fruit having been 
caused to split open, the people, having seen the great 
jewel seen inside, became surprised. And the king said: 
"O sky-clad one, for what purpose did you bring a great 
jewel?"

Ms. C: One day, the fruit, having been taken from the 
king's hand by a monkey, began to be eaten, (and) from 
the middle of it a jewel fell to the ground of the 
assembly. What (was) this marvel? The king said: "O 
sky-clad one, for what purpose did you bring a great 
jewel?"

Ms. E:  One day, the fruit, having been taken from the 
king's hand by a monkey, began to be eaten. From the 
middle of it a jewel fell to the ground of the assembly. 
What (was) this marvel? The king said: "O sky-clad one,
for what purpose did you bring a great jewel?"

Ms. Hu1: One day, the fruit, having been taken from the 
king's hand by a monkey, began to be eaten. From the 
middle of the fruit a jewel fell to the ground of the 
assembly. Surprise arose in the king's mind: What (is) 
this marvel? The king said: "O sky-clad one, for what 
purpose did you bring a great jewel?"

Ms. A: One day, the fruit, fallen from the hand of the 
king, was split open by a monkey. From the middle of it 
a jewel fell down to the ground. A great light was 
produced by its splendor. Then the king became 
surprised. The king said: "O sky-clad one, with what 
reason was a great jewel brought (by you)?

Ms. a: One day, the fruit, having dropped from the hand 
of the king, fell in the assembly, (and) the fruit that had 
fallen there was split open by the king's monkey. From 
the middle of it a jewel fell in the assembly. A great 
light was produced by its splendor, and all the people 
became surprised, (and) then the king said: "O sky-clad 
one, for what purpose did you give me a great jewel?"

Ms. c: One day, the fruit, fallen from the king's hand, 
was split open by a monkey. From the middle of it a 
jewel fell to the ground. A great light (was produced) by
its splendor, by which splendor the white house was 
made dazzling. Having seen this wonder, the king 
became surprised. The king said: "O sky-clad one, for 
what purpose did you bring this jewel?"
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Transliterations Translations

Ms. D: kasmiṃn15 dine hastāt phalaṃ markaṭena gṛhitvā
vidāritaṃ // tasya phalamadhyeṃ16 sthitaṃ ratnam ekaṃ
āsthānamadhye patitaṃ ... tasya bhayā sarvā diśaḥ 
samudyotitāḥ17 ... tadpūrva18 ratnaṃ dṛṣṭvā camatkṛto 
rājā digaṃbaram apṛchatāḥ19 ... bhagavan kimartha 
ratnam ānitaṃ ... (digaṃbareṇoktaṃ ...

Ms. h: ekadā ṣaṣṭe māsi20 punas tathaiva yāvad rājño 
haste dadāti // tāvan markkaṭena21 gṛhītvā nijaśirasā 
vidāritaṃ // tasmād ratna22 bhūmau patitaṃ // tattejasā 
sarvasabhā udyoditam23 // tatkautukaṃ sabhāsadbhir 
janair dṛṣṭaṃ // ciṃtitaṃ // rājā pi sāhacaryyaṃ24 
brūte // yogīndra tvayā kimarthaṃ nālikeratnaṃ 
samarppitaṃ25 /

Ms. e: ekasmin dine rājño hastāt digaṃbaradattaṃ 
phalaṃ markaṭakena gṛhītvā vidāritaṃ bhakṣitum 
ārabdhaṃ ... arddhaṃ akṣitaṃ26 yāvat tāvat tasya 
madhyāt ...27 ratnam ekaṃ āsthānabhūmau patitaṃ ... 
tasya ratnaprabhāvena sarvaṃ dyotitaṃ bhavanaṃ ... 
sarve rājasabhāyāṃ vismitā jātāḥ ... kim etad 
āścaryaṃ ... tato vakti rājā ... bho digaṃbara kimartham
ānītaṃ ratnaṃ phalamadhye kṣiptvā

Ms. b: ekadivase madhyādne28 rājño hastāt phalaṃ 
markkaṭena [gṛ]29hītvā bhakṣitum āradhvaṃ30 // 
arddhabhakṣitaḥ phalamadhyāt31 ratnaṃ 
āsthanabhūmau32 patitaṃ // tasya ratnaprabhāvena 
sarvadhavalagraham uddyotitaṃ / taṃ dṛṣṭvā rājā 
rājaputrāś ca savismayāḥ saṃjātāḥ sakalasabhāmadhye
vismayaṃ33 saṃjātaṃ // etan mahāratnaṃ kasmiṃścid 
rājño grahe pṛthivyāṃ nāsti // rājñoktaṃ bho jogin34 
mihāratnāni35 kimartham ānītāniṃ /

Mss. not used

Ms. B: Uhle's critical apparatus does not allow for a 
satisfactory reconstruction of the relevant passage.

Ms. g: The relevant part of the manuscript not available 
to me (see Appendix B: Manuscripts).

Ms. D: One day, the fruit, having been taken from the 
(king's) hand by a monkey, was split open. A jewel, 
situated in the middle of the fruit, fell in the middle of 
the assembly. All the directions were illuminated 
together by its lustre. Having seen the jewel before him,
the astonished king asked the sky-clad one: "O lord, for 
what purpose was a jewel brought (by you)?"

Ms. h: One day, when sixty moons (had passed) again36, 
then, as soon as he gives (a coconut37) in the king's 
hand, (the coconut), having been taken by a monkey, 
was split open with its [i.e. the monkey's] head [i.e. its 
teeth]. Because of that, a jewel fell to the ground. The 
whole assembly was illuminated by its splendor. Its 
wonder was seen by the people sitting in the assembly. 
(The wonder) was considered. And the king said with 
wonder: "Lord of yogins, for what reason did you 
deliver over a jewel in a coconut?"

Ms. e: One day, the fruit, given by the sky-clad one, 
having been taken from the king's hand by a monkey, 
was split open and began to be eaten. As soon as (one) 
half [was eaten], then, from the middle of it, a jewel fell
to the ground of the assembly. The whole abode was 
illuminated by its [i.e. the jewel's] jewel-splendor. 
Everybody in the king's assembly was surprised. What 
(was) this marvel? Then the king said: "O sky-clad one, 
for what purpose was a jewel, having been put in the 
middle of a fruit, brought (by you)?"

Ms. b: One day, [in the middle of the day], the fruit, 
having been taken from the king's hand by a monkey, 
began to be eaten. From the middle of the half-eaten 
fruit, a jewel fell to the ground of the assembly. The 
whole white house was illuminated by its 
jewel-splendor. Having seen that, the king and the sons 
of the king became surprised, (and) surprise arose in the
middle of the whole assembly. This great jewel was not 
(found) in any house of a king on earth. The king said: 
"O jogin, for what purpose were great jewels brought 
(by you)?"
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1 The reading is uncertain. The suggested reading "lokoktvā" (having said: "Look!") is suspect due to its position in 
the sentence and the treatment of √lok (1A) as a parasmaipada root. Perhaps we should simply understand 
"lokitvā" (having seen).

2 Read “vidārya”.
3 Read “digaṃbara”.
4 We should probably read "markaṭena" or "markaṭakena" (cf. ms. E).
5 Read "ārabdhaṃ".
6 Read "nipatitam".
7 Read "tasya".
8 Read "ratnaṃ".
9 Read "hastāt".
10 Read "tanmadhyād".
11 Read "savismayā".
12 Read "markaṭena".
13 Though not strictly necessary, I infer an implicit "jātaḥ" at the end of the sentence from readings in other 

manuscripts.
14 Read "digambara".
15 We should probably read "ekasmin".
16 Read "phalamadhye".
17 Read "samuddyotitāḥ".
18 Read "tadpūrvaṃ".
19 I infer "apṛcchat" from the context.
20 The incorrect use of the singular “māsi” is probably caused by the correct use of the same in “ṣaṣte”, but perhaps 

also by convention as the moon itself is always singular.
21 Read "markaṭena".
22 Read "ratnam".
23 Read "uddyotitā".
24 I infer "sāścaryaṃ" from readings in other manuscripts.
25 Read "samarpitam".
26 We should probably read "bhakṣitaṃ".
27 The break in the middle of the sentence might be considered a dramatic pause before the jewel is revealed, but 

since no similar use of breaks have been found, it should probably just be ignored.
28 Perhaps we should understand "madhyadine" (in the middle of the day) or "madhyādye" (madhya compounded 

with an inflected form of the indeclinable adya; alternatively, 'during the mid-meal').
29 The manuscript indicates that something should be inserted, but the folio is torn in the margin, obscuring what I 

presume to be gṛ based on readings in other manuscripts.
30 I infer "ārabdhaṃ" from readings in other manuscripts.
31 We should probably compound into "ardhabhakṣitaphalamadhyāt".
32 Read "āsthānabhūmau".
33 Here treated as a neuter noun.
34 The reading "jogin" - instead of "yogin" - should be kept as a reminder of vernacular influence.
35 Read "mahāratnāni".
36 Six months have already passed earlier in the prologue of ms. h (see Appendix C).
37 The fruit in ms. h is elsewhere specified as a nālikera (coconut).
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Appendix E: Distribution of Verses

Legend

• # = sequential placement of verse
• #ab/cd/ef = only indicated part of verse present
• #* = verse appears out of sequence in the prologue to the framing narrative (section C)
• #° = verse appears in abbreviated form only
• [] = verse reconstructed from the critical apparatus in Uhle 1966[1881]
• Alt. = alternative version not covered by the present study
• N/A = relevant folios missing from manuscript 
• [verse] = narrative/descriptive
• [verse] = proverbial
• [verse] = miscellaneous

Abbreviations

• BKM = Kṣemendra's Bṛhatkathāmañjarī in Śivadatta 1901
• CS = Cāṇakya's collections of maxims in Sternbach 1963-70
• ŚS = Śivadāsa's Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā in Sternbach 1976, pp. 1-120
• ŚVPU = Śivadāsa's Vetālapañcaviṃśatikā in Uhle 1966[1881]

NB! Please note that verse beginnings have been quoted on the basis of manuscript readings and external sources where available. They 
have not been critically edited, and no textual variants are given. The purpose of the chart is only to show the overall distribution of 
verses between manuscripts. All verses are in anuṣṭhub metre (śloka) unless otherwise noted.
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Framing narrative (introductory part)

A) Eulogy A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

praṇamya śirasā devaṃ° (CS)1 1 [1] 1 - 1 - - 1 - 1 N/A 1 1

nārāyaṇaṃ namaskṛtya° - [-] - 1 - - - - - - N/A - -

namāmi paraṃyā bhaktyā° (cf. ŚVPU IX.1) - [-] - - - - 1 - - - N/A - -

gaṅgādharajaṭājūṭa° - [-] - - - - - - 1 - N/A - -

B) Author's introduction A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

prārabhyate na khalu vighnabhayena
nīcaiḥ° (4x14) 2 [2] - 2 - - - 2 - 2 N/A 2 2

kecit prāñjalim icchanti° 3 [3] - - - - - - - - N/A - -

yāminīvendunā muktā° - [4] - - - - - - - - N/A - -

D) Setting the Scene A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

d2) Description of the king

āsīd ujjayano rājā° - [-] - - - - - - - - N/A 3* -

tasyedaṃ bhuvanaśreṣṭhaṃ° 4 [9] - - - - - - - - N/A - -

sūryakoṭisamābhāso° 5 [5ab] - - - - - - - 3cd N/A - -

sitapadmasamābhāsaṃ° - [6] - - - - - - - - N/A - -

kandarpa iva rūpāḍhyo° 6 [7] 2 3 2 3 - 3 - 4 N/A 4* 3

1 The first half of the verse belongs to section A, while the second half belongs to section B.
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d2) Description of the king, cont. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

himakundendutulyābhaḥ° 7 [8] - - - - - - - 5 N/A 5ab* -

evaṃ guṇasamāyuktaḥ° - [10ab] - - - - - - - - N/A - -

nānāmodasugandhāḍhyo° 8cd [11] - 4 - 1cd - - - 6 N/A 6* -

pralayāgnisamākāras° 9ab
[12ab]
[14cd]

- 5 - 2cd - - - 7 N/A - -

prabhūtakāntitejasvī° 10cd
[13ab]
[15cd]

3 - 3 - - 4 - 8 N/A - 4

yathotthito ravir bhāti° - [-] - 6 - - - - -
9

10cd2 N/A - -

sādhūnāṃ pālanaṃ samyag° 11 [16] - - - - - - - - N/A - -

E) The ascetic's gift A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

e4) On gifts

riktapāṇir na paśyeta° (cf. ŚS) 12 [17] 4 7 4 4 2 5 2 11 N/A - 5

e6) On secrecy

api svalpataraṃ kāryaṃ° 13 [18] - - - 5 - 6 - - N/A 8 -

siddhamantrauṣadhaṃ dharmaṃ° (CS) 14 [19] 5 - 5 6 3 7 3 12 N/A 9 6

ṣaṭkarṇo bhidyate mantraś° (CS) 15 [20] - - - 8 - - 4 - N/A - -

arthanāśaṃ manastāpaṃ° (CS) - [-] - - - - 4 - - 13 N/A 7* -

giripṛṣṭhe samāruhya° 16 [21] 6 - 6 7 - 8 - 14 N/A - 7

tasmāt sarvaprayatnena° (CS) - [-] - - - 9ab - - - - N/A - -

2 Pādas cd appear twice with variation in pāda c only.
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F) The ascetic's request A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

f2) On magic powers

aṇimā mahimā caiva° 17 [-] 7 8 7 10 5 9 5 15 N/A 10 8

prākāmyaṃ tadyasatvaṃ ca° 18cd [22cd] - - - 11cd 6 10cd 6cd - N/A - -

f3) On ritual assistants

pumāṃs ca dhīrasaṃpanno° - [-] 8 9ab 8 - - 11 - - N/A - 9

dhīras tu sarvadā tvaṃ hi° - [-] 9 10 9 - - 12 - 16 N/A - 10

G) The king's quest A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

g4) Description of the cremation
ground

tataḥ śmaśānaṃ sa prāpa° (BKM 9.2.40) 19ab [23ab] - - - 12 - 13ab - - N/A 11 -

sarvopaskarasaṃyuktaṃ° 20ab [24ab] - - - - - 14ab - - N/A - -

mastiṣkaliptaśubhrāsthi° (BKM 9.2.41) 21 [25] - - - 13 - 15 - - N/A 12 -

dhūmāndhakāramalinaṃ° (BKM 9.2.42) 22 [26] - - - 14 - 16 - - N/A 13 -

gṛdhrākṛṣṭāntramālābhiḥ° (BKM 9.2.43) 23 [27] - - - 15 - 17 - - N/A 14 -

jīrṇāsthinalakacchidra° (BKM 9.2.44) 24 [28] - - - 16 - 18 - - N/A 15 -

dikṣu pratiphaladghora° (BKM 9.2.45) 25 [29] - - - 17 - 19 - - N/A 16 -

maṇḍitaṃ muṇḍakhaṇḍena° (BKM 9.2.46) 26ab [30] - - - 18 - 20 - - N/A 17 -

pratyagrarudhirāpūra° (BKM 9.2.47) - [31cd] - - - 19cd - 21cd - - N/A - -

saṃcaradbhīmapuruṣaṃ° (BKM 9.2.48) 27 [32] - - - 20 - 22 - - N/A 18cd -

avivekam ivāneka° (BKM 9.2.49) 28 [33] - - - 21 - 23 - - N/A 19 -
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g4) Description of the cremation
ground, cont. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

daṇḍakāraṇyasadṛśaṃ° (BKM 9.2.50) 29 [34] - - - 22 - 24 - - N/A 20 -

laṅkādāham ivodbhūtaṃ° (BKM 9.2.51) 30 [35] - - - 23 - 25 - - N/A 21 -

bahucchidraṃ ghanāśliṣṭa° (BKM 9.2.52) 31ab [36ab] - - - 24 - 26ab - - N/A 22 -

māṃsapūritavaktraś ca° 32ab [37] - 11 10 25 7 27 7 17 N/A 23 11

g6) Description of the corpse

nīlajīmūtasaṃkāśam° - [-] 10 12 11 26 8 28 8 18 N/A 24 12

nimnodaraṃ śidrakāyaṃ° - [-] 11ab - 12ab - - - - - N/A - -

g9) On the pursuits of the wise

kāvyaśāstravinodena° (cf. ŚS) 33 [38] 12 13 13 27 9 29 9 19 N/A 25 13°

vinayena vinā kā śrīḥ° 34 [39] - - - 28 10 30 10 20 N/A 26 -

vidvattvaṃ ca kavitvaṃ ca° (CS) - [-] - - - - - - - 21 N/A - -

ye mūḍhākṣaravarjitāḥ paśusamāḥ
pāṣāṇatulyā narā° (4x19) - [-] - - - - - - - 22 N/A - -

nānāśāstrasubhāṣitāmṛtarasaiḥ
śrotrotsavaṃ kurvatāṃ° (4x19) - [-] - - - - - - - 23 N/A - -

yeṣāṃ na vidyā na tapo na dānaṃ°
(4x11) (CS) - [-] - - - - - - - 24 N/A - -

Total number of full verses A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

Framing narrative (introductory part) 29½ [33½] 11½ 12½ 12½ 25½ 10 27½ 9½ 23 N/A 25 13
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Framing narrative (end of tale no. 1)

H) The vetāla's stories A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

h3) The answer

mahībhogābhiyuktānāṃ° - [-] - 14 - - - - - - N/A - -

jñātavyaṃ bhūbhujā yasmāt° - [-] 13 15 14 - - 31 - - N/A - 14

gāvo gandhena paśyanti° - [-] - - - - - - - 25 N/A - -

ahagalaïurayaṃ ahaṃ° (Prakrit, 4x10?) - [-] - - - - - - - 26 N/A - -

sahasā vidadhīta na° - [-] - - - - - - - 27 N/A - -

avicāriuṇa kakṣuṃ° (Prakrit) - [-] - - - - - - - 28 N/A - -

Total number of full verses A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

Framing narrative (end of tale no. 1) - [-] 1 2 1 - - 1 - 4 N/A - 1
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Framing narrative (concluding part)

Eulogy (between sections i4 and j1) A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

mūk(u)ṃ karoti vācalaṃ° - [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A 1 - -

I) The vetāla's advice A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

i1) The unsolved riddle

iti pṛṣṭo nṛpaḥ prāyād° (BKM 9.2.1201) - [40] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 27 -

i2) The vetāla's praise

tuṣṭo 'haṃ tava rājendra° - [-] alt. 16 N/A - 11ab - - N/A - - 15

anyena rājan dhairyeṇa° (BKM 9.2.1202) - [41] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 28 -

pāpo 'sau kṣāntiśīlas te° (BKM 9.2.1203) - [42] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 29 -

i3) The ascetic's plot

ghore mahāpretayāge° (BKM 9.2.1204) - [43] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 30 -

tato vācyo mṛdugirā° (6x8) (BKM 9.2.1205) -
[44ab
-cd]

[54ef]
alt. - N/A - - - - N/A -

31
41ef

-

iti tvayoktaḥ sa yadā° (BKM 9.2.1206) - [45] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 32 -

sa cakravartitāṃ prāptuṃ° (BKM 9.2.1207) - [46] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 33 -

i4) The vetāla departs

iti sarvaṃ tavākhyānaṃ° (BKM 9.2.1208) - [47] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 34 -
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J) The ascetic's death A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

j1) The ritual

rājāpi śavam ādāya° (BKM 9.2.1209) - [48] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 35 -

tam āgatam athālokya° (BKM 9.2.1210) - [49] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 36 -

tataś citārajaḥśubhra° (BKM 9.2.1211) - [50] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 37 -

uttārite śave tena° (BKM 9.2.1212) - [51] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 38 -

athāhūya sa vetālaṃ° (BKM 9.2.1213) - [52] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 39 -

j2) The sacrifice

nṛpo 'bravīn nāsmy abhijñaḥ°
(BKM 9.2.1214) -

[53ab]
[55cd]

alt. - N/A - - - - N/A -
40ab
42cd

-

tam aṣṭāṅgapraṇāmasthaṃ° (BKM
9.2.1215) - [56] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 43 -

j3) On the consequences of actions

kṛte pratikṛtaṃ kuryād° (CS) 35 [58] alt. 17 N/A - 12 32 11 N/A - 45 16

K) The king's reward A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

k1) The gods' praise

tataḥ sākṣāt samabhyetya° (BKM 9.2.1217) 36 [60ab] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 47ab -

taṃ prāha bhagavān viṣṇus° (BKM
9.2.1218) 37 [61cd] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 48cd -

ity evaṃ tuṣṭuvuḥ sarve° - [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 49ab -

tvaṃ ca vikramaseno bhū° (BKM 9.2.1219) 38 [62] alt. - N/A - - - 12cd N/A - 50 -
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k2) The king's boon A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

puṣpavarṣe nipatite° (BKM 9.2.1216) -
[57ab]
[59cd]

alt. - N/A - - - - N/A -
44ab
46cd

-

k3) The return

ity evam āśiṣaṃ dattvā° - [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - 50 -

tripurārevaraṃ prāpya° (BKM 9.2.1220) 39 [-] alt. - N/A - - - 13 N/A - - -

L) Concluding proverbs A [B C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

bhāgyavān eva jāyeta° (CS) - [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - - 17

na śrīkulakramāyātā° - [-] alt. - N/A - 13 - - N/A - - 18

sphuranty upāyāḥ śāstrārthe° - [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - - 19

yāti mārgapravṛttasya° (CS) - [-] alt. 18 N/A - - - - N/A - - 20

M) Author's colophon A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

sārāt sāraṃ samādāya° - [-] 14 19 N/A - - - - N/A - - 21

prajño vā yadi vā mūrkho° 40 [-] 15 - N/A - 14 - - N/A - - 22

chandolakṣaṇahīnā ca° - [-] - - N/A - - - - N/A - - 23

śriyānvayaprasūtena° - [-] 16 - N/A - - - - N/A - - -

paṭhiṣyate na yaḥ śāstraṃ° - [-] - - N/A - - 33 - N/A - - -

tasmān naraiś ca śrotavyaṃ° - [-] - - N/A - - 34 - N/A - - -

katheyaṃ gadyabaṃdhena° - [-] - - N/A - - - - N/A 2 - -

bhāvair gūḍhatarair api
saṃdeha[ha]tyo[n]manaḥ° (4x19) - [-] - - N/A - - - - N/A 3 - -
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Scribal colophon A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

eśīvarṇayor madhye° - [-] - - N/A - - - - N/A 4 - -

grahavāṇamuniścaṃdre° - [-] - - N/A - - - - N/A 5 - -

iṃdudīpaṛṣisasi° - [-] - - N/A 29 - - - N/A - - -

yādṛṣaṃ pustakaṃ dṛṣṭvā° - [-] - - N/A 30 - - - N/A - - 24

jalarakṣaṃ tailarakṣaṃ° - [-] - - N/A 31 - - - N/A - - -

Total number of full verses A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

Framing narrative (concluding part) 6 [19½] 3 4 N/A 3 3½ 3 2½ N/A 5 21 10

Framing narrative (total) 35½ [53] 15½ 18½ N/A 28½ 13½ 31½ 12 N/A N/A 46 24
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Appendix F: Verse Analysis (section e6)

Legend

• # = sequential placement of verse
• #ab = only indicated part of verse present
• [] = verse reconstructed from the critical apparatus in Uhle 1966[1881]
• N/A = relevant folios missing from manuscript

On secrecy (section e6)

Verse A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

api svalpataraṃ kāryaṃ° 1 [1] - - - 1 - 1 - - N/A 2 -

siddhimaṃtrauṣadhaṃ
dharmaṃ° 2 [2] 1 - 1 2 1 2 1 1 N/A 3 1

ṣaṭkarṇo bhidyate maṃtraḥ° 3 [3] - - - 4 - - 2 - N/A - -

arthanāsaṃ manastāpaṃ° - [-] - - - - 2 - - 2 N/A 11 -

giripṛṣṭhe samārūhya° 4 [4] 2 - 2 3 - 3 - 3 N/A - 2

tasmāt sarvaprayatnena° - [-] - - - 5ab - - - - N/A - -

1 Verse inserted in different context in the prologue to the framing narrative.
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Transliteration and translation of verses

api svalpataraṃ kāryaṃ yad bhavet pṛthivīpateḥ1 /
tan na vācyaṃ sabhāmadhye2 provācedaṃ bṛhaspatiḥ //

What business a king might have, even if insignificant, that should not be uttered in the midst of (his) 
assembly; Bṛhaspati [i.e. the preceptor of the gods] proclaimed this.

siddhamantrauṣadhaṃ3 dharmaṃ4 gṛhachidraṃ ca maithunaṃ5 /
kubhuktaṃ kuśrutaṃ marma6 matimān na prakāśayet7 //

A wise man should not display magic mantras and medicine, good conduct, cracks in (his) house, and sexual 
matters, bad [i.e. forbidden?] food, slander, (and) weakness [or: secrets].

ṣaṭkarṇo bhidyate mantraś8 catuḥkarṇaḥ sthiro bhavet9 /
dvikarṇasya tu mantrasya brahmāpy antaṃ na gacchati10 //

A secret with six ears [i.e. shared between three people] is split [i.e. disclosed], (a secret) with four ears shall 
remain fixed, but even Brahmā does not go to the end of [i.e. uncovers] a secret with two ears.

arthanāśaṃ manastāpaṃ11 gṛhe duścaritāni ca /
vañcanaṃ cāpamānaṃ ca matimān na prakāśayet12 //

The wise should not display loss of wealth, heart-ache [or: mental anguish], and wrong-doings at home, and 
deceit, and disdain.

giripṛṣṭhe samāruhya13 prāsāde vā rahogataḥ14 /
araṇye nirjane deśe15 tatra mantro vidhīyate //

Having ascended to the top of a mountain, or going alone in a palace, in a forest, or in a place without people, 
(only) there a secret is granted [i.e. revealed].

tasmāt sarvaprayatnena ṣaṭkarṇo rakṣya eva hi //

Therefore, (a secret) with six ears should be protected with every effort.

1 1b yadi syāt pṛthivītale A; yadi syāt° B; °pṛthivīpate ch.
2 1c sabhāmadhye na vaktavyaṃ AB.
3 Sternbach gives the reading "susiddham auṣadhaṃ°" (good magic, medicine, good conduct) of the verse as it 

appears in the collections of maxims attributed to Cāṇakya (Sternbach 1963-70Ia: 85), but no such reading is 
supported by the manuscripts of ŚVP. I therefore choose to read it as a collective dvandva in neuter singular.

4 2a siddham auṣadhīmaṃtraṃ ca C; siddham auṣadhimaṃtraṃ ca E; siddhaṃ yaṃtrauṣadhaṃ dharmmaṃ h.
5 2b grahachidram° Eb; gṛhakṣidraṃ° a,
6 2c °kutsitaṃ° CE,Hu1; °kutsitaṃ karma A; °karma a; °marmaṃ e; °vāpi h; kuṣrutaṃ ca kubhuktaṃ ca d.
7 2d vacanaṃ° ch; vaṃcanaṃ° b; maṃtraṃ naiva° d; °prakāsayet ab.
8 3a °mantraḥ A.
9 3b catuḥkarno° A; catuḥkarno na bhidyate d; °na bhidyate B.
10 3d vrahmāpy° Aad.
11 4a arthanāsaṃ° b; arthatāśaṃ° h.
12 4d matimā° b.
13 5a giripṛṣṭe° CEce; giripṛṣṭa° a; °samārūhya A.
14 5b prāsādettaraho° A; prāsādevanahogataḥ a; °rahomataḥ CE,Hu1; °rahogate e.
15 5c āraṇye° E; °nirjule° C; °niḥśalāke vā e; °vā śalāṃkācit Hu1; °sthāne Ba.
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Appendix G: Significant Content Variations

Legend

• Kṣ = interpolated from Kṣemendra's version of VP (KVP)
• [] = information reconstructed from the critical apparatus in Uhle 1966[1881]
• Alt. = alternate version not covered by the present study
• N/A = relevant folios missing from manuscript

Example #1: Deities (sections k1-2)

Divine entities / Mss. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

Indra - [-] alt. + N/A - + + + N/A + - -

Brahmā Kṣ [Kṣ] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - Kṣ -

Viṣṇu Kṣ [Kṣ] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - Kṣ -

Maheśvara (i.e. Śiva) Kṣ [Kṣ] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - Kṣ -

Candra + [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - - -

Gandharvas + [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - - -

Siddhis - [-] alt. - N/A - + - - N/A - - -

Unspecified gods and goddesses - [-] - + N/A - - - - N/A - - -

Unspecified gods - [-] - - N/A - - + + N/A + - +
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Example #2: Rewards (sections j2 and k1-2)

Rewards / Mss. A [B] C D E a b c d e g h Hu1

The story collection made famous + [Kṣ] alt. + N/A - + + + N/A + Kṣ +

The eight magic powers + [-] alt. + N/A - + + + N/A + - +

Predicted to become king of the earth + [-] alt. - N/A - - + + N/A + - +

 The servitude of the vetāla + [-] alt. + N/A - - - + N/A - - -

An indestructible golden statue - [-] alt. - N/A - - + - N/A - - -

The world made free from debt - [-] alt. - N/A - - + - N/A - - -

A divine sword (cf. KSS 12.32.37) - [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A + - -

Revelation of divine heritage
(BKM 9.2.1218)

Kṣ1 [-] alt. - N/A - - - - N/A - - -

Complete enjoyment of the fortunes of
the vidyādharas (BKM 9.2.1219)

Kṣ [Kṣ] alt. - N/A - - - + N/A - Kṣ -

1 The king is revealed to be a part of "bhargavān [sic] bhargas" (i.e. lord Śiva). This is a variation from the original verse in BKM in which the king is revealed
to be a part of Viṣṇu (BKM 9.2.1218).
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Appendix H: Transliteration (ms. A)

Legend

• X) = main section
• x#) = sub-section
• ... = space between akṣaras
• / = daṇḍa
• (x) = uncertain reading
• ms. [B] = reading of ms. B inferred from the critical apparatus in Uhle 1966[1881]
• [#r/v] = leaf number recto/verso
• [...] = passage left out in transliteration

Notes on transliteration

I have transliterated the framing narrative of ms. A as faithfully as possible without emendations of
any kind. My only addition to the text is the breaking up of words and the indentation of verses. 
Corrections have been suggested in footnotes, but I have avoided comment on usual scribal 
irregularities, such as the substitution of anusvāra for nasals, the lack of distinction between b/v, 
the doubling of consonants after r, and the writing of c for ch.

In the verses interpolated from Kṣemendra's Bṛhatkathāmañjarī (BKM), which present many 
difficulties, I have tried to follow the logic of the manuscript, avoiding suggestions of readings not 
attested in other manuscripts or in BKM itself. It should, however, be noted that the transliteration 
is not an attempt at a critical reading, but rather an attempt at making sense of the manuscript on 
its own terms.

Reference should be made to Appendix C: Narrative Structure throughout.
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Ms. A (framing narrative)

[1v] śrīgaṇeṣāya namaḥ // ... //

A) Eulogy

praṇamya śirasā devaṃ gaṇanāthaṃ vināyakaṃ ...

B) Author's introduction

lokānāṃ ca vinodāya kariṣyāmi kathām imāṃ 1

prārabhyate na khalu vighnabhayena nīcaiḥ ...
prārabhya vighnavitatā1 viramaṃti madhyāḥ ...
vigno2 sahasraguṇitair api hanyamānā3

prārabdham uttamaguṇā na parityajaṃti 2

kecit prāṃjalim ichaṃti kecid va(ktr)aṃ4 vaco budhāḥ ...
kecit kathārasasphītām ataḥ sarvaṃ vidhīyate 3

D) Setting the scene

d1) The city and the king

asti dakṣiṇāpathaṃ janapade ujjayanī nāma nagarī ... tatra vikramādityo nāma rājā ... kīdṛṣo rājā ...

d2) Description of the king

yasyedaṃ5 bhuvanaśreṣṭhaṃ supriyaṃ priyadarśanaṃ ...
vimalaṃ nirmalaṃ śrīmac chaśāṃkasadṛśopamaṃ 4

sūryyakoṭisamābhāsaḥ vidyujjyotisamaprabhaḥ ...
siṃhāsanavare ramye maṃtrivargapuraskṛtaḥ 5

kadarpa6 iva rūpāḍhyo harivaj janavallabhaḥ ...
samudra iva gaṃbhīraḥ samaṃtāt sarvadaḥ sadā7 6

1 I follow mss. [B]De and Hu1 in reading "vighnavihitā" (presented with obstacles).
2 I follow mss. [B]Dech and Hu1 in reading "vighnaiḥ".
3 Read "hanyamānāḥ".
4 The reading is uncertain, but I follow Uhle in reading "vakraṃ" (Uhle 1966[1881]: 5).
5 I follow ms. [B] in reading "tasyedaṃ".
6 Read "kandarpa".
7 I follow mss. (C)Ee in reading pāda d as "samānaḥ sarvadā satām" (always equal to the virtuous).
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himakuṃdeṃduśuddhaś ca śaraccaṃdrāṃśunirmmalaḥ ...
sitapakṣasamābhāsaḥ śuddhasphaṭikanirmalaḥ 7

nānā-[2r]-ratnayuto nityaṃ nānādharmaparāyaṇaḥ ...
pralayāgnisamākāras taḍitkoṭisamaprabhaḥ 8

eevamādiguṇair8 āḍhyo babhūvuḥ kulanaṃdanaḥ ...
sādhūnāṃ pālanaṃ samyak duṣṭānāṃ nigrahas tathā 9

eṣa rājā paro dharmo paratreha ca śarmaṇe ...

E) The ascetic's gift

e1) The ascetic arrives

evaṃ guṇasamāviṣṭo rājā sarvāvasaram upaviṣṭo sti ... kasmiścid9 divase kuto pi sthānāc 
chāṃtiśīlo nāma yogī digaṃbaraḥ samāyātaḥ phalahastaḥ san sasabhāṃ10 praviśya ... rājño haste 
phalaṃ dattavān ... rājñā āsanaṃ dattaṃ tāṃvūlaṃ ca ...

e2) Time passes

anayā rītyā rājño haste phralaṃ11 dattvā pratyahaṃ darśanaṃ karoti ...

e3) The jewel in the fruit

ekasmin divase rājño hastāt patitaṃ phalaṃ markaṭena vidāritaṃ ... tanmadhyād ratnam ekaṃ 
bhūmau niḥpatitaṃ12 ... tasyā13 kāṃtyā mahān uddyoto jātaḥ ... tadā rājā sāścaryo babhūva ... 
rājñoktaṃ // bho digaṃbara mahad ratna14 kena kāraṇenānītaṃ ...

e4) On gifts

tadā digaṃbareṇoktaṃ // ... //

riktapā-[2v]-ṇir na paśyeta rājānaṃ bhiṣajaṃ guruṃ ...
daivajñaṃ putrakaṃ mitraṃ phalena phalam ādiśet 1

8 Initial e written at the end of a line, and then repeated at the beginning of the next line.
9 Read "kasmiṃścid".
10 Accidental doubling of initial akṣara.
11 Read "phralaṃ".
12 Read "nipatitam".
13 Insert "tasya".
14 Read "ratnaṃ".
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e5) The jewels in the storehouse

mahārāja īdṛśāny eva ratnāni mayā tava bahusamarpitāni ... tac chrutvā bhāṇḍārikasya pratyādeśo 
dattaḥ ... anena digaṃbareṇa dattāni phalāni tāny ānaya ... tadvacanaṃ śrutvā phalāny ānītāni ... 
pratyekam utkramya dṛṣṭāni sarvāṇy api ratnaiḥ pūrṇāni saṃti ... rājnoktaṃ ... bho digaṃbara 
sarvāṇi ratnāni bahumūlyāni kimartham ānītāni ... ekasyāpi ratnasya maulyaṃ dātum 
asamarthaḥ ... tvam ataḥ paraṃ kim abhilakhasi15 ... tat kathaya ...

e6) On secrecy

yoginoktaṃ ...

api svalpataraṃ kāryaṃ yadi syāt pṛthivītale ...
sabhāmadhye na vaktavyaṃ provācedaṃ bṛhaspatiḥ 1

siddhimaṃtrauṣadhaṃ dharmaṃ gṛhachidraṃ ca maithunaṃ ...
kubhuktaṃ kutsitaṃ karma matimān na prakāśayet 2

ṣaṭkarṇo bhidyate maṃtraḥ catuḥkarṇo sthiro bhavet ...
dvikarṇasya tu maṃtrasya vrahmāpy aṃtaṃ [3r] na gachati 3

giripṛṣṭhe samārūhya prāsādetta16 raho gataḥ ...
araṇye nirjane deśe tatra maṃtro vidhīyate 4

F) The ascetic's request

f1) The request

deva ekāṃte vijñāpayāmi ... rājñā vijanaṃ kṛtaṃ ... yoginoktaṃ ... deva asyāṃ kṛṣṇacaturdaśyāṃ 
godānadītīre mahāśmaśāne maṃtrasādhanaṃ kariṣyāmi ... sādhite sati aṣṭau siddhayo 
bhaviṣyaṃti ...

f2) On magic powers

aṇimā mahimā caiva laghimā garimā tathā ...
prāpti17 prākāmyam īśatvaṃ vaśitvaṃ cāṣṭa siddhayaḥ 1

yatrakāmavasāyitvam aṇimādyaṣṭakaṃ smṛtaṃ ...

15 Read "abhilaṣasi".
16 I follow mss. [B]CEe and Hu1 in reading "prāsāde vā".
17 Read "prāptiḥ".
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f1) The request, cont.

tadartha18 tvaṃ mamottasādhako19 bhava ... rātrau khaḍgena bhavatā ekākinā matsamīpam 
āgaṃtavyam ...

f4) The king's acceptance

tat pratipannaṃ rājñā ... tadanaṃtaraṃ sarvopaskaradravyāṇi gṛhītvā digaṃbaraś caturddaśyāṃ 
mahāśmaśāne gataḥ ...

G) The king's quest

g1) The assignation

rājāpi rajanyāṃ kṛṣṇavāsāṃsi gṛhītvā tatraiva samāyātaḥ ...

g2) The ascetic's command

so pi rājānaṃ dṛṣṭvā hṛṣṭaromā saṃjātaḥ ... yoginoktaṃ ... bho rājan ito yojanārddhaṃ 
mahāś-[3v]-maśānam asmi20 ... tatra śiṃśipāvṛkṣe mṛtakam avalaṃbitam āste ... tan mṛtakaṃ 
gṛhītvā śīghram āgacha //

g3) The journey out

tadvacanam ākarṇya asamasāhasiko rājā śiṃśipāvṛkṣaṃ praticalitaḥ ...

g4) Description of the cremation ground21

rājā śmaśānaṃ prāpya niḥśaṃko dhūmasaṃkulaṃ ...
pāṣāṇopaskarasaṃyuktaṃ śmaśānaṃ bhāti bhūtale22 ... (cf. BKM 9.2.40)
mastiṣkaliptaṃ śubhrāsthiprakāraṃ lohitāśrayaṃ 1 

ākrīḍam iva kālasya kapālacakaṣākulaṃ23 ... (cf. BKM 9.2.41)
dhūmāṃdhakāramalinaṃ vīreṃdragaṇagarjjitaṃ 2

18 Read "tadarthaṃ".
19 Read "mamottarasādhako" (my ritual assistant).
20 Read "asti".
21 The section present many difficulties, and the meaning is often obscure. Even BKM, from which most of the 

section is interpolated, is not always clear. I have only suggested alternative readings where the manuscript 
readings appear obviously wrong.

22 The verse represents a not wholly successful attempt at interpolating the description of the cremation ground from
BKM which begins: "tataḥ śmaśānaṃ sa prāpa niḥśaṅko bhūtasaṃkulam / sarvāpāyamayaṃ kāyam 
ivāyāsaśatāśrayam" (then he, fearless, reached the cremation ground, full of bhūtas, like a body made of all deaths,
the refuge of hundreds of exertions) (BKM 9.2.40).

23 Read "kapālacaṣakākulam" (filled with skull cups).
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caṃcaccitāgnitaḍitaṃ kālamegham ivo(śchr)itaṃ24 ... (cf. BKM 9.2.42)
gṛdhrakaṣṭāṃgamālābhiḥ kṛtaprālaṃbavigrahaṃ 3

kanyā iva śamaṃ mattaṃ kṛttikā iva kaṃpitaṃ ... (cf. BKM 9.2.43)
jīrnāsthinalakachinnnaṃ chipraṃ saṃpātimārutaṃ25 4

saṃcaradyoginīvṛṃdaṃ nūpurair āvitaṃbaraṃ26 ... (cf. BKM 9.2.44)
dikṣu pratiphalaṃ ghoraṃ bhairavasphāṃḍahuṃkṛtaṃ27 5

strijagatpralayāśaktaṃ28 kṛtoṃkāram ivāṃtakaṃ ... (cf. BKM 9.2.45)
maṃḍitaṃ mukhamaṃḍaiś29 ca kaṃkālakulamālitaṃ 7 (cf. BKM 9.2.46ab)

saṃcaradbhīmapuruṣaṃ dvi-[4r]-tīyam iva bhārataṃ ...
bahuchalaṃ dyūtam iva strīcittam iva dāruṇaṃ 8 (cf. BKM 9.2.48)

avivekam ivānekavalaṃkāṃtaniketanaṃ30 ...
kharotphaṭajanasthānaṃ31 ghoraṃ śūrpanakhākṛtiṃ 9 (cf. BKM 9.2.49)

daṃḍakāraṇyasadṛśaṃ marīcicakitāṃtaraṃ ...
kharakaṃpanadhūmrākṣaṃ meghanādabibhīṣaṇaṃ32 10 (cf. BKM 9.2.50)

laṃkādāha vimotpannaṃ33 jīvapra(x)vaṇavighnakaṃ34 ...
samagraṃ bhūtanilayaṃ bhūtasaṃghapravarṣaṇaṃ 11 (cf. BKM 9.2.51)

bahuchidraghanāśliṣṭaṃ pretarāśiniraṃtaraṃ ... (cf. BKM 9.2.52ab)
māṃsapūritavaktrāś ca madirānaṃdacetasaḥ 12 // ... //

24 BKM reads pāda b as "kālamegham ivo 'tthitam" (as if a black cloud / cloud of death had arisen).
25 For pādas cd to make sense, we should probably follow BKM in reading them as a single compound, possibly 

adopting the reading of ms. [B] in pāda d which is closer to the reading in ms. A. This would give 
"jīrnāsthi-nalaka-chinna-kṣipra-saṃjāta-mārutam" (the wind made swift [i.e. howling?] through old, broken 
bones?).

26 Perhaps we should follow mss. [B]ac and BKM in compounding "saṃcaradyoginīvṛṃdanūpurair", and then follow
ms. a and BKM in reading "āvitaṃbaraṃ" as "iva" + "nāditaṃ/rāvitaṃ" (as if made to resound).

27 Perhaps we should understand "°sphāṃḍa°" as a nominal derivative from √sphaṇḍ (to laugh at). Ms. [B] and 
BKM read "sphāra"(loud).

28 Read "trijagat°".
29 We should probably follow mss. [B]ach in reading "muṇḍakhaṇḍaiś" (with fragments of shaven (heads)).
30 Perhaps we should follows mss. ac in reading "avivekam ivānekaśaṃkātaṃkaniketakaṃ" (like lack of judgment, 

the abode of many doubts and fears).
31 We should probably follow mss. [B]a(c)h and BKM in reading "utkaṭa" for "utphaṭa", rendering pāda c as 

"kharotkaṭajanasthānaṃ" (a place with rough and excessive people; the rough and immense Janasthāna (forest)).
32 Read "°vibhīṣanam" (terrifying; name of a brother of Rāvaṇa).
33 We should probably follow mss. [B]c in reading "laṅkādāham ivotpannaṃ" (appearing like the burning of Laṅkā).
34 We should probably ignore the half-written akṣara after "jīvapra", and follow mss. [B]ach and BKM in reading 

"jīvadrāvaṇa°". Ms. a and BKM also read "°viplavam" for "vighnakam", rendering the more meaningful 
"jīvadrāvaṇaviplavam" (the calamity causing the living to cry / the ruin of Rāvaṇa while living).
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g5) The corpse in the tree

tatra gatvā sa rājā śiṃśipāvṛkṣam āruhya churikayā prāśaṃ35 chitvā mṛtakaṃ skaṃdhe dhṛtvā 
uttīrya mārge calitaḥ ...

g8) The journey back

mārge calite sati vetālena rājānaṃ praty ābhihitaṃ36 ... bho rājan //

g9) On the pursuits of the wise

kāvyaśāstravinodena kālo gachati dhīmatāṃ ...
vyasanena tu mūrkhāṇāṃ nidrayā kalahena vā 1

vinayena vinā kāḥ37 śrīḥ kā niśā śaśinā vinā ...
rahitā satkavi-[4v]-tvena kīdṛśī vāgvidagdhatā 2

H) The vetāla's stories

rājan śrūyatāṃ tāvat kathām ekāṃ kathayāmi ...

[Here follows the first story of the vetāla.]

h1) The riddle

[11r] [...] etat kathānakaṃ kathayitvā vetālenoktaṃ ... rājan kathaya kasya pāpaṃ bhavati ...

h2) The warning

yadi jānann api na kathayiṣyasi tadā hṛdaya38 sphuṭitvā mariṣyasi ...

h3) The answer

rājñā vikramasenenoktaṃ avicāreṇa nṛpasya pāpaṃ bhavati ... evaṃ śrutvā gato vetālaḥ // ... //

h4) The cycle continues

gatvā ca punar api tatraiva śiṃśipāvṛkṣaśākhāyāṃm avalaṃbitaḥ // ... // [...] [11v] [...] rājā ca 
punar api tatraiva gatvā mṛtakaṃ skaṃdhe dhṛtvā yāvan mārge pracalitaḥ ... tāvat tena 
kathānakaṃ prārabdhaṃ ... vetālenoktaṃ ... bho rājan śrūyatāṃ tāvat kathām imāṃ ...

[Here follows the vetāla's remaining twenty-three stories.]

35 Read "pāśaṃ".
36 Read "abhihitam".
37 Read "kā".
38 Read "hṛdayaṃ".
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I) The vetāla's advice

i1) The unsolved riddle

[86r] etat kathānakaṃ kathayitvā vetālenoktaṃ rājan kathaya parasparaṃ nātra39 kiṃ 
saṃbhavati ... tadā rājñā vikramasenenāpi prativacanaṃ na dattaṃ ... [...]

i2) The vetāla's praise

tato naṃtaraṃ vetālenoktaṃ ... bho rājan bahuvārair mayā tvaṃ vaṃcito si ... ata eva tūsnīṃ 
bhūtvā rahito si ... bho mahāvīra saṃtuṣṭā40 haṃ tava sāhasena ... tvaṃ varaṃ brūhi ... tadā rājñā 
vikramasenena prativacanaṃ na dattaṃ ... vetālenoktaṃ ... rājan yadi tvaṃ mama pratyuttaraṃ na 
dadāsi ... tathāpi tava satyena [86v] sāhasena tuṣṭo haṃ ...

i3) The ascetic's plot

sāṃprataṃ tvayā tatra gatvā madīyabhāṣitaṃ karttavyaṃ ... digaṃbaro yaṃ gaṃdhadhūpādibhiḥ 
pūjayā mṛtakaṃ pūjayitvā yadā idaṃ kathayati ... bho rājan devāya sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ kuru ... 
tadā tvayā iti kathanīyaṃ ... yato haṃ sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ kartuṃ māṃ darśaya // paścād ahaṃ 
kariṣyāmi ... ity ukte sati ... yadā digaṃbaro sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ darśayati ... tadā khaḍga tvayā 
mākṛṣya41 tasya śiraḥ chitvā kapālarudhireṇa mamārgho dātavyaṃ ... tadā tavāṣṭau siddhayo 
bhaviṣyaṃti ... yadā tvaṃ mamopadeśaṃ na kariṣyasi tadā tava mṛtyur bhaviṣyati ... tasyāṣṭau 
mahāsiddhayo bhaviṣyaṃti ...

i4) The vetāla departs

evaṃ kathayitvā saha42 gato vetālaḥ ...

J) The ascetic's death

j1) The ritual

tadā rājñā vikramasenena mṛtakam ānīya maṃḍale muktaṃ ... tadā dṛṣṭvā digaṃbareṇa 
bhaṇitaṃ ... sādhu sādhu mahāvīra mahātapaḥ kṛtaḥ ... digaṃbareṇa samastavidhiṃ kṛtvā 
puṣpadhūpādinaivedya-[87r]-dīpādikaṃ vidhāya savīryyamaṃtraṃ maṃḍale vetālāhvānaṃ 
kṛtaṃ ... tatra vetālam avatāryya sakaraṇaṃ43 vidhāya digaṃbareṇa bhaṇitaṃ ...

39 Read "nātraṃ" (Old Gujarati for 'kinship' according to Hertel 1924, p. 143).
40 Read "saṃtuṣṭo".
41 The manuscript indicates that "khaḍga" and "tvayā" should be switched around to give the correct reading: "tadā 

tvayā khaḍgam ākṛṣya" (then, by you, having drawn the sword).
42 Read "sa".
43 Uhle suggests "sakalaṃ karaṇaṃ" (all the rites) (Uhle 1966[1881]: 62).
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j2) The sacrifice

bho rājan sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ kuru ... tadā rājñā vetālavacanaṃ smṛtvā bhaṇitaṃ ... bho yogin 
mayā janmaprabhṛti sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ kasyāpi na kṛtaṃ ... prathamaṃ sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ 
darśaya tato haṃ kariṣyāmi ... tato daivamohitena digaṃbareṇa sāṣṭāṃgaṃ praṇāmaṃ yāva44 
darśayati tāvad rājñā khadgam ākṛṣya śiras troṭitaṃ ... tadā kapālarudhireṇa vetālasyārgho 
dattaḥ ... tadā rājñāṣṭau mahāsiddhayo saṃjātaḥ45 ... tathā ca ...

j3) On the consequences of actions

kṛtapratikṛtiṃ kuryyād dhiṃsate pratihiṃsate46 ...
tatra doṣo na paśyāmi duṣṭe duṣṭaṃ samācaret 1

K) The king's reward

k1) The gods' praise

tadā svargasthitā api gaṃdharvāḥ puṣpavṛṣṭiṃ cakruḥ ... jayajayākāraś caṃdreṇa kṛtaḥ ... bho 
rājan tuṣṭā vayaṃ ... tava sārvabhaumaṃ rājyaṃ bhaviṣyati ...

k2) The king's boon

tvaṃ varaṃ brūhi ... rājñoktaṃ ... eṣā vetālapaṃcaviṃ-[87v]-śatikā prasiddhā bhavati 
yuṣmatprasādāt mamājñākārī bhavattv ayaṃ47 ...

k1) The gods' praise, cont.

tataḥ sākṣāt samabhetya48 vrahmāviṣṇumaheśvarāḥ ...
praśaśaṃsur narapatiṃ pādau ca samapūjayan 1 (cf. BKM 9.2.1217)

k2) The king's boon, cont.

taṃ prāha bhargavān bhargas tvaṃ mamāṃṇe49 mahīpate ...
yāto si50 vikramādityaḥ puṣpaprekṣyasatāṃtrakaḥ51 2 (cf. BKM 9.2.1218)

44 Read "yāvad".
45 Read "saṃjātāḥ".
46 We should probably read "kṛte pratikṛtaṃ kuryād dhiṃsite pratihiṃsitam" in pāda ab on analogy with the 

structure of pāda d.
47 I.e. the vetāla.
48 Read "samabhyetya".
49 BKM reads "mamāṃśo" (a part of me) (BKM 9.2.1218b) which also seems to be the intention here.
50 KVP reads "jāto 'si" (you were born) (BKM 9.2.1218c) which also seems to be the intention here.
51 We should probably read "puṣpaprekṣyasatāntrikaḥ" (having flowers become visible in accordance with Tantric 

knowledge?).
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tvaṃ ca vikramaseno bhūd rājāvaṃśavibhūṣaṇaḥ ...
bhogopavargābhuktvā52 bhuktvā vidyādharaśriyaṃ 3 (cf. BKM 9.2.1219)

k3) The return

tripurāre varaṃ53 prāpya tato bhūc cakravarttinaḥ ...
nija54 praviśya nagaraṃ prabhāte sammatāśriyaḥ55 4 (cf. BKM 9.2.1220)

M) Author's colophon

prajño vā yadi vā mūrkho vṛddho vāpy atha vā śiśuḥ ...
ya imāṃ sakalāṃ vetti sa bhaved vṛddhimattaraḥ56 5 // ... //

iti śivadāsaviracitāyāṃ vetālapaṃcaviṃśatikāyāṃ paṃcaviṃśatimaṃ kathānakaṃ samāptam [...]

52 I read "bhogāpavargasubhagāṃ" with ms. d and BKM. The replacement of "°bhuktvā" with "°subhagāṃ" is also 
supported by similar readings in mss. Bh.

53 I read "tripurārivaraṃ" (the boon of the enemy of the three cities, i.e. Śiva) with ms. d and BKM.
54 Read "nijaṃ".
55 Read "sammataśriyaḥ".
56 We should probably read "buddhimattaraḥ" (wiser). Mss. (C)b and Hu1 read "buddhimān naraḥ".
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